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Learn i no i c!,,, 1,c.,....Ca reer 1 duca

Feet and eShos: M,a,airing

-----------A-----"---------\--A-----r-

re(odwr Plan

Subject Area: Math ard Language Development

Career duca t ion homes : I

Career and Economic Awareness
Self Awareness

-.,t..udent!, will be able to:

Develop a concept of linear measurement and explain the terms
of height, 1 en9th and width.

Recogni-...e the difference between a centimeter and a meter.

Identify and use comparativ-e terms such as: tall, taller, tallest
Short, shorter, shortest

Describe their own physical characteristics such as height, length
(nohon lying down) of their own bodies. Length and width of hand
and foot.

Observe the making, fitting, selling and reFir of shoes.

Become aware of the many careers related to shoes - such as
renair; manufacturing and selling of laces, polish, shoe shinsij,
etc.

Student Objectives: i

I will be able to measure and record length or height of a person.
I will be able to tell how tall or long I am.
I will he able to measure and record the length and width of both
my hand and my 'oot.

I will be able to match the labels of:
tall tallest
short shorter -';hortest
wide wide.- widest
lonoth
height
centimeter
rioter

9
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3
,.;tudent,, al, match the 0,1

tall

nort

length (long)
height - (tall)
cent i..a,ter

meter
with actual objects on a table; or teachcrs could cut fiwres from
d catalog - mount them en oaktag and have them available both for
pre-ascwssment and thy final evaluation. at.,kino children to use
the terms above in talking about the pictures.

If a teacher feels that the child hos a thorough knowledge and mastery
of linear measurement, he need n, t work throug)i Lhe unit. However,
the extentions such as a field tail) to a shoe store, walking .crip,
to shoe repair, etc

,. would certainly enhance a child's horizons
and he a launching pad for individualized activities more sopkisti-
cated than presented here. Since several of the experiences havea social wect incorporated and are group oriented I would recommend
that more detailed kinds of measuring dnd recording be provided
for very advarced chil.dren.

Since this center is planned as an adult-directed activity, levels
of ability will be met in the way the student performs the taskat the center. For example in the first activity, a child in the
preoperational stage May only match the labels (or he might only
be ready to label and identify body parts) whereas) a child working
more toward the symbolic ',toile might be able to record the measure-
ment and a (lifted child in the concrete operational stage may be
able to measure other objects in the room and make further predic-
tions and comparisions.

Teacher Preparation for Each Activity:

The sequence 'Mould be followed as numbered activity 1-8 and
-finally pages it for evaluation, hecatHe the activities build
from the introduc tion of linear measurement and comr.arisions of
larger figures (Mr. Giraffe ard Mr. Alligator and their own
bodie0 to finer measurements (-hand -foot)

E. Materials:

Large f'igure of Mr. Alliqdtor
Large filnxe of Mr. f;iraffe
flraph paper

Meter sticks
Othen materials for measuring such as ribbons of
different lengths belts, plastic sticks WAS has
a rnmber of variout; lenntly-,)

Duplicate workheets on newsprint
fluplicato notebook cover "My Measurement book" on
colored paper, ooktag, or construction paper folded
in half to fond a folder.

10



Sit 1.1fla

Orrter
Lollect a variety or --.,hoo,; reprw,entino %arioes
occupationr, and intere,.;',,, in life. (children
have to help with thi!;)

,^0T,1140,, rT a field trip or walking trip to a '.t,hoe
Hon., and to 1 c*oe repair or s i hl e make
arranueent,. to borrow d c,hoe mea5uring

leacher rewurre pateriak whir!, will he helpful in developing a bank-
e,,panding the activities with many more

idea:. and onnortuni t it°

Notj M.,atheof - by ,1ohn ii ev and Sons, Inc. New York
Hok I padey,

1 t lyp 1 ft I '.t.ruct.i;re - 1;ook p iflOS 7 ?3

no pirLrH sire avi iLille in all .1"-;,-)1 1 w Through school s

' t tjtri (i!A journal) (;ept. Oct. 1975
, i, Year old and Modern Math" hv fthel O'Hara pages 33-36

rrtn: ct l'eet -HI
.1

Magic 100 ftr :19s1
Toe-, lul i iJ

In the mode of iollow Through one could have either a door chart or
an invittion (or kith) introduring the activity and inviting the
hildren to narticipate:

1;ood Morning: Pleae nome in and meet our (1ew friend,
raffe."

or

woHer where you I I it when you Stand aet to mr..r?

:s-ep,,nilinn on your c1,1:,c;rooni sitocit ion ft I ortivity could he handled
in nsa 11 group or in a large grout). Begin by discussing howat:r how friend iS and peakin,, in comparative terms have s tudents

64 nnc.r1i .vH,:1. nor they are ,1; ill or to 11 or thdn Mr. Giraffe. fnclude'6 H 1(0 r.H.,r 1141 Ito)' ;idol tn 1n the discusOons introducingtall. t.11 lyr , t I

-diOrtet.

1 1



With ma,.kiwi tole, marl, where each child'', height is on the (hart (iu t a
stfall piece ot masiing tare with their ham(' or initial-, is sufficient for
marl,ing and can ea.;ity he removed far ir.0 by another class later on).

3. Follow this general introduction by explaining the measurement book - all
worksheets con he kept in this book which uct us a Colder until the unit
is completed and then fastened iogether to conference and later to ta1,0
home.

4. Children do worksheet The child may choose d friend to me:,.7-utre and
record iiame and height nn the ticttom section.

5. Other experiences with measuring and comparing can be provided at thistime - using ribbon, sticks, etc. oojects he measured and -ecorded
according to the students ability and th( amount of Lime the 'eachor ifasavailable.

Following the same format as in Activity I introduce Mr. Alligator measuring
.

students and adults as they lay down beside, the alligator or lay on it and
mark where each child fits - placing the chW's head in front of Mr. Alligator's
head and marking the length. It is best if adults are measured also because
't gives more basis for comparisions. Use worksheet tr2, measuring a friendafter self as before. Children should compurc their height and length noting
that they measure the same whether standing or lying down.

0

Activity Three:

Extending body measurements into fleer dimensions, have children trace theirhand on centimeter graphic paper (worksheet ii3). Be sure they place their hand
on or near the numbered centimeter so they can count the number of cencimeterslong and wide if they place it in the middle of the page t.le numbc:.s will
not be helpful in counting the centimetes for length and widtn. Record onworksheet 4'4.

Using the centimeter graph paper (wou*sheet :,5) have the children trace theirfeet with their shoe; on. (They usually need help doing this - sometiesone cnild can help another).

Record the measurements on worksheet 6.
Pages =17 and rP, are extended measuring activities for gifted students.

Activity Five:

Take either a field trip in a bus pc a walking trip to a shoe store. Ifthis is not possible try to borro4 a shoe measuring tool sn children can seethe relationship of measuring feet to the problems of the economic world asmanufacturers and salespeople must provide for all sies, both lengths and widths.

1 2
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A large wooden foot (or shoe) measuring device can be purchased
from:

S.E.E. Inc.
Three Bridge Street
Newton, MA 02195

and some schools already have them.

The foot measures both the length and width of a person's foot in
inches and computes U.S. shoe sizes. Cost $6.70
(We have one at Elliott which measures both in metric system and in
inches).

Options at this time might be to do finger painting hand painting
(adult directed) and also painting with feet. This is-even more fun
when done to music. You will need:

4 or 5 oblong cake pans. Mix 4 or 5 different colors of temptra
vith water and add some powdered soap obtained.from the custodian

.

/.4,;1. This help in easy removil both from feet and clothing!

--1

1 large pail with warm water and soap

Several newspapers

Large white shee,.s of paper for each child.

Old towels or rags.

This type of activity works best in_a S_ecluded area of the class-
room, coat room, hall or even another room if one is available.
Adult directed.

Use of films from L.P.S. Library is most appropriate at this time:

Toes Tell
Fantasy of Feet

Activity Six:

--- Painting with feet!

All kinds of shoes

Graphing experience as well as observation lesson. See pages
labeled A as examples of how to make the large chart.

Cut shoes from a catalog or newspaper that might,represent the
different kinds of shoes worn by your students. Paste them on a
chart. Heading'on chart: "What kind of shoes are you wearing?"
Cut squares and place each child's name on a square of paper. Have
the child-place his name by the's.kind of shoe he is wearing today.
When all have pasted on their squares it is then important to inter-
pre '. the data example 2 children are wearing tennis shoes

3 children are wearing buckle shoes
Etc.

1 3
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This activity can also be extended into colors
6 children have on white shoes
3 children have on red shoes

-8 children have on brown shoes
etc.

-4.- ..

Use the song Old Woman in the Shoe" (included in this kit
ancient rhrne is, printed below for teacher reference. Discuss
"l The

variety of styles and uses for shoes as a lead-in to Activity #7.

There-was a little old woman,
and she liv'd in a shoe,
She had so many children
She didn't know what to do.
She crumm'd 'em some porridge
Without any bread;
And she borrow'd a beetle (a mallet)
And she knocked 'em all o' the head.
Then out went th' old woman
To bespeak 'em coffin,
And when she cameUack,
She found 'em all a-loffeing.

Activity Seven:

;11-is activity is excellent for language development and might be
extended over a longer period. Collect several kinds of shoes rep-resenting different occupations, life styles, or interests.
Example:

baseball shoes
cowboy boots

gineer boots
dancing shoes (children love gold and silver)
en

ballet slippers
tennis shoes
men's dress shoes
ladys' dress shoes
snow boots
bedroom slippers
beach shoes
baby shoes

Pictures of these various shoocut out and mounted on oaktag willalso work. Children will usually want to try on the shoes and justtalk about them far the first session.

The film "Magic Sneakers" is a great launching pad for workingwith
.the various:occupations etc. Ask questions such as prepared in theguide for MagIc Sneakers. Follow this with:

Who might wear this. kind of shOe?

1.71



Vhat kind of work might a person be doing when wearing this
kind of shoe'?

Why couldn't you wear this tind of shf.e for
dancing playing football
tennis ballet

Who could wear this:
baby shoe ?
man's shoe ?

Child's shoes ?

There might you be Plannin,j to go if you were wearing this shoe?

Cnildren might choose the k;nd of shoe they like best and tell why.

There are many extentions and variations depending on the variety of
shoes and the childrerfs interests. This would be an excellent time .

for review of some previously introduced concepts such as size
length, width, etc.

This might be followed with a walking trip to a shoe repair to gain
an appreciation and understanding of another facet of the work world.

Extentions and independent activities:
Using the shoe pages from a catalog ehildren might make a booklet
conSisting of pages of shoes for mother

dad
me

or a page of red shoes, blue shoes .
or according to occupations: baseball shoes, men's work shoes.

Using the eight patterns provided (labeled CD ) children work
independently tracing, cutting and decorating shoes of their choice.

Based on the "Magic .Sneakers" film, children dictate stories about
where they would go in this pair of shoes or what they might do.
This could lea6 into a map experience.

Related ideas for extending activities:

Shoe tyi..,g Practice and Mastery (pattern enclosed labeled C7 )

Th Elf and the Shoemaker - story song.

There are several songs in Kindergarten and Primary Music
books about shoes and noises they make.

Science - observe, graph, classiy- animals by kinds of feet,
number of feet
paws - claws fins
hoof - webbed flippers
toes - pincers - no toes

1 5
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Record Keeping: I

Teachrs can check the measurements book, i.e. the folder where each

child is placing his completed worksheets. When all centers are

completed, the pages should be fasten0 in with brass fisteners or

laced together as a shoe for taking the book home.

Students names on graph squares and on the masking tape for the

giraffe and alligator measuring show which children took part in

these activities.

Evaluation:

Pages labeled E can be used to evaluate student undtTstandings.

Teachers record for students wbo cannot write. Talking over pages

in the measurement book mith stUdents is anotherway to evaluate.

Teacher conferencing is one of the most effective ways,to evaluate

undrstandings and abilities about measurement, language growth in

using comparutive terms and the economic cOncepts gained through the

communIty visits. The chilos' attitude toward the tenter activities

should be assessed to help toe teacher change the center to better

meet their needs, build on activities that were not successful, and

plan extended activites.

1 6
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These charts would be larger, or printed on a large sheet of cardboard -
possibly 24,x 36 with several'spaces behind each shoe FTTTI I i in 1
The sqoares, of paper with children's names on can be attached with mas.king
tape so that the chart could be used over again. These,are some suggested
styles - you might need to include more styles depending on the season and
the kind of shoes your children wear.
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SUBJECT AREAd

Learning Center
Career Education
Looking in a Lookinj Glass

TEACHER'S PLAN

Health.

r(zpr,1

Rro?dw7.I

-)7,z, N

Involving Career Education themes:
Career information and Awareness
Personal and Social Development

Correlated areas involved are:
Social Studies
Language Arts
Reading
Economics
Science

FACHER'S OBJECTIVES:

I. Students will be able to identify and classify an occupation
through materials used by the worker.

2. Students will be able to apply social skills through peer
teaching.

3. Students will he able to know themselves and their role to
the community.

4. Students will be able to achieve habits of cleanliness,
orderliness and attractiveness.

5. Students will be able to identify occupational stereotypes.

STUDENT'S OBJECTIVESTI

I. I will identify and classify an occupation through materials
used by a worker.

2. I will use social skills by working with my classmates.

3. I will learn about my role to the community.

4. I will learn to keep myself and things around me, clean and
neat so others are gl.ad.to know me.

5. I will learn, about the work of community health workers
c_?pecially the physician, dentist, nurse, sanitation
worker, pharmacist, hair stylist,

5 2



PRE-ASSESSMEFill Pages are marked "A". 2

3 Students play U.REER MATCH game as a pre-assessment. The game
' board s of workers' tools (A) are used for each of the three levels--

gifted 0 , average A , readiness =land therefore three copies of
each game board and each worker notch set (A-1) are included in this
kit. The method of recording answers varies by level and is explained
below.

Plastic shopping bags are provided for storage of the Career
Match Game materials and for ease in use as children carry the bags
to the place where they play the game.

Page XX provides labels so that the shopping bags can be
identified. Teachers should cut the sections apart, punch a hole
in an upper corner, fasten the label with yarn through the hole and
tie to the handle of the shopping bag. The second set of labels are
to be pasted on folders which hold the Post Tests for each level.

SUMMARY: Each shopping bag should be labeled with a shape
which designates the level. Inside each bag is a game board (A),
the six pictures of workers cut apart (A-1), the answer sheet for
that level. Teachers make a master ditto of pages A-2 and A-3 for
students to record answers on. Place A-2 ditto copies in the 0
bag and A-3 in the A bag. No recording is done at the readiness
level. It helps to organize these paper materials if they are placed
in a folder made of construction paper with pocket stapled on the folder
to hold the answer key. Place a box of crayons in Z1 level bag and
a pencil in 0 level bag.

Gifted level--Students match the picture of the worker with the
equipment used by that worker. They write the name of the worker
on the recording sheet (A-2) as directed on the top. They check
answers with the answer sheet A-2 C) which includes the name of
the tool as vocabularly building for gifted students.

Average level--Students play the game the same as above but record
answers by drawing pictures on sheet A-3 as directed.
They check answers (A-3 A ).

Readiness level--Game played as above but are not required to record
their answers. Students can check their own using key A-4 Em
or perhaps a gifted student can help them cheek.

LLIIVITIES:] Same level designations used

(:) =gifted jn =average [7-1 =readiness

Suggested teacher-directed activity: Gifted children draw around
other students as they lay full length on brown paper on the flcor.
Teacher or aide may help draw these body shapes.

Each child paints clothes on his drawing in the -niform of
one of the six community workers used in this unit--1 lpera paint
is best to use. These figures can be placed on each child's chair
for open house. (This is number 10 on the "Pick a Number" record-
keeping sheet)

5 :3



3

Set up the mirror provided in the kit at the center. Use
the sheet labeled 000 (on pink tag) at the center to direct children
to draw themselves. Place drawing paper and crayons on the table.

Gifted students -lp others read direCtions. They may draw
the student they are working with as well as themselves and then talk
in their pairs about what they saw in the mirror. Compare pictures
they drew of the same person. (Number 9 Pick a Number)

Gifted and average can work with readiness students in pairs.
They use a tape measure to measure and chart the height of readiness other
students. Keep this chart and compare at the end of the year to see
how much they grew. (Number S - Pick a Number)

Place the following materials at the center: scissors,
paste; old magazines, construction paper and brass fasteners.

ONE: Children are directed to make a scrapbook of construction
paper put together with brass fasteners. Tney cut pictures out of

e magazsines that show the six community workers of this unit...their
o equipment or tools...things in the community they influence (such

cfy as cleaning up solid.wastes and helping in tornados, etc.)

rb
'TWO: At this same center, make collages. Children use large

4* sheets of paper and several youngsters work together pasting
' pictures of community workers, their tools, etc. These make good

classroom decorations.

Puppet making: Materials--Paper sacks (lunch size), dittoed
copies of the puppet patterns (PP) provided in this kit (use patterns
if desired or urge children to design their own). Colored scrap
paper, crayons, yearn, buttons, bits of cloth, paste and scissors.
Paper and pencils for riddles.

, Children are directed to makea puppet representing our community
workers, and then write a riddle to go with the puppet. Other
children guess who their worker is.

Discuss use of women and all races in professions as well as
"traditionally accepted" work roles. in order to avoid stereotyping
workers by sex or race, cut the puppet patterns apart before putting.
them out for children's use. They should choose any head part (to
pw;teon the bottom of the sack) and choose a pattern body or design
the body with colors, clothes, paint, etc. to fit this worker. The
body goes below the fold and puppet works with hand inside. If
they Ere able to make their own without patterns out of bits of cloth,
paint and yarn, encourage this creativity. They may make a male nurse
puppet, a black woman doctor puppet, a woman sanitation worker, etc.

5 1
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Tc_acher-directed, class activity...optional but rewarding!

Set ul a beauty and barber shop. Include a table for the
receptionist's ;.esk; place proper equipment on this desk such as
telephone, cash register, play money, an appointment book made from
12 x 18 construction paper folded in half with paper stapled inside--
two columns only: Name and appointment date and time.

Use page 0 CI Oin this ki t to di tto off appointment cards to
be given to customers. Chairs and magazines make a real waiting room.

Send a note home to parents to inform them, to ask their
permission and their help. The sample page otamay be used. This
letter should help obtain equipment and materials for the shop: old
hair dryers, wigs, wash basin, enpty hair spray cans, rollers, curlers,
etc.

Each child must have his own comb for health reasons. Teachers
should label the combs with the children's names and use this activity
to teach cleanliness, good grooming, understanding of hygiene rules.

When the shop is ready and the workes chosen, youngsters come
in for appointments. (Number 7 - Pick a Number)

ME, THE TOOTH: Place the sheet marked MM at the center as
an invitation to the activity.

Make a ditto master from sheet MMS and place diHn copies,
pencils and the mirror at the center. Children follow direcljons on
the sheet at the center. They place their completed sheet in c
folder. (Number 6 - Pick a Number)

Activity 6: Suggested for Gifted and Averav

Crossword puzzles about the doctor and dentist.

Prepare the center with two folders for ea,:h puzzle--totsll
of four folders. One folder labeled "Doctor Puzzles" in which ditto
copies of page DO are placed along with the answer key DPL in the
pocket of the folder. The second folder of this.set is for children's
ompleted papers after they have checked their answers. Do the same with
the dentist crosswords. (TT) and answer key (TTK). (Numbers 4 and 5
Pick a Number sheet).

Stereotyping Discussion - Teacher Diretted

It would be fun and inviting to blow up (on the overhead
projector) the six worker pictures in the kit (pages marked BB), Or
these picture, could be cut apart and children arrange them on a
bulletin board. Discussion of workersplaced in roles by race and 5ex
should result from displaying these pictures. Teachers should be
prepared to lead a discussion about stereotyping workers. Sample
questions: Can women be doctors and dentists? Why or why not? Do
you know a ;*.iomen doctor? -Tell us about her. Etc. for Blacks,

rChicanos, Native. Americans. oo
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Resources-:

MEDIA MATERIALS (available from PSAB Media Career Education Center)

pria Store. Workers---filmstrip and tape

Careers. in Dental Laboratory Technology, Nat'l Association of
Certified Dental Laboratories, Inc.--slides

Books:

Come Work With Us In the Hosyital, Sextant Series. by Jean
ns on

I Want to Be Series (Children's Press)
-Dentist
-Docor
-Nurse
-Beauty operator

A Worthwhile Purchase:

Nellie The Nurse, Multimedia Package by Encyclopaedia Britannica;
this makes a complete center in itself. Includes: nurse's

hat to wear, book of information, ditto masters for work pages, film-
strip and tape.

I RECORD KUPING

1 PICK A NMBER sheet (marked #) in this kit may be used. Each
center is designated by a triangle shape on the sheet. The
activities are not numbered in the order given here which indicates
that these are not sequential - can be done in mixed order. The
student X's off the center after he has completed it . Each
child has his own sheet. Can be filed in a.n upright position in
a box for easy acAss.

2 The finished activity could also be your record.

3. Teacher can keep a chart for her own records by posting the
following chart.

Ac4ivi4ie.s VVe. Finisheci

. a .._.
5. . .
0 Ini i

..

._ .........

5 6
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ISTMENT EVALUATION:1

Teachers may evaluate student growth and the effect of the
center upon the students by using the post tests provided. Students
may evaluate their progress by taking the post test and check their
own answers with the key. A pupil-teacher conference may follow.

PoST- reors

Teacher Preparation of Post Tests:

Prepare 3 folders, pastfalabel on outside of each (from
page XX) to designate the test level found within that folder.
Children should test from the same shape label as they used for
the pre-assessment. Presumably teachers designated which shape
(i.e. level) each child should follow.

Make ditto masters and student copies of the page marked
B-1, B-2 which is the recording sheet for gifted and average.

Each folder should have.- page B, the game board, answer key
for that level-Q-4-Q folders also have dittoed recording sheets.

folder has game board, 18 squares of tools to match and answer1 1

key.

POST Tests

IA Gifted and Average use page B on pink taq.and the student
recording sheet Marked B-1, B-2 (made into dittoed copies for
students). After they have drawn their answers, they return to the
folder for the answer key (B-1 0,B-2 4 ) which has a variety of
tools. If they have other tools drawn, the; can justify their choices
to the teacher in conference.

Readiness use page B on pink tag as the game board. Teachers
cut apart the 18 pictures of workers' toOls on the 3 pages marked
B-3; these pictures are used by readiness students tc match with the
worker who uses this tool. The answer key shows the correct
matching. (8-3I23).

Children may need to discuss the breaking of worker stereo-
types shown in the Post. Test pictures, A short session using the

\*)17
game board as an example may be necessary before they take the post
test especially if they did not mix sex roles in their puppet making,
or discuss the pictures (BB) mentioned as discussion starters.

!LOCATION OF CENTER:

/1. This center would work great in a room set aside as a [earning Center.
This would almost be enough to take care of all centers in the room
for three weeks. The room could be monitored by a teacher aide,
student teacher or parent. Also, the unit could be placed on a cart
and moved'from classroom to classroom.

-Flis unit may be put on a desk, counter, table, or on the floor in
a corner of a classroom. If possible, a bulletin board for the
background is great.

A carpet or rug on the floor makes a good place to play the games.r
0 I
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To close off the corner fren the rest of the room--make chains
from different colors of yarn 3nd pieces of Pringle cans covered
with colored wallpaper. Open up paper clips to use for hangers to
extend them down from the ceiling.

-19-19,71ip

yea r

5e cki 6 in C.rosq

1Dr I e 1Poiwelo
e

eatA cave red or
-pa:4 rNi-e

One of the pages marked BB is a suggestion for making a class poster
about getting enough sleep. This could be up in :the room for a
greater share of the year. It works great to go back and read it
together once in awhile. Best to be made on 24 x 36 oaktag.

SCHEDULING:*

The teacher can decide who is to use the center for the day.
5-he may assign a specific activity or the student may get to
choose. The PICK A NUMBER sheet (page'#) will show which center
is not completed.

If the kit is uSed in another room outside of the regular class-
room, passes are used. Maybe the child earns the pass by doing
special work or maybe the teacher just assigns it. If an aide,
parent or student teacher is in charge, different colors of
passes may be the clue as to the level of the activity the child
is able to handle. Using sheet e , make a ditto master and
run it on pink, yellow and blue paper. Figure out a code for
monitor to use. Examirle: Pink--gifted youngsters, yellow--
average, blue--readiness. This pass is needed to get to the
Learning Center room. It can be used also in a classroom,if
the teacher'finds the need,by handing then out at the.beginning
of the day, children can 'Use them when they have free time or
time designated 'as learninTceriter time.

ITEACHER-STUDENT EVALUATION-OF CENTER: f

1 t.(ident-t(2acher conferences are very helpful. Students may
come up with suggestions for improving the center.

First graders like suggestion boxes. Readiness students
might drop a paper in the box with a smiling or sad face
on it according to their feelings about the activities.
Average and gifted youngsters could write a sentence or two.



3. On the PIO'. A NUNKR sheet (page #) the child could draw
a happy or ad face on the activity listed, according to
their feel about that activity. This is an indicator
of the most. popular activities and which activities need
to he revked.

Record-Kenpinq [valuation:
-2-

A chart could also be made where each child checks himself
on the grooming habits listed in the poem. This chart could
be kept individually during the duration of this unit of study.

A:t
r'N t 0

%A.1 T
V5

AA

SNP A ,x

X x

1
133,19 X x

A 1 .. ,1(

I

111

Loe

Ya inch

graph

pcfer

This poen is on the orange tag for an invitation to the center.
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110

140
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I1

a

How do I look to everyone?

I'll check the thifigs that I have done,

"a

My hair I combed,

My shoes I shined,

On 311 of me

No dirt you'll find,

I brushed my teeth

To keep them bright.

My fingernails

I did not bite,

The clothes f wear

Are not my best,

But they are clean'

..So I'm well dressed.

I cOver everyA,',-;

.; cough and sneeze

With handkerchief,.

zi`Excuie me, Please,'

;A: .
I'll try lo pass this daily,test'.:.;

So I may always look my best:
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Dear Parents:

We are doing a unit on community workers. One of the occupations we will focw
on :;metology and the 'nnsorial arts (beauticians and barbers).

A "hands-on-experience" will be role-playing as beauticians and/or barbers. The
children will each be given a comb with their name on it. They work on each
other's hair. They will also be given the opportunity to style, set, and rut wigs.

lf, as a parent, you feel it in anv A/ay distasteful for studenis to "work on" each
other's hair, please call me. Provisions will be made for your child to ha, uther
experiences during this time.

If you have any wigs, wigheads, or other related riy-torials whicii you would like to
donate, please send them to school.

Sincerely,

8 3

tam
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The materials presented in this document were developed under a
!-rant from the Office of Education, U.S. Denartment of Health,
Aucation, and Welfare. Contractors undertaking such projects
under Government sponsorship lre encouraged to express freely
their professional judgement in the conduct of the project.
Points of view or opinions stated do not, therefore, necessarily
represent official Office of Education position or policy.
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Lincoln Public Schools

John Prasch, Superintendent
Carl Spencer, Project Director
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Teacher's Plan

SUBJECT AREA:

[

Language Arts

CAREER EDUCATION THEMES: Career Awareness
Problem Solving

By LaRee Onstad
Elliot
Lincoln, NE

ITEACHER'S OBJECTIVES: I

1. Expand the concept of tools to include any implement
a worker uses to do his job.

2. Expand the concept that many workers use the same tools.

3. Student.; will develop creativity by exercises to substitute
the use of one tool for another.

ISTUDENT OBJECTIVES 1

(these can be discussed or charted)

1. I will complete one activity from each tool-shaped task card.

2. I will find out about things workers use to do their jobs.

3. I will invent some new tools

PRE-ASSESSMENT 1

Readiness Level - Students use game card and tools on strings (as
described below) to: match the worker ±6 the tool
he would most likely use and check it with an answer
sheet.

Average Level -- Duplicate sheet labeled (t. Students draw or
write the name of two tools the worker might use.
Students need to tall, to teachers to justify their
answers. For example: An artist. might use the
saw to make an easel or as a paperweight for his
paintings. The clothes pin can be used by a
businessman to hold papers together. Any answer
the child can explain should be accepted. Creativity
and ingenuity are to be encouraged.

110
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Gifted Level -- Duplicate the sheet labeled 0.. Students draw
or write the name of two workers who might use the
tools.
Note: Students need to talk to teacher to jusitify

their answers.

Teacher Preparation of Pre-Assessment Activities -- Cut out the
10 cards with tools pictured (labeled 00). Punch holes along the side
where the holes are marked on the worker card (0) and the ten cards
with tools on them (00) Tie strings in the holes of the card and them
to the ten cards with tools, leave strings long enough to match across
the board. Students match the worker with the tool they would most
nicely use.

Duplicate sheets 10 and -ER for use by students.

1ACTIVITIES I

The tasks are on colored tag and each task is on a tool.shaped
card. The tocl-shaped cards should be cut out and displayed so the
students can read..them. The tasks are based on different levels of
ability. The students are free to choose the activity they are interested
in and feel they are capable of doing. The students Hi,v.'d complete one
activity from each tool-shaped task card --eg, there , - four trowel
shaped task cards, but the students just choose one.

Preparation:

1. It would be helpful to have parents visit the classroom and bring
some of the tools of their trade. One purpose of the center is to
expand the concept of tool. A comb is a tool if their mother is a
beautician. Try to get away from the concept that tools are only
objects found in a carpenter's tool chest.

24I, Brainstorm the week before setting up the center. Teacher and'
4% students can collect an assortment of tools and put them in a box

A Student selects a tool and brainstorms with the class: " Now
;\ workers might use this." Accept any answer the student can explain.

Example: spoon/stir food; dig hole to plant; to prop open a window;
to mix paint; to pry lid off a can; as a paperweight; push tacks
into soft wood; to help get shoes on; and so on. Paperclip/to hold
papers; to hang papers; to hang lightweight clothes; to make jewelry
to make ornaments; to punch holes in soil of small planter; to open
letters; and so on.

1 1 1



3. Put up two large sheets of new-,print, and let the children work on

them by themselves. Discuss the papers later.

label / What Workers Might Use The
Hammer?

4-i a ni

Ar+isf
Label / What Tool Might the Artist

Use?

3

4. It might be difficult to find vocabulary words for tools in
their dictionaries; therefore, you might send two sheets of paper
home and ask the students to trace around two tools their parents
use. Cut the tool shapes out. Label the shape with the tool name
and what worker uses it. Make a bulletin board of these tool
shapes. For vocabulary building and for aid in spelling
activities,

5. The teacher needs to collect an assortment of actual tools and/or
catalogs such as: Wards, Penny's, Ardans, or magazines such as:
Farmers' Almanac, Popular Science, Popular Mechanics, Better Homes
and Gardens, Newspapers for tools pictured in ads.

1. Best working conditions are for a maximum of six students to
be in the center at one time.

2. Display all cards at one time on a portable chart or a bulletin
board.

3.. Students freely choose a task card; this free choice avoids
labeling tasks as slow, average or gifted. Students will usually
choose one they are able to do. Teaming gifted students with
those having trouble will help the center un smoothly.
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4. Saw Cards have art activities

"r4 s k

collo3e

Mobi le.

inverct
new too I

sA,4, eA it
1

MATER.1 AL-S

ALL magazines,

LervE s

L. AU
Ltrva L

background paper

wire, branch, paper for
form.string, magazines,
drawing:paper

4L
LEVELS

boxes, cans, paper cups,
odds-and-ends paper,

writing paper, tape
recorder

5. Trowel cards require booklet or chart,
Prepare broom handle and cup hooks as described below.

TA 5 TRO,EL eA,,

Chart of a tool
and different work
who might use it.

ABC tool booklet

Tool Riddle Book

Problem solving

MAreicaLs
Chart paper, drawing

ALL Lev 07L S paper, magazines

ALL Le v ELS
paper for booklets,
(kids like to make their
own shape booklet) might
make dictionaries

Au CRAG E

GI

paper for booklets:(let
the kids decide where to
put the answers --Might
want to make a shape booklet

Prepare the broom by screwing

A vErZA6F the cup.hooks in the broom
handle. Cut out dustpan shape

G FTeD cards (%); punch holes to hang
dust pans from cup hooks; place

111 prepared broom in center. Pro-
vide paper for booklet.
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6. Ax Cards - More detdiled research

A x CARDS I i`A Avreret AL s

Re-ADINe$s

Chart paper, magazines
drawing paper

Re-Se-00"4-#11

4AAA'S

Ot b2Let el
I LI GIPTE0

tool
7. Wrench Cards - worksheets and game

Ay&InePtGIC

G I Fre o

Chart paper or writing
paper, magazines, drawing
paper

Chart paper or writing
paper, magazines

TAS
Tool and use

Compare tools to
simple machines

Answer questions
based on teacher
objectives

WReNcI4 eARD
Re-Aot Ness

ALS
Duplicate worksheet I
(labeled )

AVE 12A6 Duplicate worksheet 2
(labeled )Gi prerD

AvutAose-
Gi pr a 0

40 question cards cut apart
on sheets labeled

Wrench Card #3. Tool Card Game.
Play with two or more players. Place 40 question cards like a deck
of cards face down on the table. First player draws a card. Player
answers the question and explains his answer. Since most questions
have many possibilities for answer% They need to be justified. If
players can't answer, they put card on bottom of deck and they wait
until next turn to draw again. If they answer satisfactorily, they
keep the card. Object is to have the most cards at games ea].
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'EVALUATION(

5.

6

'RECORD KEEPING f

6

The finished activity is tne record form Students sign their
names in "students" column. When they finish a task they mark the
number of the task card under the tool shape on the evaluation
form. They could indicate their feelings about the task wlth a
word or drawing.

Wart%e. c==Z?

The sheets marked * can be used as patterns to make ABC Tool
booklet and the riddle booklet in shape of a tool. "ake booklets
with construction paper covers and lined or plain paper inside.

Student Evaluation

1. Conference with the teacher

2. ()raw happy or sad faces and drop into a center evaluation box

3. Use the record keeping form and respond with a wor or picture
as they check completion.

TEACHER EVALUATION

1. Did the students at least start an activity?

2. Do they need more time?

3. Did it hold their interest?

4. Did they stay at the center?

5. Should I extend the activity?

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Choose 8 - 10 tool words and count the syllables.

2. Choose 8 10 tool words and alphabetize them.

3. Write creative stories about a worker and his tools.
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7

4. Write a play about a worker and his tools.

5. Many basic lessons can be written on tools.

6. Challenge them to learn to spell the names of 15 tools

7. This center can lead into a science center on simple machines
and tools.

MATERIALS IN THIS PACKET

1. 13 tool shaped task cards 25' to be cut out

2. Saw and wrench patterns* for riddle or alphabet books

3. 2 worksheets to be duplicated for wrench task cards 1 and 2

4. 40 question cards to be cut apart for wrench task card 3.

5. 14 dustpan shape cards% to be cut out for trowel task card 4

6. Pre-assessment C:, cc:74, -EP

7. Check sheet for pre-assessment0 is e
8. Record keeping
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The materials presented in this document were developed under a

grant from the Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. Contractors undertaking such projects
under Government sponsorship are encouraged to express freely
their professional judgement in the conduct of the project.
Points of view or opinions stated do not, therefore, necessarily
represent official Office of Education position or policy.

Submitted by
Lincoln Public Schools

John Prasch, Superintendent
Carl Spencer, Project Director
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Learning Center
Career Education 2
FEELINGS--MINE AND OTHERS

TEACHER'S PLAN

SUBJECT AREA1Language Arts

CAREER EDUCATION THEMES:

'TEACHER'S OBJECTIVES: (

Career Awareness
Personal and Social Development
Values Clarification

Students will be able to relate reasons for their feelings toward a
selected career.

Students will understand own feelings and why they feel certain emotions.

Students will understand that others have feelings too; they will feel
empathy for workers and their feelings.

!STUDENT'S OBJECTIVES)
(These can be isplayed at the center on a chart, etc.)

I WILL UNDERSTAND MY FEELINGS AND WHAT MAKES ME HAPPY, SAD, ANGRY.

I WILL UNDERSTAND MY FEELINGS TOWARD WORKESR.

I WILL UNDERSTAND HOW WORKERS MAY FEEL.

11

I PRE-ASSESSMENT 1

Using copies of page 3 marked * students respond with why they might
feel the emotion pictured when they come in contact with the worker
named and pictured.

Readir, level--students may respond orally.
Averac./. 2vel--students respond with a written statement or a

p,cture.
Gifted level--using copies of page 3 marked 4154, students respond

with a written statement or a picture explaining two
different feelings about one occupation.

1 6 1



ACTIVITIES:

The activity instructions to students are on colored tag and each
activity is printed inside the shape of a worker's hat. These hats
should be cut out and displayed so that students may read, decide which
one(s) they are capable of doing and then choose one to do. This free
choice provides for the levels of ability without marking the cards
or telling children to do a certain one. Children will choose one they
are able to do.

0Set One activities are marked 79-and Set Two are marked

Teachers should follow this One -- Two sequence in order to build from
own feelingsto feelings of others.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER THAT THE TWO SETS OF ACTIVITY CARDS ARE NOT
USED ON THE SAME DAY. Most teachers will want to have Set One cards out
for several days before exchanging them for Set Two.

PREPARING THE CLASS: It is often helpful to discuss the activities before
the students go to the center. A quick brainstorming session will save
explanation time later on. Instructions for brainstorming before each
set are detailed below. Teaming more capable students with those having
trouble will help the center run more smoothly and aid children in gaining
independence. Introduction page ÷ is displayed in center to help
direct students.

PROCEDURE: (For both sets of activities)

icfl*5eetxul
\43porrcr-lor

fiRcLt

eio I

A140 cTtrl

1. The center will accomodate six students at a time.

2. Each child chooses a hat to wear while doing the
activities; he/she uses the emotion shown by the
face on the hat *for all the activities done while
wearing that hat.

3. The career cards* (on pink tag with name and a
picture of an occupation) should be cut apart.
These are spread out face up allowing students to
choose one with which they are familiar. A blind
choice might result in frustration if they could
not relate to the occupation drawn.

4. Students freely choose a hat-shaped activity card--
freely chosen so it is something they can do.
Options on the task cards allow for levels of ability;
example: "tape or write..."

5. Students write and draw responses in prepared booklet
(directions follow) or in another manner described
in directions.

6. Before leaving the center, each student records
which activity he/she completed using the record
form #5, marked t3 march Set Oneyxor Set Two 96
and explained below.
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SET ONE

Prepare booklet for r\'2)task card:

1. Cut out the six faces printed on white tag, use a razor blade
to cut out features and hair line.

2. Fold colored construction paper in half for a booklet cover.

3. With magic marker, trace through the stencils making several
copies of all three emotions and of both boys and girls faces.

. Place the face drawing so there is room to print the following
above or below it:

I feel (anyry, happy, sad) when
I see a

The child is to fill in the blank with the name of the worker
he draws from the career cards. The emotion the teacher prints
will match the face shown on the booklet.

5. Inside the cover, place some unlined paper for picture drawing.
The booklet may be stapled, tied or use brass fasteners.
(Optional: lined paper can be included for stories, poems or
plays)

Brainstorming with the class for readiness:

Hold up a prepared booklet; read from the cover: Example: I feel (happy)
when I see a (truck driver). Encourage the children to respnd why this
mfght be. A feW sugrjestiOdS frOMAfie teacher may be needed to start,
such as: ...He drives a big truck ...he travels a lot ...he gets to be
outside.

Set One activities:

OBJECTIVE

for students to express
feelings about specific
occupations

TASK CARDS

Work hat
(readiness)

maid hat
(all levels)

fireman helmet
(all levels)

football helmet
(gifted)

MATERIALS NEEDED

166

Prepared booklets
Writing paper
Tape recorder
Art materials for

puppets and flannel
boards

20 career cards (*)
4 hat-shaped task cards*
6 hats with emotion faces
Record sheets(



SET TWO 4) :

Brainstorming with the class for readiness: Hold up the picture of the
teacher or the plumber (4p). Example: Why might the plumber feel mad?
...he got seven bills in the mail ...his clothes are wet ...he has a headache
...he didn't get any breakfast ...his pants are too tight.

OBJECTIVE TASK CARDS MATERIALS NEEDED

for each student to
build empathy for workers
and their feelings

1 RECORD KEEPING:

hard hat
(all levels)

nurse hat
(all levels)

uniformed worker's
hat (i.e., police,
custodian, mail carrier...)
(all levels)

artist hat
(gifted)

5

Construction paper
Paper for murals
Writing paper
Tape recorder
20 Career cards (*)
4 hat-shaped task cards 16
6 hats with emotion face
Record sheet 00

The finished activity is one record.

Copy the record forms (#5"41), have student sign their names in "students"
column. When they complete a task card, they are instructed to mark under
the hat-shape matching the task they chosei Markings-may'be a'simple He'
or pc or perhaps they could express how they felt about doing the activity
by a facial expression

EVALUATION:1

Self Check: This center is based on personal experiences and feelings.
Therefore there are no wrong or right answers to be checked.

Student evaluation:
I. conference with teacher
2. draw happy or sad faces dropped into a center evaluation box
3. use the record keeping form (#5) and respond with happy or

sad face as they check completion.

Teacher evaluation:
I. Did the students at least start an activity?
2. Do they need more time?
3. Did it hold their interest?
4. Did they stay at the center?
5. Should I extend the activity?
6. What changes could I make?
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MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS PACKET I

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES7

1. ,Students choose a'career card and write about or illustrate how they would
feel before seeing the worer and after seeing the worker.

2. Student,- select a hat to wear ald 6 career card. Then they pu themselves
in the place of the worker's h.. or shoes and write about why the hat or
shoes feels the emotion represented on their hat. Example: "I am a pair
of rancher's boots. I'm mad because I'm all-muddy."

3. Students draw from three containers. One container nas careers, one has
emotions, and one word cards of odds and ends items. Examples of odds and
ends items: key, flat tire, ice cube, ant, rubber band, jack, sack , and
so on. This time there are not cUu-',ces of careers or emotions. After
drawing from each container, the student will write a story using the
information drawn. If the student draws nurse, happy, and tack; he will
write a story about a tack and why the nurse is happy.

4. The teacher or a student is a reporter. A set number of students act out
different careers and emotions as the others watch. The reporter interviews
the workers to determine their careers and the reasons for their feelings.

1. Introduction 4- to be placed at the center

2. 4 Set One Task Cards ht. to be cut out

3. 4 Set Two Task Cards 0 to be cut out

4. 5 sheets of Career Cards If to be cut apart

5. Two brainstorming pictures use is optional

6. Pre-assessment * and IX;

7. Record Keeping ;4rA and 0

8. 6 Tagboard faces to be used as stencils

9. 6 plastic hats with emotion faces.

10. Complete teacher directions (5 pages)
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The materials presented in this document were developed under a
grant from the Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. Contractors undertaking such projects
under Government sponsorship are encouraged to express freely
their professional judgement in the conduct of the project.
Points of view or opinions stated do not, thereforl, necessarily
represent official Office of Education position or policy.
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Learning Center
Career Education 3
Playmaking

SUBJECT AREA:

R,

41a-:

Imnquage artc
Creative Drama

1 vCAREER EDUCATION THEMES: Personal - Social Delopment
Values clarification

LTEACHER'S OBJECTIVES: 1

1. The student will explore his imagination, concerns,
and feelings.

2. The student will express experiences and ideas through
actions or words.

3. The student will analyze expressions and movements
seen in the world.

4. The student will solve given value roles through drama-
tization.

1

[STUDENT'S OBJECTIVES: I

Post the objectives for !,tudents as well as poster "How"
to meet them and "Words to Know" (a pages labeled )

at the center or enlarge to a chart and place near or
above the center.

j PRE-ASSESSMENT:1

Teacher takes class tc the playground to observe behaviors as others

3 play. Then return L) classroom and write what they saw happening
and how the people felt (actions and feelings). Encourage use of

words other than "happy" and "sad". The growth of vocabulary concern-
ing feelings is another objective of this center.
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In this unit "playmakinW' is rowposed of pantomime, poems and
choral reading, puppetry, story dramatization, and role playing.

Before setting up the "playmaking" center do the following activities
with your group.

I. Discuss the "Words to Know" chart or card (A) Read over
the definitionc.

2. Discuss the M.student objectives" and "how" chartsiA)
Tell the children that th,:w types of playmaking will help
them express their feelings and experiences in words and in
ways other than with words.

3. Decide on a place to set up your playmaking center.
4. Have the children choose a name for the center and make a sign.

A teacher using this unit may wish to concentrate on one of the areas
with the whole group or gradually put all the color coded task cards
in the center. The suggested order to introduce each new unit is
nurOered below (I and 2 are reversible) as the skills build to more
complex arl difficult performance. The color coding on thp to cards
is:

1. Pantomime - yellow
2. Poetry - orange and blue
3. Puppetry - green
4. Story dramatization - white
5. Role playing - pink
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3

The children may need guidance in the beginning of this unit on
what to do; but should not be told how to do movements and expresSions.

Teachers will notice task cards are not numbered indicating
thEre is no sequence to when the cards are done within the unit.
If teachers are looking over answers as an evaluative measure, they
may prefer to number the cards and ask children to put the card number
on their reaction papers. There is no checking as the5e are opinions
and feelings not right or wrong.

Partomime ( on yellow tag and paper)

-reacher preparation:

For Roulette:
I. Read directions for students oo page "Pantomime Roulette";

this explains how the file box works.
2. Cut out file label and 2 dividcrs on page labeled0 ; color

divider labels black and red as indicated by printed words;
glue label on outside of file box.

3. Cut out the pages of yellow tag which are divided into 8
cards per page. These are the actions and feelings to be
pantomimed as the roulette gives number and color.

4. File the cards (#3 above) behind (or in front) of the
proper color divider in the file box.

5. Put out task cards and roulette game in this kit at center.

For Mirror activities:
I. Cut out faces on the "Select a face" page (as directed)

and glue one face to each of the small oval mirrors provided
(glue on front or back of mirror as desired).

2. Children use the "Match the mirror to a feeling" page to place
the mirror and attached face over the word which describes the
feeling (vocabulary building as well as preparation for
pantomime).

3. Make a ditto master of yellow paper page "What are your
feelingsn duplicate copies for students to write on as
directed in task card "Dictionary of Feelings" (more
vocabulary building etc.)

4. Place the four yellow task cards, match the mirror to a
feeling card and prepared mirronsat center. Along with
dittoes of worksheet "What are your feelings?"

5. Plan for collecting and/or sharing written reactions from
some tasks - folder at the center, pin them to bulletin
boardtor display.

Here is a complete list for the "Dictionary of Feelings" worksheet
as an aid for teachers.
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DICTIONARY OF FEELINGS

A - angry
bad, bedraggled, bitter

C conceited
- disagreeable, dangerous

E - eager
F - frightened, friendly, funny
G - great surprise-
H - hate, hostile, happy
I - innocent .

J - jealous
K - kidding, kooky
L - love
M - mean, misery, merry, mischievious
N - nasty, natty

- oddly,ornery
P - pleasant, peppy
Q - quiet
R - reckless, rotten, red-eyed, robust, refreshed
S - silly, secure, sick, sleepy, sad, surprise
T - tough guy
U - unfriendly, unsure
V - vain, valmni.vicious
W wise, "wise guy", weak, weary
X - X-ray, look into yourself How do you feel?
Y - yielding, young, yukky
Z - zealous, zingy, zippy

Readiness for pantomime:

4

The teacher might wish to introduce each activity in this section
to the entire group first; then place them in the playmaking center
for children to work on independently.

Poetry - orange and blue tag

Before presenting these poems to the class, the teacher might
wish to read them during group time and then place copies of them
in the "playmaking" center. Your class might wish to start collecting
poems to act out. These should be added to the center.

All the task cards for children are self-explanatory. The task
cards may be laminated for longer wear. At center: Put out task cards,
writing and drawing paper, pencils and crayons, provide a place to
share answers such as pinning pictures to a bulletin board, place in a
folder to be made into a book (cove, picture chosen by students)
orry\eet in pairs or three-somes to share ideas.
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ACTIVITY THREE: lPuppets green tag

Procedure for teachers;
I. Begin with a simple syrofoam ball for puppet head and hand

for puppet's body. (see diagram)

koba Car

2. Explore with the children body movement and gestures through
the following suggested questions:

a. How does a person express his feelirgs?
Possible answers:

face
talk
quiet
head movement
walk
words

b. Show me how a person walks when he's happy? sad? angry?
c. W'rlat do you see or notice about the heaa? The hands ewe( heaJ

together?
d. How is a happy person different from a surprised one?

Show me the head and hand movements

3. Observe various people walking. Discuss movement and
the feeling walking can portray. Try to ate feelings
through movement of a puppet.

4 Pass out styrofoam balls and ask the children to show how
a person moves when he feels: happy, angry, silly, sad, frightened,
sleepy, in love, peppy, amused.

5. After exploring this as a group, put out the styrofoam balls
and task cards in the center.

6 Introduce other puppet forms after giving children enough
time to explore with styrofoam ball.
The teacher, with the help of a small group of children
might wish to construct a simple puppet stage like the one
ne...x F,L7 e
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7. Use the pattern (pages *) and trace the puppet bodies onto
the felt. We won't call them boys and girls, but one has a
dress for the hand,W:one has pants on so a slit in back is
necessary for the hand; the front is like the back with no slit.
Lace up the sides with yarn 7nd decorate (hair, etc.)

8. For task card "Be a Star" assemble as follows:
a. on page CI cut out rectange which fits the stage,

glue or staple the bottom and sides of this piece
to the task card stage as indicated. This makes
a pocket on the stage.

b. Cut out little cards on page CA and place these
small task cards in . the pocket on the stage.

c. Set up the task card on a stand at center or
fasten it to the wall or bulletin board.

9. Assemble the following materials and pZace in the center.

Styrofoam baZZs
paper plates-2 for each student
stapler
11 x 14 eased paper
colored construction paper
one inch rubber bands
brass (metal) fasteners
tempera paint
tongue depresors onefor each puppet
felt
yarn
needles to lace up puppets made of feZt.
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Story Dramatization - white tag

Readiness: Ideas for teachers

7

The children will probably need an adult guide to help develop
story dramatization. The adult should guide, but not dictate the story
planning. Planning includes:

I. selecting a story to dramatize
2. determinin9 the characters
3. ,tory sequence
4. simple props that will be needed.

With encouragement children can decide which story to dramatize
and make up their own dialogue. Familiar stories are usually the best.

Story ideas might include:
The Three Billy Goats Gruff
Caps for Sale
The Three Bears
Hansel and Gretel
Rumplestiltskin
William's Doll

Children might also wish to change familiar stories'Cinderella
to Cinderfella and the Beautiful Step brothers, Sleeping Beauty to
Awake Ugly. Story plot should also be opposite of the original.
Before placing the following scripts in the "playmaking" center, read
and act odt the story during group time. "Hah Hah" is fun to do as
choral reading - all chant their part on cue.

t

Rah 144 h

.
Teacher prepares pockets as pictured above; keep script copies in

pockets (as shown). Attach envelopes to wall or bulletin board at
center.

Spin a Story Game (pages labeled 0
Before placing Spin a Story in the playmaking center, the teacher

should introduce the game to the whole group. To assemble the game,
cut out the circles and mount on cardboard. To make the spinner, place
a metal fastener through the base of a safety pinand attach to the middle
of each circle.
Game I (2 to 4 players)

Use the animal or people character circle and the description
circle.

Player one spins both spinners and then acts out the character.
For example an angry king. Other Players, all at once, act out of the
same character.
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RECORD KEEPING: I

8

Player one claps his hands and the acting stop's. The next player
takes his turn until everyone has spun a character.

* May need teacher direction LI start; rules for noise level permitted
may need to be established.

Game II
Play the same as game I except, after everyone has had one turn,

the group selects one or more of the characters that have been
dramatized and make up a short story.

Act out the story or draw pictLwes of the characters.

Game III
Each child in the group spins an animal or people character and a

description. One player spins a setting. Players may write a story
using all the characters in the selected setting or each player may
write his own story for that setting.

Role Playing - Pink pi:per

Assemble "How do you Feel" hats at center, put out task cards.
Guiding remarks for teachers:

In role playing, a situation involving two or more persons is
given but not resolved. It is a problem solving devise and the children
are asked to act out the story ending. The role players, with reinforce-
ment from eers, make value choices.

The teacher should make no negative comments on the child's decision,
even if the value statement is anfi-social. The teacher's role is to
lead a follow-up discussion.

If the role players become silly or uncertain, stop them and ask
them to think how the chaftter would act

Once the situation has been enacted with the group and a discussion
has followcfd; the story cards may be placed in the playmaking center.
Children may wish to write their own situation to act out as problems
arise in school.

Make dittoed copies of the tic ac toe sheet (marked oo ).
Explain its use to children according to your requirement as the class-
room teacher, example:

I. Color in each square with the color of that unit (pink
for role playing), Yellow for pantomime, etc.)

2. You should have --- (a full card, a diagonal, a straight
row) when our playmaking center is finished.
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9

3. Store your tic tac toe sheet by --- (placing it in
your folder or brown envelope in the center --- pinning
it to the bulletin board --- etc.)

EVALUATION: [

6
Use same playground activity suggested for pre-assessment. Look

for use of enlarged vocabulary in discussing feelings; assess increased
understanding of our feelings and actions as well as those of others.

Some units have written answers useful in evaluating growth of
understanding and vocabulary. "ttitudes can be assessed by checking
to see who did the activities (tic tac toe charts).
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SPIq THE ROULETTE WHEEL. WHEN THE WHEEL STOPS SPINNING, LOOK

AT THE COLOR AND NUMBER ABOVE THE SPOT WHERE THE BALL LANDED. FIND

THIS COLOR DIVIDER AND THEN THE NUMBER IN THE PANTOMIME BOX. READ

THE CARD.

PANTOMIME THE ACTION OR FEELING A PERSON MIGHT FEEL IN THAT

SITUATION.
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7 BLACK 8 RED

RIDING A BICYCLE FEEL TIRED AFTER RAKING THE
YARD

9 BLACK 10 RED

ROLLER SKATING YOU ARE THIRSTY AFTER RUN-
NING HOME FROM SCHOOL.

4#2 BLACK

PLAYING FOOTBALL

14 BLACK

BAKING COOKIES

11 RED

YOU JUST LOST THE BALL GAME.

13 RED

2 16

YOUR BEST FRIEND MOVES AWAY



31 RED 32 BLACK'

YOU ARE ASKED TO JOIN THE CIRCUS PICKING FLOWERS

33 RED

YOU DO NOT KNOW THE ANSWER TO A
MATH PROBLEM

35 RED

GET EXCITED AS A BEE COMES CLOSER AND
CLOSER TO YOU

34 BLACK

JUMPING ROPE

36 BLACK

EATING A CHICKEN LEG
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15 RED

WALK TO SCHOOL ON VERY, V:RY COLD DAY

16 BLACK

WATCHING TELEVISION

17 RED

YOU ARE ALONE AND HEAR STRANGE NOISES
OUTSIDE

18 BLACK

READING A BOOK

19 BLACK

GETTING OUT OF BED

21 BLACK

FISHING

20 RED

YOU DISLIKE A PRESENT YOU
RECEIVED FROM A FRIEND

22 RED

YOU TASTE SOMETHING STRANGE
ON YOUR SANDWICH
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V ULAL.N

PETTING A DOG

UU REU

OPENING A BIRTHDAY PRESENT

I BLACK

EATING AN ICE CREAM CONE

2 RED

STRIKING OUT IN A BALL GAME

111 BLACK

BRUSHING YOUR TEETH

4 RED

FEEL PAIN WHEN YOU FALL FROM
THE JUNGLE GYM

5 BLACK 6 REC

_PUSHING k GROCERY CART_

219
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23 BLACK

WORKING AT SCHOOL

24 RED

THE DOOR IS LOCKED AND
NO ONE IS HOME

25 BLACK

MAKING A SNOWBALL

26 RED

YOUR MOTHER VISITS SCHOOL

27 BLACK 28 RED

TRICK OR TREATING YOU FIND A BUG IN YOUR FAVORITE
CAKE

29 RED

ACT DISAPPOINTED BECAUSE YOUR MOTHER
WOULJ NOT LET YOU PLAY AT A FRIENdS
HOUSE

30 BLACK

WALKING IN THE RAIN
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Mirror
Mirror

Ms.rror, mirror on A-he, wall,

I. am growin3 very +-all.

71. can

Make Ls-1- of +he
whIch you can do now +kai- you could
no +. do when you were smaller. Pon+omineis On your t.54, Cind se e. c a
clriend can sLcess
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WORK IN PAIRS FACING EACH OTHER. ONE OF THE PARTNERS MAKES

SLOW MOVEMENTS. THE PERSON FACING HIM BECOMES THE "MIRROR" AND ,

AT THE SAME TIME, IMITATES THE EXACT MOVEMENTS.

TO CHANGE ROLES ONE OF THE PARTNERS CLICKS HIS FINGERS.

REMEMBER:

DURING THE PANTOMIME NO TALKING IS ALLOWED BETWEEN PARTNERS,
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Add +o 115+

Donory i (
/

A = angry,

B = bad, bedraggled, bitter
C = conceited,
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Choosmg Teams

I wait in line
For them to say,
"We'll pick you first,
You've got to play!"

"We need you badly
On our side,
Without you there
They'll skin our hide."

But all the kids
In school know
In baseball games
I'm very slow.

I want to play,
But don't run fast.
That's the reason
I'm picked last.

1. Make a list of things you do well. Make a list of things you do not do as well.

Thii:gs I do
well

Things I do
not well

2. Have you ever been chosen last? How did you feel? Wrik.e about it or act it out.
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1. Read the poem and then pantomime it.

Nighttime Noises

What's that noise
I hear at night?
Sounds are strange
Without a light.

Going to sleep and
Lying in bed,
I hear some noises that I dread.

What could they be.
The people ne -st door?
The neighbors upstairs
Pacing the floor?

Whatever they are
I worry and wonder.
Oh, no, that noise...
I hope it's just thunder.

2. Compare the night noises of the city to those of the country. Which are the most
frightening? Why?

3. Draw a picture of something that you have imagined at night. A robber? A monster?
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Tired Tim
Walter de la Mare

Poor tired Tim! It's sad for him,
He lags the long bright morning through,
Ever so tired of nothing to do;
He moons and mopes the livelong day,
Nothing to think about, nothing to say;
Up to bed with his candle to creep,
Too tired to yawn, too tired to sleep:
Poor tired Tim! It's sad for him.

1. Read this poem while a friend acts it out. Change roles. Think: How does a tired
person move? hold his head? walk? facial expression?

2. Make a list of things which make you tired. Compare this list with a friend's. Discuss
the things which are alike and different.

3. What do you think of "poor tired Tim"? Draw a picture of how you think he looks or
write a description of him.
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Hop Up

and

Jump Up

All: Hop up and jump up and whirl around, whirl
around.

High Voices: Gather love, here it is, all around, all
around.

All: Hop up and jump up and whirl around, whirl
around.

Low Voices: Gather love, here it is, all around, all
around.

All: Here is love flowing 'round, catch it as you
whirl around.

Medium Voices: Reach up and reach down, here it is all around.

All: Here is love flowing 'round, catch it as you whirl around.
Reach up and reach down, here it is all around.

1. Read this poem changing your voice from high to low to medium.

2. Ask two friends to read this poem with you.

3. Ask four friends to work with you. As three of you are reading the poem, have one person clap to its
rhythm and another act out the poem. Change parts.
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Upset

What do you do
When you get upset?

Scream and yell,

Or don't you tell?

Are you quiet
When you're mad

Or will you talk
About trouble you've had?

I get so mean

When I'm upset,

You'd wish

We'd never met.

1. Draw a picture of yourself when you are upset.

2. How do you show anger at home? At school? Is there a difference? Why?

3. Does it help make you feel better to yell when you're upset? Why?

4. Pantomime ways to show that you are upset.
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Read the folktale, "The Conjure Wives,'!;.Using a, scratchy, wicked voice for the "conjure
wives" and a deep, harsh sound for the "voice.".-,

1, A "conjure" according to the dictionary is one who brings a spirit or the devil by a
magic call. What things have blen "conjuredup" in our world? Make a list of them.-r "

2. Tell a ghost story which once frightened you:

Write your own ghost story to read to the class.



Once on a time,
when a Halloween night came

-. on the dark o' the moon,
a lot o' old conjure wives
was a-sittin' by the fire
an' a-cookin a big supper

, for theirselves.
The wind was a-howlin"round
like it does on Halloween nights,
an' the old conjure wives
they hitched theirselves
up to the fire .

an' talked about the spells
they was a-goin' to weave
long come midnight.. -

By an' by
there come a-knockin' at the door.

"Who's there?"
called an old conjure wife.

THE CONJURE WIVES

a folktale for reading aloud

An' the voice didn't say nothin",
but the knockin' just kept on.

Then the old conjure wives
began to get scared-like, ,

an' one of 'em says,
"Let's give it somethin'
an' get it away
before it spoils our spells."

An' the voice didn't say nothin',
but the knockin' just kept on.
Then the conjure wives
they took the littiest piece of dough',
as big as a pea,

. an' they put it in the fry pan.
An' the voice didn't say nothin'
but the knockin' just kept on.
An' when they put the dough
in the fry pan,
it begun to swell an' swell,
an' it swelled over the fry pan
an' it swelled over the top
o' the stove
an' it swelled out on the floor.
An' the voice didn't say nothin',
but the knockin' just kept on.
Then the old conjure wives
got scared
an' they ran for the door,

, an' the door was shut tight.
An' the voice didn't say nothin',
but the knockin' just kept on.
An' then the dough
it swelled an' it swelled
all over the floor

"Who -o ? Who -o?
One who is hungry .

and cold,"
said a voice.

Then the old conjure wives
they all burst out laughin'
an' they called out:

"We's a-cookin' for ourselves.
Who'll cook for you?
Who? Who?"

The voice didn't say nothin',
but the knockin' just kept on.

"Who's that a-knockin?"
called out another conjure wife.

"Who? Who?"

Then there come a whistlin',
wailin' sound:

"Let me in, do-o-o-o!
l'se cold thro-o-o-o
an' thro-o-o-o,
an' l'se hungry too-o-o!"

Then the old ccnjure wives
they all burst out laughin',
an' they commenced
to sing out:

"Git along, do
We's a-cookin' for ourselves.
Who'll cook for you?
Who? Who?"

an' it swelled up into the chairs.

An' the old conjure wives
they climbed up
on the backs of the ci,airs
an' they were scareder
and scareder.
An' they called out,

"Who's that a-knockin'
at the door? Who? Who?"

An' the voice didn't say nothin',
but the knockin' just kept on.
An' the dough kept a-swellin'
an' a-swellin',
an' the old conjure wives
begun to scrooge up
smaller an' smaller,
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an' their eyes
got bigger an' bigger
with scaredness,
an' they kept a-callin',

"Who's that a-knockin'?
Who? W ho?"

An' then the knockin' stopped,
and the voice called out,

"Fly out the window, do!
There's no more house for you 1"

An' the old conjure wives
they spread their wings
an' they flew out the windows
an' off into the woods,
all a-callin',

"Who'll cook for you?
Who? W ho?"

An' now if you go into the woods
in the dark o' the moon,
you'll see
the old conjure wife owls
an' hear 'em callin',

'Who'll cook for you?
Who-o! Who-o!"

Only on a Halloween night
you don't want to go
'round the old owls,
because then
they turns to old conjure wives
a-weavin' their spells.
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Hinges.

I'm all made of hinges, ;

'Cause everything bends,
- From the top of my neck

Way down to the
I'm hinges in the front,.
I'm hinges in the back,
But I have to be hinges
Or else I will crack.,

?::

'-'11°-.

1. Read the poem. Have a friend pantomime the actions.

2. Suppose your body did not have "hinges.'.' Show how you would move.

3. Compare how you move with "hinges" to without "hinges."



Raggedy Ann is my best friend.
She is so relaxed; just see her bend,
First at the waist, and then at the knee.
Her arms are swinging, oh, so freel
Her head rolls around like a rubber ban.
She hasn't any bones at all.
Raggedy Ann is stuffed with rags.
That's why.her body wigs and wags.

1. Read the poem while a friend acts i. out.

2. Change Raggedy Ann to Raggedy:Andy
so, how?

. Does this change the actions to the poem? If ,

3. Compare Raggedy Ann to Barbie: How are they alike? Different? Write a poem for
Barbie. What actions could go with the poem? --

.



Sing a Song

of Feeling

.7.:

Whistle a Happy Tune
Oscar Hammerstein

Whenever I feel afraid,
I hold my head erect
And whistle a happy tune,
So no one will suspect

I'm afraid.

1. Songs tell a story just like books do. Write the,story that this songtells.

2. What makes you frightened? Act out the situation.,.=

3. This song is about feeling afraid. Write a song to describe another feeling.
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The song "Walking Happy" has been removed

because of copyright.
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WALKING

HAPPY

Sarnmy Cahn

Work in pairs.

One person read the poem "Walking Happy" while another acts out the walk using a
felt puppet.

Change roles.

243
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puppeiry

PUPP ET

MOV EM ENT

Using the styro ball and your hand as
a puppet, list the movements and the
feeling it might show.

Describe the movement of the head.

Describe the movements of the head
and hands together.

241



1, Jump out of bed because this is the morning

you go on a camping trip with your friends.

You discover that you have the measles and

can not go on the trip.

2. You are going grocery shopping for your

mother, When you arrive at the store, you

discover the grocery list is missing. Feeling

very sad, start home, find the list, go back for

the groceries.

3. You are Cinderella feeling very sad as you do

the housework. Your stepsisters have all gone

to the ball. Your fairy god mother appears

and grants your wish.

4. You have gone on a fishing trip with your

dad. You have caught your first fish and begin

to reel it in,

245

5. You are playing baseball. Once you strike out

and once you hit a home run.

6. You are Betsy Ross finishing the sewing on

the flag. There's a knock at the door,

7, You are a circus performer

8. You are a ballet dancer.
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puppt4ry

yoe.4

Draw and cut out a pi:per face which shows a !..ieling.

Paste the face onto a tongue depressor.

Write the feeling on the stick.

Write a puppet show which tells why a person might feel that way.

Think up a way to change that feeling.

2 4 9



pu flotA.Y1

You will need:
A group of friends to act out your story.
large paper (11 x 14)

one inch rubber bands

metal fasteners

paint

Directions:

1. Decide on a story to act out, for example, "The Three Pigs."

2. Draw the characters needed for the puppet show. Remember to make them BIG!

3. Paint the characters.

4. Cut them out.

5. Put 2 oneinch rubber bands on the back with metal fasteners,
leaving room for your hand.

6. Act out your story.
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WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE?

WHY?

a Think of what you would like to do for a day.

Draw or paint your face on a paper plate. Draw the back of your head on another
plate.

Staple the two plates together leaving enough space for your hand.

Do you need special clothes for your job? Cut out clothes from construction paper and
paste to the front of the plate.

Act out your job for the day. What do you do first at work? second? next? What's the
last thing you do?

2 5







HAH HAI!, HAH HAH HAH

Ma is on stage by herself, Ma: "Boo Hon, Boo I too Hon!"

Pa comes on stage. Pa: "What's the mallet, Mo.'"

Ma answers Pa. Ma: "We ain't got the money for the mortgage On the cow!"

Pa questions Ma. Pa "We ain't got the money for the mortgage on the cow???"

Ma answers Pa. Ma: "No, we ain't got the money for the mortgage on the cow."

Ma and Pa together. Ma and Pa: Voo Hon, Boo Hon Hoo!"

Cow gets into act. Cow: "Moo Moo, Moo Moo Moo!"

Milkman speaks. Milkman: "Swish, Swish, Swish Swish Swish!"

Sis conies on stage: Sis: "What's the matter, Ma? I,A/hat's the matter, Par

Ma and Pa together. Ma and Pa: "We ain't got the money for the mortgage on the cow!"

Sis questions Ma and Pa. Sis: "We ain't got the inoney for the mortgage on the cow?"

Ma and Pa together. Ma and Pa: "No, we ain't got the money for the mortgage on the cow."

Ma, Pa, and Sis together. Ma, Pa, and Sis: "Boo Hoy, Boo Hoo Hoo!"

Cow speaks. Cow: "Moo Mco, Moo Moo Moo!"

pMilkman speaks. Milkman: "Swish, Swish, Swish Swish Swish!'"

Brother comes on stage. Brother: "What's the matter, Ma? What's the matter, Pa? What's the
matter, Sis?"

Ma, Pa, and Sis together. Ma,Pa, and Sis: "We ain't got the money for the mortgage on the cow!"

Brother questions. Brother: "We ain't got the money for the mortgage on the cow?"

Ma, Pa, and Sis together. Ma, Pa, and Sis: "No, we ain't got the money for the mortgage on the
cow."

Ma, Pa, S's, and Brother together:
"Boo Hoo, Boo Hoo Hoo!"

Cow speaks: "Moo, Moo, Moo Moo Moo!"

Milkman speaks: "Swish, Swish, Swish Swish Swish!"

Villain comes on stage. Villain: "I'll take the money for the mortgage on the cow!"

Ma, Pa, Sis, and Brother: "'You'll take the money for the mortgage on the cow???"

Villain: "Yes, I'll take the money for the mortgage on the cowl!"

Ma, Pa, Sis, and Brother: "Coo Hop, Boo Hon Hon!"
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Cow speaks:

Milkman sneak,;:

Hero comes on stage.

"11,loo Moo, Moo 1V1iiii

"Stv/s/iwis/i, SwPill Swish Swish."

Milo "I'll nay the money for the mortgage on the cowl"

Ma, Pil, Sis, and Brother question:
ody the !homy lot the mortgage on the cow?"

Sis excliams, "My Hero,"

Villain slinks off stage hissing. "Ss Ss Ss Ss Ss."

Cow speaks. "Moo, Moo, Moo Moo Mool"

Milkman speaks. "Stwsh, Swish, Swish Swkh Swish!"

Ma, Pa, Sis, Brother, Hero, Cow and Milkman in unison:
Hah Hah Hah!
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The poem, "The Blind Men and the Elephant" by John G.

Saxe has been removed because of copyright.

2 5
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11,

\ Pe +-\
\

\. j I was walking home from
school and saw a hurt dog. He

j I\ ) was limping so I picked him up.
He liked me and started waggingi his tail.

I took him home and nursedL/ Ai- him back to health. My mother
said that she would put an ad in
the paper and that if no one
claimed the dog, I could keep
him.;

The first night that the ad was
c.

The second night a man and
i.--....--, in the paper, no one came.

r%
\

small boy came. When the small
.:) boy saw the dog, he called

"Benji" and ran to him,
My heart fell.

\

258

What should I do?
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ecsn
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Cindy wore her new clothes to school. She went
into her classroom expecting the children to say how
pretty she looked today. Instead they began to tease

her.

"Hey, look at Cindy. She's all dresed up."
"Where do you think you're going today?"

"Who do you think you are? A queen?"
Although she smiled, the teasing hurt her feelings.

What hat shows her feelings?

What should she do?

110
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My sisters are always "showing off," especially when I have my friends over.

Last night my friends and I were playing in my room and my sisters began to show-off.

They would open the door and yell or come in and dance around.

I was very embarassed.

What should you do?
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ro I e- play; r1.1

Put on a "feeling" hat and describe your feeling during

A Quarrel

uarrei

One day, two boys came toward each other in opposite directions. One of the boys
turned to yell at a friend. The second boy was reading a book while walking. POW! The
boys ran right into each other.

They began to quarrel.

What happens next?

Act out the ending 261



What vv.1

(D\Tom m y .

Friends had asked Tommy to go roller skating.
Tommy's mother did not have any money fcr Tommy to
go. He felt disappointed.

Tommy's mother asked him to go to the store for
bread. On the way home Tom noticed that the grocery had
given him too much change. It would be just enough to go
roller skating.

Put on a "feeling" hat that describes Tommy's
feelings.

What will Tommy do?
Act out the ending.
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KEE YOA

by Lynn 311e4 lown Belmont School
Fall 1975 Lincoln. Nebraska
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The materials presented in this document were developed under a
grant from the Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. Contractors undertaking such projects
under Government sponsorship are encouraged to express freely
their professional judgement in the conduct of the project.
Points of view or opinions stated do not, therefore, necessarily
represent official Office of Education position or policy.

Submitted by
Lincoln Public Schools

John Prasch, Superintendent
Carl Spencer, Project Director

1976
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Learning Center 3Career Education

Keep Your Bonus Busy"

iSubject Area: Science, Language Arts

11)e Career Education Themes: I Career Awareness
Self-awareness

'Teacher's Objectives:

By Lynn McCown
Nqmont School
Lincoln, NE

1 The child will be able to understand the importance of the
skeletal system.

2 The child will learn about various careers associated with theskeletal system.
These careers might include:

Orthopedic Doctor
Physician
School Nurse
X-Ray Technician
Dentist
Veterinarian
Museum Curator
Ambulance Technician
Teacher

IStudent's Objectives:(

Printed on page 1:26c:ledo for display in the center.

!Pre - Assessmend

311

To find out what children know about the skeletal system give them. the pre - test labe0ed #. It is bp;t to check this orally (in groups,pairs, etc) so children can justify their answers. Especially thecareers with bones. No key is needed as all the answers are YESfor 1-6.

[Record Keeping:1

Have booklets made for each child by folding 12 x 18 constructionpaper. Staple or glue a paper pocket on one side of booklet forthem to keep their notes, research, etc. Staple in some pagesfor the children to record from Bone Task Cards.Title Booklet "Keep Your Bones Busy"
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[Pre - Activities: Readiness [

Suggested readness activity for the class; teacher - directed
(or able students may read it for themselves). Teacher reads "The
Shinny Bone" in Bill Martin Series Sounds of Mystery. Some of your
children may enjoy this story so much that they may want to present
it asJ puppet show. Teacher and students must assemble the "Human
skeleton kirby Renwal (included in center packet) becore the center

can be opened with Activity 1. A,B,C,D below are suggested ways to
form teacher-led groups of students. Teachers work with Team A one
day, continue with Team B and then C (etc.) until skeleton is completed.

The questions below can be used to form the groups or teams. The answers

to these questions could be graphed with teacher help because children

will need to know how to graph the number of broken bones (question

A) for Task Card 5. Keep the tabulations as children sign up on
question sheets to refer to during this unit.

A.) How many children have had broken bones?
B.) How many of you have ever gone for a ride in an ambulance?

C.) How many ot you have ever visited a doctor's office?
D.) 'How many of you have ever visited a museum? or seen a fossil?

These questions can be placed on separate sheets of paper as shown below.

c
44,e42......

y

.-/.1,nv-,-, 7
1 tcs, o

Use teams to assemble the kit. If teams are very uneven,choose teams
by having each child draw a bone from a t with anumber 1,2,3, or 4
take turns working with the teams.

1ACTIVITIES:

r Activity 1:,)

Once the kit is assembled start the activities using the bone activity
Task Cards. These cards are not sequential; they are numbered for ease

in recording answers.

266
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The task cards should be cut out and placed at the center, along with

this equipment.
1. Measuring tape (metri,: or inch)
2. Graph paper
3. Crayons or marking pens
4. Rulers

Teacher may control the number of tasks cards students do or give extra

credit for all etc. Gifted and interested students add other tasks to
do or teachers may make extra bone task cards using page 6 - activity 1 sheet.

Readiness for Activity 2

When children have gained some knowledge of our skeletal sy;tem begin

introducing the careers that are involved.

Class or group discussion using questions such as the following:
a. What kinds of things do you see when you go to a museum?
b. What are fossils?
c. How do the people that work in the museum know how old these

fossils or bones are? Introduce the name Museum Curator.
d. What finportance do these bones and fossils have for the

Museum Curator?

Take the group to Morrill Hall or invite the Curator to the Classroom
to display some bones or fossils and explain the finportance of his job.
Call Dr. Allen Griesemeh, Curator and Director of Educational Services
(472-2637) to arrange for a speaker. Children could bring in bones
for display table. They should label the bones, such as:

Chicken-Bones -_wing_- .thigh_and_leq_
- Fish bones

Use the X-Ray that is included with this kit or obtain an X-ray from
a doctor's office. Children work with a partner to answer questions
on the page labeled 13 (activity 2),;can be dittoed . Extended questions
for gifted could be added such as: 0

Can you tell what bone is shown in the X-ray?
Research about X-ray cameras and X-ray photos.

Find out about some careers that deal with bones such as (Doctor,
Nurse, Ambulance Te...chnician, X-ray Technician) by interviewing a
worker or reading about the career.

Readiness may be lecessary; class discussion about health-related
careers (that deal with bones).
The sheet labeled CIO for activity 3 should be dittoed and placed in the
center or display the directions 'in a chart. Put out magazines to

cut up, scissors, paste.
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Readiness for Activity 4:

Class activities:

Invite your school nurse to the classroom to discuss "How to Build
up Stromgones." She woul&be an ideal resource person. Her
discussion could include

a. diet
b. care
c. our body frame work
d. posture

Imite a doctor or teacher from Physiology Department to come and
talk to class about the importance of our skeletal system. What
happens to broken bones - how they mend. The kind of training they must
have to do their jobs.

If possible, have a small group (3-5) take a trip to a doctor's office
(preferably Orthopedic Physician) and report to the class.

e the Unscramble Career sheet at this center (4-A) and answer sheet
4-A with a challenge activity (4-B) on the bottom half. Ditto copies
for students.

Readiness4Yor Activity 5:

Invite d Veterinarian to your class. He or she might be able to bring
some skeletons of different animals. Conduct a discussion about how some
animals have bones,some. don't.

Ditto copies for students. Put out drawing and writing paper, crayons,
pencils. Put out The 5keleton 600k - by Livaridars and Dunne, published
by Scholastic Book Services. Put animal-creature drawings made on a
bulletin board entitled "Featured Skeleton Creatures"

Children may choose to do one, two or all of these activities.

Teacher prepares by cutting out the bone task cards tO display at the
center--or make dittoed copies for students if preferred.
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Put out the following art supplies:

Black construction paper
White crayons and/or chalk
Scissors
Glue
Paper straws
Marking pens
Large white butcher paper length of child
Cardboard tubes
Empty spools
Styrofoam balls for head
Wire or string

*and *t activities are challenge ones and perhaps should be teacher-

directed. The ** activity could be used as Post Test.

Optionai Culminating Activity: Teacher directed for interested students.
_ _ .

Get a whole chicken; cookchicken, then scrape meat from bones and try

to rearrange the chicken's skeleton back together again.

You might check with the University and see if any Physiology student

might be.interested in-helpiny.

Resources and Bibliography: Teachers gather fur student use:

The Skeleton Book: An Inside Look at Animals. Livaudais and Dunne;

Scholastic Book Services
Built To_Su-vive. by Anne Terry White, Gerald S. Leitz M.D.

The-Ruman Skeleton Benjamin N. Schuman M.D.

-86he-f6F-Ildhe Margaret Cosgrove

Me and My Bones Roy A. Gallant
Sounds of Mystery Bill Martin Series; Holt, RineharL, Winston

Filmstrip - Eye Gatehouse Ioc.
"Your Body and How to Take Care of It".
"Your Bones and Muscles"

Audio-visual: #2010-94 Human Body Kit - K-6

Films: #2037-94 Human Bones 4-6
#1997-04 Our Wonderful Body How It Moves K-3

#1976-04 Our Wonderful Body How It Grows K-3

2 6 9



[Location of Center:

See page labeled A for ideas of location and arrangement.

kvaluation:

Use the kit ,:irt Activity 6 for a Post Test or re-test with the
initial pre-test labeled #.

270
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te,oci on3
Circle etker yeS or n0

Do ar\Imais have bovies

2.) Do we, kave, 100 bor1e,

in our body ?

3) Do broker) bones mend

LI) Can w e, ak e p chkres OC bones?

5.) -rs your ear lobe, a bone,

-#

yes no

yes no

yes n?

Ye3 no

bid man evex- use, bones -Por +ools? yes no

tAnck(-lie, +he, peopk
5A-uay bones :

Cura-Vor
54-uden-t-

tvrIbulance, -1-echn

Doc-Vor
Plumber
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who you Mink work and

Tench er
X-Ray Tecte'-'tan
6anker
Princt.pa 1
Nursp

Sezre:



---(iDirecti6r)------
Take. one. 0- 4)e.se. bone 4-ask card3.

R e.ack 1-he clrec-i-i.on3 Carjuily.
vvha+can you learn -roliy) Arlis skdei-Oh?

Recurd your -.Inci i'(133 i your "Kee yotAr
Bones Buby___II

T0,5
Car-6

Now ryNany ribs do vve have, ir)
our skelekal 5y5fern ?

C0 ur\-1- 4he number a-C- rdps on ourskele:tor\ . Record ilr\ your hooldef.
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Tots k

Card 4 2
How many bones d we kave in our

spinal colunnn

A Couni- 41(\e nunr\b- o-Y. bones in our
sr\o--1C-oliknin. Record your cli-v1lh9s in
your boo k .

om.a.

irsaSk
eard 14r 3

vvv\tc hone I66ks +he :on3e5+?

A Me.a5ure -C thd r).1 booe in 4-he ske.le-[on\\
-Record your- -cind 1h Bs .
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diait:K
Cacc), ''' :-.)

ii3o4 many c\dren

(hi Mcf,e a bar cr pl dtkre, (3rap\r) +o 5how
how OrN.101-ex\ have, haA broker\ bone5

Du( 60o k I ei-.

hove, kacletbroken



Tc

\on are sme, O your- bone3?
Me,asure. wi-ke\ Criend's r)elp, Measure

ck.ksi-ance, Lti-ween We elbow and wris-V.
Do yoikrs 0Lnd vvbai- Ale
dCCtresnee Record yow" c'inctcy)e,

Tcxsk

1on9 are some o-C your borie5?
A Me_a_sure. wi-W -cH.enclis help. kitabure 4e,

cit.svance, T-e.-kAni knee. ciao 4-\oe, ankk. tk
youx5 0,,ncl, your -Crterors. Wha4 4--he OVI c-ctrence,7
Pecbrd your -cinc.koiles.
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Tas

Card,

Nfr\o.- do

A Trace, your hand itn 4-ke hoot<I Try +o,

our hand bones 18ok hue?

draw in hones are, in your hand

/ Task
ard *9

A Meosure
Llse. a

is your- skele-fon

41/e lenr-k (;,. your skelefi-a
I f'( -ary)e,rlend -+0 he p. Record your -cr)clini33
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>F. Make c4p Some, 1-c.ksk Cards on your min,
Kids could help you,

Task
0-10

Carcl



6

Med' 01.1111 po4ner. Pead 1-hese cLuesfion
d answer +hem in your Bone Book

Who m'igkl- have, +Aen he.s plc:tures?

. Where Could They have, beeA 4-al4en

I-f you were, bckdly huif how would you
1-o the H osp'i +01, ?(Wrife or Draw IN hal +his is)

a 1.15f. of 1;leople who work in
jobs where they nee,d 4-0 knov aboLtf bones.
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hoose one o +hese AcHviirie

or do on

Make ct I is+ o-P 9ood saCe.ty rules.
choose. one Or More illus+rafe,

I +kink i 1- would be fun fp
Doc,--or or Nurse) because

..\elroussk rna9oz'ines. Cul oul- or draw

pidures heck1.4) cela-i-erCareerS,



5) rnlb Auc nae r Dvire

ciaekre,

7 ) MeMsuut ±Caukror

%/Check your work ustil9
+Ale, answer shee,V, Then

Athiv*Iiy 6 Tor -Pun
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v't+y

Ansvi-Cr Shee,4

'Check your
score. in 4-he
+11e, . per;

I. Do c+or
a. Nurse-
3. VeA

K- Ray Techn't *an

own paper. ak+, your
4-he boi-Vom oc

5. AmbiAlance Dr:Iver
+e,adier

7. t\ALt5eury\ eurcd-or

0 0

' 4** Make- up a word sc,rane\ble on your

1

own. (Ass h e a A relafect careers . Put-
+hern or\ 4he, Bulle-Yin Board -or cA/er
cki Icirer 4-b do .



A Read oH abouf bones of 4nimal5

In The Annal Lne book,

A -l'i(lut) dnione pariner, Ohe drm
a skeleon O on imaginary unal. The other
wili draw a pici-ure 01 vvhot +hey ---r'ir)k +he
ar\'ncr Itt6k Hk,

-roaher you will wr4e, o citscrip:h.on

kovv pur animal loNG, ou 0-0
9ived lour crec4ure Nilo,.

, ,

itf ô Bue :k &arc' or of6r5 to sec

O
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Ar'

Ac0
S-hAaw Skde-bn

vc+e60,11, SC:issorS paFer sray15) black coy) 4rutho'y),

pape ri

Dreciiions Assemble pur skeleion 6/

4roms thi-o difcerenir !enok
and )cts-e -Omi on +he, black paper

look a 5keleton
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I Ivichrial; 1arkihg Rns Lole wWe. bukher paper 4e

lerii0 j .yoqi

/i D\reckions : Cknsee p'4"
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i ,
/ pcTer. frfove yovr parilEr 4race your bod

i p pur IDariner i,, h.15, Then wbrkiN o ont

,

i or vvii-k your Flier .ill In iour srce1ea1
,

...... W.SA
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ON*\\1 M) SWekon

MoAtrb\ciA Card\ooard s?ool5 (ern1)1) SAlcafoam \00.\

fb\f \mo,6 +u cooeck ku\o

I
i4\11,c2,r.45 bu'ild 0, 3. t K0VI1e Ske.IAon

/kc)z. s\I40.r,m '00.11 heac\ eCk wre,s card\coorci

-4i).\0e5 tnyl ,,,Jp0()\5 ;C GC M caA \Oeded

Ske,1eAN ical\, qou p\914 Nank
oofou c\n't\Afe.n
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Arf

Acfv4)/
Acfion Skddon

: Black Con5fraction parr, Nhife crayone),or chalk.

I Direci-ions is

Make a skeilehn by draoltn5 if. on e black

cun5\-rudion i)aper, The Skel e-bo mud- be dolen9

an an (For exornple : runni0,1, tivatlxin, hoppir)jn

lu, si6i3pi'll. , 5i4-ii'n9 ei-c,) Or yoLk .kitil cs ,1 5occi

acn 4,cj- your skelefon could be clol'il,

0 L. 'Is+ Tht worois /or boh b0.6)cled+,



Locict.4-con e).C% Cenl-er
"'Kt 5 may b lccoed cr 4oiole.. or Co tkelkr, Prat 1617

where. Mem is la. wal.1 6\e' po.r4A-t:o-4 'iNel 46 plact.
c ey6,e, 4-e.rmis Vocatot.4,10.7, evVc. .

A

A4 441 eer4er you.MT be. 54644013 abbui
Otl.r Skthitl Sysks .

yov, lt 4156 leavA aim+
441e di4crorrt :itxfeers -quA
work 0V- ivivolvtd siv(41+Int sk,ay

6G btnes.

Welt

ft'c .

e),

64Y4 u5

6t),K,
hit:trent

\etr tux nt5
Gu.sy bOilek-3

BoX wrr14 tg1)5041)TIABES Ro,)ftrok.
AckSt4toeta
Ctly-kr,se4

onsirnt
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The materials presented in this document were developed under a
grant from the Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. Contractors undertakirj such projects
under Government sponsorship are encouraged to express freely
their p.ofessional judgement in tne conduct of the project.
Points of view or opinions stated do not, therefore, necessarily
represent official Office of Education position or policy.

Submitted by
Lincoln Public Schools

John Prasch, Superintendent
Carl Spencer, Project Director

1976
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POSY -u-e7le"-)

Learning Center
Career Education

POWER-Thinking Abou: V:l

TEACHER'S PLAN

[--SUBJECT AREA: Language Arts, Creative Art

'Pfa-1.1.4w
"Br.ownell Sakvol
Li hc.ofri Ne-i)t-ctskm-

4$0 CAREER EDUCATION THEMES: Career Awareness - Life Styles
Personal/Social Development
Decision-Making Skills
Special Emphasis in Values clarification and Thinking
skills

[ TEACHER'S OBJECTIVES:

Students will be able to-

Describe their physical characteristics

Gain pride in their individual qualities

Evaluate their own abilities, hobbies, and interests
through decision making.

Appreciate the likenesses and differences of themselves
and others and appreciate how peOple change

Utilize verbal skills by expressing feelings about
themselves and others

Determine qualities that make a good friend

Speculate about their occupation and life style in
terms of their own interests and abilities

Discuss the concept of pride in achievement in a job
well done

Practice language arts skills

Utilize their artistic and creative ideas.

ISTUDENT'S OBJECTIVES:

See student objectives sheet in the kit.
This sheet may be duplicated for each student using the center.
This sheet may be posted in the center.
This sheet may be enlarged into chart fora, or bulletin board.
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La-ASSESSMENT: 1

3 Students should show the ability to express their personal feelings, interests,
. and values through written or oral exercises. If teachers feel the child has

a healthy attitude toward himself, he need not work through the unit.

Provided in the unit is the worksheet entitled WHO ARE YOU? for a student's.
written summary. A student may also talk into a tape recorder revealing facts
about himself. The teacher may also wish to interview a child about certain
areas she feels.he needs to work on in the unit. An appropriate film or
filmstrip may spark enthusiastic discussion with the whole class before
beyinning the unit activities.

MUG; LEVEL ACTIVITIES: I

ii After the student assessment, the teacher may decide that a student need not
use the unit or the student may skip to the post test activities, or the
student will work through the complete unit on his own level of ability. In

this unit * is used to designate the multi level activities.
* indicates work on Level 1 - EASIER

** indicates work on Level 2 - AVERAGE
*** indicates work on Level 3 - MORE DIFFICULT

Look for these * notations on each activity listed in this unit. The teacher
or the student may choose the activities to complete. * Level 1 students may
work with a friend or teacher aide who can help explain vocabulary, write
down answers, or answers may be given into a tape.

Teacher Preparations for each activity follow. The sequence should be
followed as numbered (1 to 7) as the activities build from awareness of
self to how others see me; appreciation for diversities; relationship of
hobbies, interests and understanding of self to work and play and friendship.
The center may have only one activity set up at a time and the next added
to or replacing it as children complete the sequence.

To prepare the kit for use:

1. Materials 5 flower pots
1 mirror on a stand.
other materials listed under each activity.

2. Make ditto masters and copies (on colored ditto or construction
paper if desired) of the 2 ticket book pages marked.A.Cut out
the tickets and staple together in order by numbers in lower left
corner of each ticket. Make ditto copies of pre-assessment "Who
Are You?"

3. Cut out the label on white page for "Posy Power completed Tickets"1
glue it to construction paper for stiffening, fasten this on a
dowel or popsickle stick and anchor it in the flower pot where
students are to place their completed tickets as directed in
"Record Keeping" section.
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4. If manilla envelopes are to be used as record keeping, to
conference with teacher, gather enough envelopes for each
child to have one.

. Suggestion - Laminate white tag sheets for display in center:
"It's All Up To You"
"Student Objectives"
"Posy Power% also, this could be run off for students as a
cover on notebooks made of the unit; or use as a title sign
over the center.

ACTIVITY 1: Yellow pages, labeled "Posy Power"
-

Teacher Preparations:

I. Cut out Posy Power flower pattern, trace on to
bright colored const ruction paper and cut out 24 flowers of various colors.

2. Cut out yellow tag flower centers with activities
printed on them; glue centers on flowers made above.

3. Flowers may be laminated if df?.sired.

4. Pin these flowers on a bulletin board or place
in a stack at the center for children to sort through, choosing which
ones they want to answer first.

5. Make ditto master and then student copies of answer
sheet entitled "Posy Power" (yellow paper). Students are directed on
the sheet to write answers to flower-center questions on this sheet following
the number which matches the number on the flower center.

Yellow pages. labeled "feelings".

Teacher Preparations:

1. The picture of four chiliren displaying four different
emotions and labeled "feelings" may be used in various ways: a) display at
center, b) post on a bulletin board, c) make a master ditto to use this
picturr,. as a cover for a student booklet made from activity sheets from
activity 2 or as a section divider if a notebook is made of the entire unit;
see section #9 for discussion of evaluation by teacher and student.

2. Set up the mirror on its stand at the center.

3. There are six pages of activities (2a through 2f)
plus a page of vocabulary words for feelings! Make master dittoes and
copies of these pages to place at the center. Gather six empty ditto boxes
from office supply to keep pages organized at center.

* The vocabulary words "Feelings" may be posted on
a bulletin board rather than having separate copies for each child.
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ACTIVITY 3: Green pages, labeled "How Do Others See Me?"

Teachers Preparations:

1. The directions for students (marked 3a, "How
do otherssee me?") and the list of words "PERSONALITY: qualities &
traits" (both on green tag) may be posted or display,d in the center
or used to make master dittoes and copies for students to use.

2. Make master dittoes and copies for students of
answer sheet 3a and 3b. Page 3a has three sections which the student
will cut apart taking each part to the person who is to complete it.
The completed sections should all be placed in the record keeping folder
for sharing or conferencing later.

ACTLKITY I Mixed colors and white pages, labeled "Just a Matter of

TeaAer Preparations:

1. Find white sheet headed "Teachers: "Just a Matter
of Choice", follow directions about gluing the 3 labels to 3 flower pots.
The labels may be colored before gluing if desired. Materials needed
are listed.

2. Place a foam ball in each flower pot in order
to huld the flowers, leaves and designs with pipe cleaner stems made
by students as directed in the activities.

3. The directions are on white tag, marked Activity
4, Just a Matter of Choice: These may be displayed in the center or cut
apart and directions for "A" placed by flower pot "A" etc.

4. As a language arts activity, children are building
vocabulary; spelling is also reinforced. Favorite Flavors (Activity
4a on yellow tag) Favorite Colors (Activity 4b on pink tag) and Leisure
time activities (Activity 4c on green tag) can be laminated before dis-
playing on a bulletin board or on a stand in the center.

5. Children may need a short brainstorming session
about vocabulary in general and specifically the meaning of "Leisure
time" before starting in the center.

6. The flower pots call for flowers and leaves but
if students preeer making an "outer-space flower" designed to resemble
their favorite....(flavor) they may be encouraged to depart from nature
in their flower-pot additions! Activity C calls for some creative,
artistic ideas if carried out as directed--brainstorming before using
the center or placing a teacher-designed sample in the flower pot may
help them get started.

7. Materials: pipe cleaners, construction paper,
glue, stapler, scissors, yarn and other materials for flowers designed
in 4c.
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8. It is important that children take time to read
what others put in the flower pots--noting differences and similarities
compared to their own choices.

9. Optional- Activities 4d (white paper) can be used
to make a master ditto and copies for students;or cut apart each suggested
activity on the sheet and let students draw out one. Plan some way for
sharing when they complete these activities.

Green pages, labeled WORK AND PLAY

Teacher Preparations:

I. Make Master dittoes and student copies of the four
activities 5a, b, c, and d. The answers for 5b may be run off if desired
or put on a card at the center. Planning ahead for activity 7, the teacner
may decide to run this answer ditto on yellow paper so the happy notes look
happier.

2. Students may need to brainstorm about changing
interests--past and present--to prepare for 5c and 5d.

3. The students are to write their interests on the
buds (earliest stage--past) and how their interests have changed on the
flowers (present interests). There should be some way to share these pages--
post on a bulletin board, etc.

Pink pages, labeled "Friendshie

Teacher Preparations:

I. Prepare the flower pot used for this activity by
gluing on the label "Best Friend Posy Power Pot" (4)

2. On pink tag sheet marked "teacher sheet, Act. 6",
cut out the flower for a pattern to trace and cut a colorful paper flower.
Cut out the pink center "Qualities wanted in a best friend" and glue it on
to the flower. Fasten flower to a dowel stick and place in the prepared
flower pot (#1 above). This is the receptacle for r.hildren to share their
ideal qualities.

4/
3. Make a ditto using the tickets "My best friend has

his quality " (e) as a pattern. Run off copies to cut apart and,e/
place at the center for activity 4b which is to be filled in after completing
4c. Children should be encouraged to share these ideas of friendship, qualities
of personality, etc.

4. Make master dittoes and stuck-At copies of 5 pages--
6a,b,c, two pages of d. Pages a,b, and c are continuous so should be placed
at the center at one time; 5d has two pages--the activity choices and the
poem.
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5. Use the list "PERSONALITY: qualities & traits"
froill activity 3 (on green tag) to display in the center as an aid for
vocabulary building. The poem "Friends" (on pink tag) may be laminated
if desired before display:1.11g in the center.

ACTIVITY 7.: Buff pages, labeled TA--Warm fuzzy or Cold prickly

Teacher Preparations:

I. Teacher and students unfamiliar with TA for Tots
may want to use that kit book, filmstrip, etc. as preparation before doing

0 this center.
IV

2. Make master dittoes and student copies of four pages
7a, b, d --c is optional as teacher may prefer that students design their own
card.

3. To share 7b, students may cut sheet in half and
display their answers (with or without names) on bulletin boards entitled
Warm Fuzzies--Cold Pricklies. It is important for some kind of sharing
by those willing to share; it would be helpful in improving social skills.

4. The happy notes (run off on a previous ditto) from
...".-................ activity 5 are optional if children wish to write a happy thought, feeling,
COLD observation to someone and deliver it.

PIv__.R
1( 1-. C--------4

'41 .t.NRICHMENT ACTIVITIES: Color coded on buff tag

# Optional use: these may be cut apart, laminated and placed in a box for
students to draw out for extended activites. Or the sheets could be dittoed
and each child keeps one in his/her manilla envelope to do when desired.
There is a ticket in the ticket book to mark these off when completed.

Post Tests-fa,b,c- pink pages
See section A9--Student-Teacher Evaluation

Post test a student directions are on pink tag; may be laminated and
displayed or ditto copies made. Make ditto copies of Post test b and c. To
share their discoveries about themselves, tudents may fasten completed
"bodies" (with or without names) on a clothes line or bulletin hoard.

[ Resource Materials Available: !

Located at:PSAB Media--Career Ed. Section
Elementary Schools Media Centers

CAREERS FOR ALL, ALIKE AND DIFFERENT, Benefic Press
PLANS AND THE FUTURE,
INTERESTS AND CHOICES,
TEACHER'S GUIDE
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I STUDENT EVALUATION:16

THIS I CAN BE, Text and T. Ed. Benetic Press
JCAREER DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES, (Section 3, Understanding Yourself)

i0lECUPATIONAL PROFILCS, Chronicle Guidance
WHATCHA GONNA DO? Encyclopaedia Brit.
MY CAREER WORKBOOK, CFI
CAREERS, Exploration and Decision, Prentice Hall
THE MIND IS A FUNNY THING, E.S. Denison Co.

LPS CURRICULUM GUIDE, Grade 4, Mental Health, Mood Modifiers
TV GUIDE. KALEIDOSCOPIC KAPERS
Valuing Approach to Career Eddcation Kit
THE LITTLE FOX IN THE MIDDLE, Collier Books
WHAT MAKES ME FEEL THIS MAY? Growing Up With Human Emotions, Collier
WHO AM I?, Grove Press

Non-print Media

FREE TO ITME, record and book
ME, filmstrips, EBC
CAREERS KIT (hobby game) Scholvitic
WHAT DO I LOOK LIKE, Myself and Me (5 sound filmstrips), EBEC
MOST IMPORTANT PERSON KIT, Feelings, Identity, Getting Along with Others,

Attitudes, Creative Expression.
GETTING TO KNOW ME, QED Productions, (2fs/1 Cassette)
Adventures of the Lollipop Dragon (6 fs/3 cassettes)
Plus- Teacher Selected Materials from Building Media

IRECORD KEEPINGd

Example: Teacher may use a grade book or chart and record the progress
of each student.

Example: The student keeps track of his own progress by using the
POSY POWER TICKET BOOK. The two sheets of twelve ticket pages
in the kit should be cut apart and stapled together in proper
sequence by the teacher (see numbers in lower left corner of
each ticket.) The child works on an activity exercise, puts an
X on the ticket and completes all the exercises in that one
activity. The student then tears out the ticket and places it
in the pot marked "Posy Power Completed Tickets". There is
a minimum of checking answers in this unit.

There is a minimum of checking for "correct" answers in this unit.
Students are encouraged to think carefully about themselves so the
teacher should check periodically to make sure the student is taking
the activity exercises seriously. Any silly answers should be erased
and thought about again. Some children find questions about themselves
difficult to answer and feel it is "bragging" to say nice things about
themselves. If a student would rather not answer a question or exercise
he should not be forced to do so, however, this may be revealing deep
feelings the child has about himself and should not be overlooked by the
teacher.
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C),

[LOCATION OF CENTER1

This center may be placed in a corner, counter, desk, table or floor.
The brightly colored flowers made by the teacher (patterns in Kit) may
be used to decorate the center. The flower pots in the kit also add
to the attractiveness of the center. The POSY POWER sheet may be used
as a bulletin board idea, duplicated for an invitatiln to each child to
work in the center, may be duplicated as a cover for a student's brown
activity envelope. Something bright and catchy must appeal to the child's
curiosity of the center activities.

I i- AND WHEN THE CENTER IS TO BE USED: (SCHEDULING)

Organization of the center is of utmost importance. The stident may
choose the center, the teacher may assign a specific center activity or
thc student may use the activities as extra credit activities.

The success or failure of a center depends on whether the student
understands exactll_ what he is to accomplish, how much time he is allowed
Ind his expected behavior. He must understand before he intPrs the
center that if these expectations are not met, he will not be able to
rcLurn to the center and stick to it: (There are always exceptions,
however, as a tape breaking, recorder malfunction etc.) No exceptions
for poor behaTior!

See the PASS in the kit. Four flower passes are on one sheet and must
be cut apart before giving one to the students. A pass car become a
magic tool for responsibility when thi? above items are included and
checked by the teacher or aide. The teacher or child fills out the
top half of the pass. The student shows it tythe aide, etc. when entering
and leaving the center. The aide checks the expectation and behavior and
initials the pass. The pass is immediately returned to the teacher for
instant teacher-student praise, encouragement, evaluation, etc. The

pass could be duplicated on colored paper for easier identification.

LSTUDENT-TEACHER EVALUATION:

9.
Each student keeps his worksheets either in a brown envelope or in,a
booklet form. This provides excellent teacher-student conference material.
Students may be apprehensive about sharing some of their personal
answers with the teacher and should not be forced to do so. This shariag
time is the best time to really get to know your students. Listen to
suggestions about improving the center. Post test activities are
provided and should be used in the conference. The student should share
his answers if he wishes. These could be put on the bulletin board, a
clothes line, etc.
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,564,dent dojectives
ByUsing This Center I Will

-Describe how I look .

--Recognize how loeople chorqe
and appredote, t-le Nenesses ancr
dIC\Cerences oc rri\isel; and others.

Clot:Icy attitudes,ceengs) tilues
dna be proud +ha+ I am speCiat.

-Explore rny .Peelings and .C'eeTngs
osolers b 1--alen9 cl\to.ou +hem.

Discover whech ctuoliqes Ilike n q rreten6.

-Identicy gnci e\ialua+e m.) obili+les) interests,
and nobbTes ryloenc") choices.

-Learn 'co be prcuc o4 cione.

-Think aboL.Ai- rni ukure occupcXtor, onci
l'Astyle b\1 knowins rn\I INes ond

-"PrcAc-1.1ce rryy

-Use my ar+Ts+rc and crec4tve Ideas.



What. i kjour worth
C-If71'hTnk about this a moment!

plain bar o ron is worth about$5.
Made into horseshoe5, It is worth $10.50
Made into screwdriver5 or kitchen

o cu+lery *1 may be worth t250.00
Made blto needles, it is worth t3250.0

Mctde into balance springs
watches, it's worth $250,0oo.00...t

fhe same is true oc
another kind oc rnaferia
---- YOU

-the vatue Is deterrnined b9
what you make oP YOURSEL5J
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.ecteners 44. " ACTI V I TY i

Cut out flowers crorri htk
Wolored construction paper.
Cut OkAt the round 9juesions on
uene ;oho:x.011ns pooles ;i6r the
center 004 eac.N ;Tower. Zee example.

kiek.0. 4 ci
.4N tt.,he

411
4,R. 64

'4) ,nifd0
6.0 /CZA

2 g7

320



gecichers : -Acilulty
Cut Out these round ctuestionsto use as centers ePor the Powers
made 'Proton the pattern on the
previous pciee. See example.in ito

WHAT 15
YOUR.

'FAVOR. iTL
SowG -

3 .

Now
UL

You SPE,Nib
t6.00?

IF YOU

COULD CINUNNIGE.

;SotAETNNG ik) NE 'tt

Wort.Lo, 44111Kr

Woutob
cmcswGE? ./

, ,
tlk ,py

C\P 1/4,

ITELEVISIoN
.PROGIEAM tO

YOU ENJ joy TAE.
MOST

321
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-heachers!

5 WHAT IS
`fault.

FPO/DRAT E.
SIPot.T

\NliEN Do
YOU

FEEL-
GIZ.UMPY ?

Ac6u4t I

.
W4 Is

MOST'

RE.AUTI FUL.
You 14kVE.

E.VEit SEEK/

'77
Ca\>

0
e

.So

322
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4,ecteners

9

WHAT IS THE
HARDEST

TH 1 NG FOR. You TO
DO ?

W HAT IS

"THE. BEST
MOVIE. T%-ifbir

YOU H AVE.
EVER SEEN

11

IP * S

`(O
WHEN

l.)
ZO

'PRO U '?

\.>

° 12-

. V41.4.E.N1

00 YOU
FEE.L. ThE.
VER.Y E1EsT ?

323



'Pear
disappointed
an9 ry

G.155wiTH

* 414

ACTIVITY Ze-2b

'jealous
kind
mi.Aseci

+rustin9
sa Pe

sorry

surprised
unhappy
cefihted

confused
sad
curiou s

13enerous
rniserable
scared

Shame
loneki
alarm

Pr i9h+
peace Pu I

excited

depressed
grubenp,,
hur+

+error
happy
couracr

cheerki I
stv p
con cerned

crabby

-Priend y

loth
9loory,/
opoIo9e+c

arus+rafeci
hurried
hind

envious
puzzled

nervous
relie

ugl/
anxious
love.

bored
ashamed
proud

321



Lee's
tiMirror) mirror on +he wall,
Who is +he Cairest. oc +herr,
all?" asked +he wicked queen

Snow White.
You dre."ariswered +he mirror.
The ctueen asked +he mirror
+his cluestion because she
needed +0 Ceel Sood abou+ fir
hersel

picrivirr 2cii
if it* *if*

eC4

e-e \(-:`\'-
04.

400
op

\14 aN- ac?'('

`0;1°'
'

se'(- (Pe 4):Q-
C& Sdc

3(0 {se'
ee6

Does school
haveany

h oWyoL4
eel abow-fj,_

Why'

Does i-t-

make any diccerenc
-1.0 \iou who+ oi-hers
in 1-he class -1-hink
ocru?
Why?

325



A page with cartoon illustration has been removed because of copyright.
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Acfivity 2,
Noire Paces in 0 mirroPretel

you apecingry
Wort-ed*happy
bashPul*sod

crigill-er)ed*hurt-
*boredfricdre your ;acesa Priend. PoCeguess

your
an h
.Peelingos.

Cotteci- ma9cizine
pici-ures oc -Paces
showin9 cliPPereni-
iPeerings. Giue +hem on
aper or pn +-hew, on
a buttefin boord i

oAr c.ket ssroonn.



fiee1

L;ik in the 4214
mirror. Draw o
picture of yourself'.
Draw exactly whaf you

see : Shape oc ;ace, eyes,

eye brows, elelashes, hair

style, Creckles, dinoles,

scars, nose shape) I ips,

ears (if' 4hel show) clothes

yaur'e wear'tn9 +oday,etc.

cibove sk,Ai7- I

Z*frh\e



lActivity *904-

ai've!
(4 other °Pee...Y.0i words. Draw ectrfoonsusing thcit word ond showing that Peelin9.

Use -Ehe "-Peelings list" -Por

(J.krrz
YIMMIMMMEermN=.=IMIOMIMOVvMIMPIII.I=..IMIIIIMIMI1IIIIM.

330



Acfiviy 2C

aree/ni-eirc., a/net/ Clryd-2a./

awc6,f,o,n4Azied.
av,veZ

(24e. ri7e,(766

01-7n-

:716 c4-/
7-rite& c7L6Z 42/7

c'efi-6
17(a2Al T&J'E6'

9"1d%d rt'
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t17-ehelM? beazio.,s
admired gentle
afraid gloomy
alert happy
aloof happy-go-lucky
ambitious hard-working
angry helpful
artistic honest
athletic imaginative
awkward impatient
babyish intelligent
boastful jumpy
careful kind
careless lazy
cheerful likable
clever lonely
clownish loud
concerned loving
confident loyal
confused mean
cool moody
courageous narrow-minded
Dcouteous neat
crazy nervous
creative optimistic
cruel orderly
daring organized
decent outgoing
dependable patient
depressed pleasant
dicourteous polite
dishonest popular
disorganized practical
dull pushy
easy-going quick
efficient quiet
embarrassed reckless
friendly relaxed
funny reliable
fussy religious

334

resourceful
sarcastic
scared
selfish
sensitive
short-tempered
show-offish
shy
skillful
sloppy
slow

smooth
sneaky
stable
strong
stubborn
stuck-up
stuffy
surprising
suspicious
tense
thoughtful
thoughtless
thrifty
timid
tough

tricky
trusting
trustworthy
uncertain
undependable
understanding
unhappy
unpredictable
unstable
warm
weak
withdrawn
worried



.Werw Ors ehsott kipz ernsa

* *,10-*

How \iou 4'ee1 is very
Importani- to you. makes
a caference In +he way you act.

Think oc the seven dwarPs.
Each oc them hod a special way
he seemed to people around hi . In the
stori the name o; .1-he dwarf' +old /ou who+
he was like. GRUNVI) was crabby or bad4empered
while kikAlf..t \NOS joTPul. Suppose rlA were

lhictt5 -fired like 8/..SEP>: Your -Priends would
expec+ \lot.1 to be sleepy becouse you acted
+ha+ way mo54 oF The +init.

Do you 4hink you 4e1 +he some rnosf oc
+he +ime? What cliCPeren+ krd' c Peet;n9s
do ru isave? 4-iow do thhers see you?

iDO an experi-o -Pind ou+ how your
-ceelincp abouf /ourselP compare with how
crl.hers .Peel abovt \io u and .iour achions

apar4 (+he +iiree se.c.i-ions on \)/our
poper and +hen -c'ollow +he direcions. Compare
II +he answers and learn mare a6oui- \loursetl.P.

Do fou need +0 CAlcincr \10tAr Peel inep
333



4hour cid etthuth 1:Qs2, rmszo ?
***

Write down 5 words .1- ha+

describe ru. (adjecA4ves) You
may use i.he word tis+..

I.

4.

2.
IP wr N1. A.W nr 11.- ,

5.
Ask a 4Nriend ko write down 5 words
'that ciestr'ibe (adjectives) you. (rna\i use Us+)

1.

Your Choice: Now ask a porent) teacher) an
adul+ gr:tenci or princ\pal ko write 5 adj.abotA+lou

I.
2.
3.

,.14
111.111.1.1. 11 NY.. A, .4". 1,1.211.111SMILLIW
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A,A, **it
In days of old, a sad, 9loomy
1in9 would send for ills court
jester +0 cheer hrm up. When

Krng -Pei+ bei-fer, he would
appify continue hrs royal dufies.

is important -Par us
fo discover \Atha+ we Can
do +0 cheer ourselves
up when we Peel blue.

-co cheer rmiselP up) I can

-------------------------
Thin (Ds other people do are

WANWIE,IORL.,it 1. r, a 7y

Name



Tectche.rs :

3USL
cuk tiuk

CLAk. C'L41-

42°

2)
C- leisure -H.ryieOz

cr, cit. ore. wr-C-1-1-en
AVIP on own ckesion

k-nower" cincl
S 1-u ck

Ohoiced

CI+ out 4-he
P1/4,3,c. (abels
cind pe. or.
slue.. -1-tnervorn

3 4-2lower--po

skuden-k
rylctke ci ectc (or -C'ooct

ShcApe.)

and wri#e down c=k3kj'ec-4ives

rnny uset(G4) ciescr ibt'n9
-cwori-Ve -1--ctsfes and
puts i* in the
B- ch.AcA rcieS
a cllowe.r C rylc%.1 use
Foki-Vern) wri-fe clown
cick. jecctues descrikSin3
-ck.vor-i+e color- cAr,c=1 cincl

1+ in +he

14t\TSZIALs 1IEETEs.t)s, I asre.c.A.-on sheet, 3 cic13. Vts+s)

.c"',ower- po4s LVt1-1--) 1cAcieAs (aloove.) 3 Pocim perli
ptpe clean -,ex.51cc.nstrk.Ac-1-ic) -, ?carer-, 5\k-ke.j5+1=1=)1er, SciSsorS

Vic

338



4t. * It if 4( 7Y

Ad 4 Atwell eir cliwice
Sp-mach! Ugh! Ice Cream! Wow! Have Njou

ever fhouorf about how your likes and dislikes
tell a loi- about you?

In +his activii-y you Will be fhinkin9 a lot
about yoursetc and who+ you like best.

ft. Read the FAVoerre FLAVoRs ancl -fasi-es li.s+.
Choose Me words +ha+ describe what you lilce
+0 eat* best. IvIcie a rc.1-F,gi lin.9 wh\ch words you
chose and why. Glue \/our Lecj,-1.rts) a pipe cleaner
cind si-ick if in --kei+o share with ofiiers.

Ilithhak descr'ibe ihe c.oior ./oLA 1dce. best. Make a flower

-Rectd +he AVolZ1f5 CoLoiRS lis+ . Choose +he words

in ./our co\fore color and wri+e on H- why you
like thaf color best. S+aple or 9lue _your -Plower
on a p\pe deciner and si-ick. in 112SY RaDV4ER .air la

.

+0 shore NAI h others.
1.~IMMMI I.MMNO

C. -RecId +he LeSCRE 1UviE AcrNerrE5 lisf. Use lour
own ideas or choose ideas -Prorn +he bes+
describe who+ \iou Hke +o do in rur T'ree
Make a Plower in ci desi9n 4-hal- cdoou+ who+
you like 4-0 do best. (example: a recor-ci ofe 2->
our -6\iori+e son9) Sfople or 91i,keyour'rnode

u i'Dlov4er on CA S e and + in-445 n
339



crispy
buitered
Iiuccy
soggy

Vs, +hick

o41Z. Thin
sliced
i cy

o sharpalC td
conned
whole

uOde down
.Plaked
barbecued
unbaked
-knnaued
carrnelized

1

Sour
spicy
Salty
bitter
sweet.

+sang./
+art
hot
cold
SoCf
hard
doughy
creamy

bol led
brol led

unsweek.ened
sernsl-sweei.

moist.
I Cqu id

crushed
9ra+ed
chUed

340

\---1-7c3w

;resh
cooked

dried
+00 si-ed
candied
pickled
Cud gy

rich
mil ci
nu+f
sliced
shredded
powdered
ruled
chopped
9Iazed
creamed
mashed
wkipped
Swirl eci
Cro en



A'crt;14'

v
orange
sky blue
+urctuoise
green
yellow-green

peach
goldenrod
gray
+an
crimson

scarlet
+angerine
silver

brome

1

pink
purple
salmon
maroon
periwInkle

red
yel low-oran9e
blue
orchid
olive green

yellow
brown
black
9reen
copper

burnt oronge
-Forest green
lavender

brown

And add \lour

aqua
rnai ae
gold
lemon
umber

melon
rna9en+d
clesh

bi+i-ersweei-
opricof
beige
cream
pl urn
pine

Fblued-violef

e green
red orange
blue grctv

Lbaby bhAes
mul berry
hoi- pink
lime
Charireuse
wine

341



woodworkin9
ride bikes
hike
camp
pla\/ piano
ride norses

volleyball
Soccer
play records
read
5\10)9

jurp rope
board9ames

golc
tennis
Sew
cook
ski
travel
cish

oothall

itictives
ea+in9
9ardening
swum
run
*alkIn9
vvrtife
Study

Pnow lawn

teach
shop

repair
clean up
poini-
soF+ball

earn money
Color

paper route bobysi+
mini. co\kmc3 phoi-o9rophy
fll'Inctivre 9oIP bubble herfh
picnic Scovk
bu\lci models +rock
colieci-ions c'n'IrncAl care

craciis clesi9n
draw ska+e
sleep hiovie
+oy isetrne dal drectrn
basebod your idels
ielevision
radio

342



ks)

343

Lis 414viee

you like very much.Then

+hree 4Alatr \tou stk

\iti much. (;ive reasons why,

Many ciC us hove bad hab'45 we would rile
o break, Mink oc hcibiaF ihai you have,irka'r

\iou would like o chari9e.

\lictke a plan ilelcr could heir \Jou break
\tour bcici hahliv chci +ry '4 r 2 weeks, Theh
wrI4 pararelph Jrellin9 whether o nof yot4

were success.Cul, GIve recsonz why, 341



Sit
*IV* 14/0 7)j and P&1Y

TcIk +o a worker) This rntehi be ct
netspbor, -Prienct) pctrenij or +eacher.

-Ask +his worker aboui hobbies,
and leisure -Ftme (pla\i) ac+ivities.

Are the workers' leisure, +itieleoc+ivi+ies +led to +heir work
Or is ii-he worker's job

comple+ely difTereh+ 9

Are +heir pIci\/ ocfivihes useci cis
recrecrlion only ?

dee people change?
Talk with on, aciuli- or ci s+ucient

3 \lectrs older +lion ru. Ask abou+
+heir -Pcwor'Ite +ostes, colors, and

octivi+ies, f-kive +het..e. 'Inferesi's
Chancjeci fhey were ci -Pew
yecirs cur Q

345



11 y
Give 4hre.e examples o-P your likes cind dislikesihat hove chqn9ed 4rorn ci -Pew

4%

A') e.
\or)\ti

\<-` ,;(g "' 4

346



OpfY
Dote

happY
bote

happy
note

347

oFk ion= I ,-tbee --Leachers
AcAppV notes ma./ be

cu4 ot.A+ anct used Ath.7
ShAdents cl'awarrn .Puzav"

note. 4-c) an.lone. 4-iney
Or at1 s4-ucien-4-s tncl wri-k
ci no+e seleci-ed person
esac-h wee.k.(3cAuarm Pl.127y"
r&res (3'ven 40 op\e, k.icl-WOUV)



* * 4( ACTIVITY 5 b

O OR4/ anci PL43/
MarN people combine +heir likes
and clislikes in +heir work) .Por
example , a octrpen ter. 17101 work
very hard but rnmi ens)/ bLitIcitinc3
his ei-hincp very much.

Which oc The ,Poltow'ing acfdtii-ies
are work and wieitk cire play

4or yo
et. playinc3 baseball

ictreted
W P

Ow
P

Vs1

\NP

ii1 P

WP

b. Pishinc3

C. watchin9 sfars +hrou9h ci ielescope

8. planfin9 a iPlower rcien

e.-Fakin9 care a a sick cloc3

P.buildin9 a birdhouse

2. NOW go back and wrife some workers (jobs)
who m145V-4- do +hes .4-hin95 cis ci por+
a Their jobs. Ask +or an answer shee+
+0 check \lour own foctper,eT itt;

348



it If* *it*

Woonci P6131
What are some thincas +hat you
do crt- school thct+ \IOU WO Lite\
Ocill work

Who+ ore some Things \IOU do a+school thai yoLA micpir can play?

Whfch oc +hese -1-hin9s do you like
enoc-t5h -t-o cio ALL DAY?

INIMMIMMIIIIIMINIIIIMMANMAMILM11001111

Which or Mese 4--hincp \lowrPavori+e, even Thoush you rni9K+
noi- wan+ +0 do 1+ ail cioy?

1-low wm.,14 ./ou spend \tour act/ isc
ru never ncict +o (3o +o schaai?

T?ekrY7e

349



ftv

Most of us have several Priends.
"TKtnk about the diccererli- sPriencis
that you have. Art your Priends very
rnuch alike or are +hey cliPPerenf?

e;
.cc c>

145-f-)e.eS) oc'

xPx 6.° t'ac\ erf'' magalz°t
x

e .(K` 4.*)

42 \`' 6( '6( 4LQLt ---+
,sx\

,(P) 4 )v ((>\ s\6'

confouuta.

0 \> IP

4t#
c

fr..tefr)

Who+ do you have 3°00/
+0 do +0 keep .PrIends?

40w do yoLA wan+ ci
irienci +0 +recci- .fou 350



4 4( \1lou1d .to like 4-o
0 hove \Ioursel; cord

41( 4'rienci?
ds ? 0

o 'i\e'l\ 6e2

4111 NA\ (\\I i\ r 1 C q 6 °fret ve Yo70,74 0(4 )9) 45,
&cc)? eli 1 74, 0(4

/604, ,er ICYS abi,, Y°4-4 9h )4

Go ON TO THE NEXT WoRicET:.,
ft\Pretend you could can, boiit

or package +he 9L.,slitigs yo
Wan+ 'In a .Prienci. On your g

el% Worksheet Pill in +he labels on i
+he produc+s wii-h Lia orlishes 8
+roii-s that you would like in pu?E`..--
it-ienci. Choose +he ucq_li4L- ./ou
+hink is +11e riosi- 4Imponismi,

wrii.e ii. down on a noie cociraui- i .1- in 4he
OS EST cl? 1 E NJ D Vos V PowMTer -0:)r scatrins.

CUse .1-he persenalky ibmi+s lis+ iPor help.)
351.



** ***t
ILL IN 16%-kE, LATIE.LS WITH FIZIENDS4i1P
UALITIES"THAT YoU WANT IN A csEsr FND!

1.1111111.. J
Nome

3 2



VIriime a poem

aboui- \lour Peelincr

or petro9ropl1

abou whth you

are like.

353



At it strange how some ioeopte
Make \ioui 'peer so tired inside,
Your +hou9hts begin -to shrivel up
Like leaves all btown and dried.

But when ./oUre w1th some other
Friends, its stranger stilt to -Pind
Your ihouahts as thick as Pireflies
Ali shiny in your mind!

'Rocha& Field

Now write about,. 'Pretends
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wkt ct,

f6lettojt:eei

bAtvtt
eitie,4

YaL4.

°t44)1d
the/

attia4/"4/2,

4t42kt

tk cu440401,61

ot,

11,4'ut).,.,44
aki,4,Ntiadi.

di:6
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ACT.

eztirv titti Lucu.6
-09 wal

eto

kXsi. Zmakt...

-PncL 4(9 kiCli
WYNCIfthAtO.,Y\CL

O tcrw Fa. be Acta,
atXvtd Wad -

Ort4-Q0 Jard ci u.A.1.6d

.t1t.:uAna.A ,c4 mackA,
WJ teuk
uAatt. jRtkto

C9*. uoiL 0.1.L.4.4 i'101-al

.U.AA 511141w &Ad ad Ala('
8k .C10-AVeRIA.QCIL. *t.0 MIL ..

oinck 4.0.1.,L,.

o44 ck rk e A

CM& "Cit.,a0)t)*

LA '1. 113 tigai.11 I4 I d...i..A1.1X1.2.47.:11.41.A.Z2.:-.
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-eclaner
hee-

Act. 67

in4ike
v\'vafef't recta

de^efs
\6052.

\to ( 0,0

-Power should be.
put on a dowel sbc,lc.

5tUck ce. t\le,
110,14er pot. ehOdren

wrk.e clown bes Criend
laoli-Fies on noike.s and

loce.-Lhery, In -1-Aie. po.b.

k,

358



TA IACTIv ITY

WARN Fuzri totti %cxey
Have pu ever redd about 4ile

warm i'uzz.y or cold prickly things
people sav or do -foo each other
every clay

\k k.,kr
\i\Jo rk.s\oee-k

ke '''ck(\e \1\3°

"YY\e 0

A\Or\c5
k\Oak

Feoele Qt)e qp/

our cActo,6-

moYe fr'f/c,

Vee_\
a1\ c3cod

)0fr.,/

1\lovN)
wrike

or, A-he co\c\

\0\1\1ef-
?ot some,

-.\-\-\ncls

r)iN'e 6e

?eoPke sc"\I

obook
Nto,,

Ntnor
yoc,

\iokoe'
ceekr\c35

Ce 24 la C`/(7/

359
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Amory Ic I
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Acriv !Ty Td

r?Arr?e,

P\ROUND

Below are some COLD PRICkLY
sentences. -Rewrii-e ea ch one +o
make it nicer- or less harsh.
ExAmpLe. : B V I tis a liar. -ad&

I.Alice isci 9ossip
4)2

Sred k .Nat.

3,Tom Is a penny pincher.

14. Kevi bu

5.He is a cowarc' .

6,She 'Is so skinny._ _

7. Thai. lady is ugly.

t. Sally is rude._
MIMMI=Idlliele/M101/.111.41/111

3 6

101111MMIN/i1~

. ow...

go
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43;c-,1 -Aocu; nok 
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HaNtA 04s0w noiN 
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puolpoo\ -Jadtcl 
noIN 

oi4 viv ein te-77,-77, 

56u1L44 
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uc)4s:1 
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CL4+ oui. +he paper body
or rncike your own.

Wrife in your
body) +he +htn9s
you circled on

\iour Work
sheef.(tsst+b)

tn which
kinds of
3obs
Woulel you
be happy?

pc
ev'e

LU (o2

tro

Pin \iour
bc%..t or,
a bulle+in bocirc,
or hanci cl class
clo+itlesT4le +0 shore

ofhers. You cio
hots have ±0 Wrife your-

° he or) (4 unless you wish.

INsysave0"^"efte
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Et.) MENT iccTiv irtvE. s
** go Rey. sopt,e Qi-6,- otzpvcg,i2_12a--)***

if**
Ask mother ic \il 0 U 2.1Drcivq a rot-L.1re oc

can brinc3 a boll piciure rurseW showin a VeThi

oc yoursekc 4-0 scool. CLA -Fhe picfure ini-o
,Secre-Hv p\r) H-- on q clboui- 10 \outz2ie petces.'s
bullefin board. At 4he Exchan9e puzz.les
+eacher +0 ask -i-he wii-h a Priend
class +0 9uess who
.the boby Is. WhcIA- I's

alike or dieceren+
VP, and 4-r-v 04-

pu- .\--he puzzle.

t ,iid back +05thher.
't-p.)u+ your t3c1:1 piciire wi,. Guess 4--he.

ono\ 'now \IOLA kook no\t.1 -ee.in9s shown.

..9i1W10
Ct ok.4 4.- some, 4-kin9s

Jr-ha+ vou Like -1-o

c..10 f±.pc-Pre_

firne. Cio-zsrno-Les
3hoL1Ici see ho\AI rvcrI
ric-1-1.vil-fes +key ccAn
oue.ss -;

a
tit4s yr ri cr

Moin\j son9wrt+ers
5on9s about

Listen
radio and count
4-he nurnber oC .soncr
\iou hecAr in one. hour
4-ho+ +e11 abou4
Vfrii-e down +-he

te_elin95 in
4he. sn9s.
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,Ever, :)e has somthhin9*

1.re\i :an do We Choose

sonne'rhrn9 \io like fo do

ono\ rs?,n+Eri-cl'In +he class or

5mc ,1 group. YOU 11119h 1Alcint

+0 sl'n9
a So9) PIO`i +he

dcince) read c poerri --ell a sstory,

do a rrxjic 1rick1 3Iva p(-171- show,

e±c.
411010MMOBWIRIMAWE
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4t. it*()AWN
7 Think about which

occuperHons \jou \NoWd

it4eresi.ed In when you 9row

up. Ac+ oui b\I yourselc or

by uslIn9 o+hers, whof you

woulci do in hs jobi See

classmafes can vess

whkh icA.1 iotA
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-3.41on9 sorneone wh lywrci .fcisk

4, Li fe bro)-her broke your glasseE.
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G. Mo-Hier so\is"klobfo a new bke,

SAikitW:4
Why do some colors seem

hopp\I or sodt loud or scoc,

riend y or untc\-lend I y

Cobr or petrni piciore

un ceritain colors io

spec al 4eeiltngss Ask: ,:o.
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The materials presented in this document were developed under a
grant from the Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. Contractors undertaking such projects
uwier Government sponsorship are encouraged to express freely
their professional judgement in the conduct of the project.
Points of view or opinions stated do not, therefore, necessarily
represent official office of Education position or policy.
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John Prasch, Superintendent
Carl Spencer, Project Director
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Lnarninp, Center
Career Equeation
WHICH WORKER'S WASTESASKET?

A

TEACHER'S FLAN

SU3JECT ARE%1

(page 1 in START booklet)

Career awareness
Decision-making skills
Personal/Social growth
Values Clarification
Thinking Skills
Identifying and Classifying
Research Skills

TEACHWS C3JECTIVES:

students will be able to practice Ts of decision-makingbased on career awareness.

Students will be able to practice research skills.

,T,u'.lents will be able to Identify and ciassif:r an occupationthrouFh materials used by the worker.

5tudents will be able to utilize thinking skills.

StuAents will be able to apply social skills through peerteaching.

Stulents will be able to observe and compare valu.2s ofwOrkers through interviewing.

i`l'IDENT'S OBJECTIVES:

:(1q3 stulent objectives sheet in kit. (boy with telescope)sheeL may be duplicated for each student using the center.Thls ray he posted In the center.
!,iy he enlarged into chart form.

3 LEVEL I it- Vrif
tevEL z
Lev

40
Stu'lents play CAR!.ER MATCH Farre. Pupils match theworker with the things in the worker's wastebasket.The matchl letters and rl:Imhers arc written on the

:Iswer sheet anl given to the teacher, Thet,Dacher then check the answers or give the child
'An answer sh-let (in kit) to self check. The gamels on four sheets in the kit ani must be cut apart
t:ofcre the chil'7-1-: ,,ee it.



LevEL z.
fiavet.. 3

14

eon tinuel )41,

LItuients play oYSTERY WORKERS Thls partle 1s
founI on twelve ohects In your lit. The namos or
VtiriOWI workorE; are found on rive sheets which must
he OHL ueforu the stuAenl,:s c:u1 pluy qui Vu:Ne.
Thu AlreoCtonn are provided lh the kit. Stuents
1,!ty ,h) all the workers or choose only those he
'inow:1 ft ) ii t. The ANS.,;Eiai ohuut vty rj cut, !wart

onl:; cr,u :11)9w/or box h:, a t I t.n for :Iclf
(!hun c:r N.ay be tuacher nhoci.(!f. StAiJento aro
onol:r.1,-ul to rive t,helr own 11u.t1; for thulr decisions.

u1 thee Lesto wtll .leturElne whirh activities
Lhe tuachur will .inHr-ri the F,tulonts.

aru i to Indlrate to the teacher the :fl.fficlty
Lho Ictly11.16!5 !..rari!us.

In.11,,%tes Lovul 1 -

AVERAGE
Lovl 5 - DIFFICULT

aotivitios aro keyed to levels
with *

* *

NUI:21 1.1.EDTA

1 -.1! :,! I ,,

1 I ;

c26ellikk tati611
IIies-r-11-12-11-7

COgidu cOo-dttiv

tiTeef3erm

V*11

NAThiALB

leyj
orilY

1(Yit!
'.;11pI1. tptLel

cP1pLic%tel
p:iner/pc2ncli

l!trFe bro,:P ,:P.;01mPe k:or pupll work)
c!tiplic.Aufi pas:lea
rel punelln or aLuLunt Ecif check
discard materSals From workers

( bU tanel on)
hox or waptelrit. wth nui:.ber

for wor envloPes
:1;,to hoYe (of':lco clerk)

iJa('yclooelim
career / oction hooks

surrest,lons;

OccupLic:;a1 fll(!tionary for Chiliren
Ind. Trado lookn (Sextant System)
;:,y Career Work,huok 1 (Cnreer Futures)
Oreunational Profiles (Chronic:Le Pub.)

(xay borrow frol;, Jr, Plc-h)
Yellow F:1.e lenources (Coe)
City Tolcono ?look Yellow Pares
Slectel iioohs

pa9es Ctre +he mcon
oc4-(Vii.l.cs .L74 +he Cen4er,
They are oseci wi441 4-he -Pilled waS4tbastz.f.'
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Example:

tlA 9
,J

, ovary Caveern
Community Workers
Filmetrip Viewer
Tape Recorior
rlcrophone c0 'u cordur
oar phones
Selected filmstrips and tapuc

sulstions;
What Does Your Dad Do? (Scott Ed.)

6 filmntips and 6 tanes

(contInue,i)
udy PrInts
Postern (rilton-Srad.

Teacher USCD a Frade book or civ!rt and recor:Istio t)roFress of each student.

A TIC TAC TOE sheet such a PICK A POCKET (In kit)
ne used. Each center Is :le:frnatc.i hy a rocket.
!.utent X clYr the center w:,.n all ctivIties arecouletel. Cenern moy be a:ls1;.:1 !'y the teher orHe sttvlent's own choice to a TIC TAC TOE rattern.

The stuient keeps track of his own proF;ross. SEE
PhOGhESS RECOhD sheet in the kit. Each boxearea shows an activity to be completed in theCareer Education contor onLy. The stulent completesan activIty, checs own wor:, raes correctIons,X ct.. Li1(: activity hox, evaluE.teb feelinFs by circling

t';Icc, shows his work to Uo teacher (oho may Initialt.i.0 box) arvi places the flnlohot (or unrinlohc.1) worktho NY P1106LEL;;; RECOhD shJet In hIs brownlope. These stulent envolones arf, kept in aIn the center anq are subjf:ct. to the teacher's
rtfCerence at any 1.

A pocket chart :ray Ue ut re tulentsnDme lhto co:'!lot-d (x.nter rocket.
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.....frairmmunran

STUDI.,,rj EVALUATIO:!:

là

Ltulents vay evaluate thelr own nrorons hy the %nswer
sheets orovI'lei In Lho klt. The answer sheets are I;oot hy
te teacher r 1 err to Lhe stuIent hu ohows hor
hir Tnu traoher r:o.y t,Can the noo(!r to
If 1 ti ON, rvivo eri follow0,1, etc. (The answer rh.!,..Lo arc
desIrnnd oo Lhfly hqy flt: rut ann r ru low 1 ri, fo r tlIfferent

Ievot.) The student thun r.arks an X on the activity
box compieted on Lhu rY PftC(NESS RECOI1D sheet.
StulenLs ifIcontie aware of their emotlons en they are asked
to circle Ltd! Toelinirs faot of each acLIvIty on the :%Y PROGRESS
RECOltD Thlo reveal: Lhu Ler:Her If the child is
fyl;n:r :hiec,.;:s or Failure, ,:hich actlitlen
ahr w! Ich actIvitles nuel revision.

The 1Y PhOilL6S hECOi(D Is shared wlth the teacher art.7:r
each X lo taAu. The teacher may Initial the box 1r nccessary.

,t(ouhL:3:3 -C,!.:(;0i(!) and all work finished or unfinished in
always keht In the student's brown onvolope, which should
mlnl!Elze lost papers. . Stulents should he yr-He aware that
hls work envelope lo always available for teacher evaluation.
Clans envI(:,0f; are nto-.! In a box or "wantebot" near
1,ho IC.

t:If

thh ,q.ovileh !,h- kIt.

LOCATIOI: OF CENT!..k:

Thlo center may be nut In a cornor, cunter, Aeck, table, or
of the homerooe. It :Ay be sot u: 1 onoth,:)r

(h.::1-nat.e1 hr the LearnIn,- T1 l:3 WrnItorA
al:e,

or hller ::.11:ent. The unit may al:,o : OH rrIrt

hhA robm to coo: . SP% "dhlU WOftKL.it'S
If;ASTE:iASkET" in Lht: kit. This :;ay he luhlicated as a
w.:ruonal Invitation to h child to worli In r,H-: ccnter or

he enl%:-,-el to a buil(.!tIn hoard bricht
c.!teny Nu9L aopual te chiWs (n.svii.,:;11.y of 1.1o')

'Ir:V1v1t,:r2n1

, on

SEE drrlwIni.- or POSSIBLE rliYsIcAu E hr 1 i.0 in thH

1.glyrAg9(
1 'NIT11.
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HOW AND WHEN Thi. Ci:NTEtt 1:3 TO ht.. UjILD: (ScHkDULTNG)

9.

Cri..nri1 zrt. I hi., I n of uttwnt. I Triortrinoe.The chl PI -.0fino to do the eimLer, LI.o teaUhor ..ny
: 1 I tr:r ao t t vi ty LL.: ntavieh n-ky

.!.(: 1.1 eY.Lra

Tt., 0'2 r rr o 1 !! eQn ter .topi:ri in on ,,,h,,tht r
rit I. in exact:1V 1.drt1 1.:4 :icco:1 sh,how r.uch Liut: I n I owQI Lflti 1)10 expecte'', 1):Jtuivlor.

..)oror,e he enterv. the ceilter that if
thoce zire not n..ot, ahl toreti:rn o (, IlLen ; nti olc to I t! ,t

t-,.)wever, ;,n a tk rr.:corc1e1 :oat function:!i.,!LIonn for t;L:t- /tort
f P!.1.3Ser:01; 00' nrL oir1 u.urt CLtiut. ,.:rore v I np-, Ono totIt c:ht.:3. A 1,;1111:1 0In Ooco". 1 e Loot Cor rr:nor...:- I bi lity

Lhf_.! V I t,i-!,;,c, ,ci and chec'v,o't by LH....

touchor. Tho toucher (or fliln out the teu half of
The 1.1Luient th0 01:0, ot(,. whenen t,er I eat/ I !IP; Lho ul r. The e'::ctf.:: theL on ..n't I n1 t I 1 n Th.

I ! :or :::;.':nt
t I ne,

i ev:t1
':' r 0 co lore r for earl

LiTt;);'C - 12:1:4%.:::1 L.,;Akl:AT101.: OF CENTI;.11':
....

enve 1 o:)u contaln:.; 1 1 n wr },r.: ; ii t nt.(?r. nro I I ;/,i'.; 1 I en L t-mt
.:..LLerlat. The :1-:.111h..- or fro.,allh; taxea

t:e he :il:',oucet...how ;:iuch h,21pr 1 us:, War ,.,)!;,, :(-:;:_mlently....
!Int.,en Lc the nt1.1:,!nt, 1.or on

Hrev (7,,r; ter. 12: to cr,.. t. Id oa
;'1i I 11!".Vul' ',1:11,1 01'. f fe, 1

1.1,271: or or I L1(71 nr. ,
r.olce ono Lhe oentr.

kf!yed to 1eve1s or nbi.1
te:',ty; ::rr in11)(Ied nm:wer r;I:Pet.,:: for ;t.t:;_tent ne1f

..)hferehoittfi, with tenr'!lor.
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dam% oblectios
N THIS CENTER

Al learn ,aboui careers,

through deivorliemaking.

-I will pracohce research skills,

will idenqy and classetcy an

occupaiion 11irou9h mafierials

used by a worker,

--I will use Soclol skitts

by workn9 thhers.

-I will use 1hinketn9 skl\\s.

will observe cinci compore

\ewes a workers ihrou,9\1

irvitrviewin9,
380
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7.11,17

-910.11.1111110* EOM- NOM

Directios9)

Match each

worker with
the ihins
+hat mil+
be pound

In his or her

wcistebasket.
la al 01 IMP OM 11/1 PI Ili OW all 185-



***

S

iitich each
pkture of

worker with

the 'Phings

gihaf

eounci in

+hat worker's

woste basket.

Write ihe correct

letter beside 4

each number I
386

ansersi2)

1

2

creep

CitCh

nswers,

2s M

3 0
si

63
7 I

9 ei13

.c

12-E
13S F

14 G.

1 11
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.cluphccd.e The 5"clue5 pia\iboards
Pon oaki-ci

A

-tuplical'e workers or, ock-1--cioe (55heel:s
cut apari t.o make a skill deci
use with 'rn -ter r,..r6 rn

Fores+er

Tioris±

Landscaper

Seed Grower
AMWAY -* -. ,-,11

Nurseryman



1st'

Le±±erer

Sign Maker

"Pko+ographer

Car+conisf

Fashion Desioner

1u54-ra+or 3



Pedicdrician

Den-lisf

Doci-or
T)karma cis+

Nurse

Orthodon+is+

V.e+erinorian



De±ective

Guard

Policeman

Jaier
Pa+ro\rnan

-Armored Car Guard
dupiccl-k-e i-he 5 "due spbyboarcksion oak-kic

du plteate \ N ork er s on oaki-a 9 shee+s!

.-Cuk apari to make a skill deck. 397_,

use with `rnystcrk./.. workers) curig;



Ac±or

Disk

Ac+ress

Lioc,/<ey

TV \ews man

S. oor+s Announcer

L.n-Fer+ainer

Ven-friloquist

4-Comedian



11)

Many workers have relafed
occupations. They have sfmilar
9,ualiafka-hons and -footi.c.; of +he +rade.

T/qCTIOft:
oPlace +he 5 pict\iboards on the floor

or +able in -Cron+ of you.
Read +he list of clus on each
playboard.
Then read the names of ihe
workers in +he skill deck.
'Decide which worker- bes troi-cheS
The dues listed on +he playboard.
lace ±he worker cord On +he

Correc+ "finswers" space.
Vsgen \tow are Pfnished, ask +he +eacher
ror c checklrici sheet. rf \put discigree, vetirEh
fhe answer shee+, Ieise +et\ whv. 399



°WAY S AtitiZ. A

'These workers should have:
hones.i.y
alertness +0 problerns
calmness under siress
9ood relai-eions \NH+) people
good phisicat Corcin
aelzendobffii-y
courci9e

These workers r-Kic3h+ uset
weapons
uniPorms
radio ectuiprreni-

I key5
I Ilashligh+

vioricePs

AL place

..1-?swers
here



-wAYilisoKR17
*These workers should have:

artistt'c talent
observing eyes
crectiqvity
hecri-ness
pai-ience
inlogination
a stealth/ hand
good Color percepi-fon

nese 'workers mi9Pc use
pencils
'paper
easel
paint
painibrushes
ink

pen pce
-feIt +ip pens
eraser r?SWer5ruler I hereColors
Camera

401
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1?/..PAYStoottl"R.T?

"These workers should hove:
showmanship
well cori-rot led vdtce
excelien+ enunc(ofion *cpod sense oc +irnin9 4

6conc1 dence- 4
ictlen+ 4\or cictin9 4t

*

deterrnbincifion
abili+y -to recid well or memorize

These workers mighi. use*.
1a spot I icjht

sound equ'ipmen+
records or -Nine,

costumes
script
microphone



iWc3 okR
'Riese Workers 5hould have:

a delicate touch
scientific skilt

-Por people
high morals
vislial memory
dependability
pafience,
intelligence

Carefur Work hob1+5
ccifrnness under *1'res5
accuracy

Ihese workers nii9ht use:
dru9s
Co.1-1-on
rub.b1in9 alcohol
patienfts records
precision insfrumen+s
flypocierrnic need le
powders



POk

p

I



n5W-er
ystery

workers
qame,

selc

se

Artist
Le-1-J erer

Sis9n Maker
Tho±o9ra pher
Car+ooni sts

rashion De3i9ner
Iiiustrcitor

eTeri naricin
eedici-Fricion
Den+ist.
Doc+or

Thor mcici's-1-
urse

Orthocionfisf

1.

0

rer

Guard
Policeman
Jailer

Patrol mon
Armored cctr Guarci

Detective

4 0

ie

tisk ciockey
Actor/Ac+ress
TV Newsman
Sport's Announcer

loyl-er+Cliner
Ven+ri IO9,u ist
Come di cite,

roresfer
Floris+
Landscaper
Seed Grower
skiurseryman



ae9-66307rtsit, _Inswe rs
seAc check,

41

mcly be korr 1 clec.sr-1

medicine boxes
prescrfp-1-1.on bol+les

part a sl-ore sock

Tilm bo)<

cotton
candy wropper

lids
eye cir-opee

-4-issues
other--

11*st
prrrocsi- 1/

+in/ polishin3 brusli

jewel box
chain parts
-hrhi round gond -

Pa Per

jewelry par+s

irty polLsIttc3

r'in9 box

scotch +ape onr+t

notes

1e1-+er fo be +yped

supply order
s4-uclen f census

Calendar number

Polder-

car boy-,s

ites+ cheAce..
(Jeweler

ST-inn
-1-onue ciQ seY

arpoinA n+ card

pOper Cups
6co,c-A- ot-d

Q0ii.on 3cAlts

+Ape ri.n9

Call-dn SWca-bs

14issme s
oth er

pa-Ft-err\ envelop

ern.p+y spools

pins

needle -awl
+hrecia
rick rcick pci

bu4or

er 406

permanent papers

haCr rinse_ Cacnc

bo+-fles

rink. +ape,
hair
iDroke...n

b06b.cns
perrn.vicute4-4

-1-i'ssues

MArsP/Docs"\-nr-
"Bees+ Clloice 13es+ ckok e..

1-Hr



1.11nese wasteboske+3 were used by*
workers in Their jobs.

2. L ook cc:irefully in each wasi-ebasket.
3.0noose ci wastebosket cmci empiy

si-he worker's kbrow-cmays or Me
Evornine e coni.ents cctrecully.

5.Write clown on \four worksbee+)
all +he Things you -rind in +he
wasiebaskei-. These cire clues .1-o
hello you itdeni-icy +Vie worker/

+he ihrow-ciwats back.
7. Now v.ead -Pnrough pur clues.
&List +he workers ./ou *link rnic3h+

have used Mese 44'row-ciways.
g.Finci the worker you ceel Is your

ersoice ancL copy If b The 45+tir.,
ecs cour VJC15041e6cIt'Ske4s

le: or 4-ni Mem alll 407

rur -nnished work in your envelope.



y besi- choice is
because

NicirrifA
408



an . "No ....................

,5.,.0).y
Ns %.114,1

'
I.'

Ct'4
/La..

1.11'

Z4C4 CAZ*1,

AlloirEt.::LiNe 5:0 ®
11.41.4.4a.

(-)Vt,)

eg)

ACM/ ITy

0.*

C. ''?
'?6...,

...

`. ,
,,...N-,,,N

M\( VELlt,..)GS.
4414...4144.111141..444.0...41.441444,10.

.1444

MY PEELINGS:

01.

0

e

my5iery
workep5

(yirrieif

MY FEEUNGS

ACT N I Ty

100
.tas.

oC -ct ms rtps viewed.

4444. te

<--number

1,4Y VEEL-MtGS:GD
41440.4014.14.444.11.0

._

izaseARCA4

: 44

ACTIVITY ';

- number oc *
books I rend .

rEE_Ltkie,5
*4 it If Amy rry

ot,

44

,

44.

N

e.4 0

iv\\( rEEL1t1G5:
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l'ti66TA 1. Name

4L.ir)6k at the picture below

Whot does this worker do ?
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2. Name some Gliiinors
+his worker woulti
utle to do his job .
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9
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workers \ob.
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-TEST 1

st-x *if*
9

I. lixislick(i, houkses, capartmeni-s, bLitIciincr
makes cupboards
reticikes window .crames
AremAkes doors
builds s4-ckirwaVs

v%C,Ikes slArniicure
bc.,ti(as br(ac3es

2. hcivvIvrier
ciWJ

'Screwdriver%

Screws
drill
pleme

(C.ctr
0rrEta ruc Ion worker

eto9\bneer
-Patrh:nsier
eabinei- maker
wood boct-1- buildivt3

CoOler positIolt)

vorenck
pliers
measurers

MA'S cold bol+s
+ool box

(o+-hers possible)

brclit. Imier-
si-eel worker
4-ite te+4er. _

br\cic5e builder
(116-ners inosisiblea)
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1E67' 2 Name

1..L.V6,k at Me picfure below
Tivhat does fhis worker do?

=11111MNIIMOINIO,Mommonramrend.

OAMUtor...mlate. rrome

2.Name scme things
ihis worker would'
use to do his work.

3.G:we names
cor +his
worker's job.

Circle your
best answer-1
in number 3.
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44. ENRICHEINT ACTIVTTTESTh
Vrew mstrips

achoose occupa+Ions Pilrnefrips
owrike down 444119s this worker would
use In his

61Research occupaiions
' react aboui ct worker..
* use +he encyctopecgo or ask \tour
iectcV\er or \nprorian sor belp
Tn -Pncitn9 l000kisL5

it*

Inierview ci worker
esee The "Hini-s on ini-erviewinc3' sheet.
',share who+ youive learned wN-h a

loarenk or,

ViPST A" a worker orl +he job
*ask him or her +o help you sactiller
Throw away clues -For a new basket-
which you ma./ odd io our cenker.

be sure your clues clearN
-1-o The worke.r you choose.. 42ot
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.411 *.lefil-ezDPVT6tAi

Worker-
I.
2.i
Li.

5.
G.
7.
8.
q.
10.

I I.

13,

interview ma.1 be made or
over +he i-elephone. 423
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kv\I(tt,
Ort *-teiterlff&Wir2g /

enrichrnenk- CICA'INiii'y 3

Decide which worker 4-(5 ini-ervfew.
Make an appoithrneni. with +he workerIni-roduce NiourselP,
Be Cour +-eous .
Speak clearly and fo +he
Take complefe noi-es (or use 'tope recorder,
Thank The worker 4or 3ivin9 Me interview.

PDssible Quesfions TO Ask In An
What- \iour occupciffon?
Wha+ made ru choose your job?
When you were my a9e, who+ did you won+ -fro be:
What preparctl-ion did you need -i-o do?
What's -Fhe rrosi imporictni- +hin9 you do?
Could boih men and women do your job?
What do ./ou like abou+ your job?
Who+ do \IOU dislike clbouf \four work?
re \INA scrhsfed wii-h ihe money yOu earn?

Did ru klave another job belore. -1-his one?
Do you Mink ru will remaln in This job

until vow re4ire?
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4110EKIR.1Ci-k MENiT ACT 1 ./11-`1-

INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES

This tool is designed to aid teachers ro adequately prepare pupils for obtaining desired
information at the resource site, for interviewing resource people in the classroom, and
for interviewing by telephone.

General questions for resource site

1. The number of different jobs in existence at the resource site.

2. The number of people employed in each job.

3. Nature of the work done.

4. Whether a particular job is expanding or declining.

5. Educational arid training requirements.

G. The route to getting a particular job.

7. Age I rilliirvinvnts to work in di fferent areas.

8. Physical requirerrwnts.

9. Flours mr week worke s an required to work.

10. Opportunities for advancement.

11. Whether union or other membership is required.

12. Vacation time allotted.

13. Whether or not there zire health insur.ince and retirement or pension plans.

Specific interviews for individual resource people

1. What do you do on the job?

a. What time did you go to work thk morning?

b. What was the first thing you did?

c. flow long did that take (cover the eritir(? day)?

d. Did you do anything yesterday that was di 1fernt from today?

2. Why (lid you take this job?

3. Was this your first job choice?

How many times did you change your mini! t what you wanted to be
before you went to work?
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5. What part of job do you like best? Is there a part of your job you do not
like? Are there any harards?

6. Who depends upon yorir work?

7. What experiences and training on this job might prepare you for some other
kind of job should you ever want to change?

8. Do you work nights or days?

9. Are you tired when you get home? On your job do you have to he nice to
even people who are crabby and ill-mannered?

10. What inventions could put you out of work?

11. Are people with your kind of skiliz; usually needed even when business may
be bad? Is your work at all seasonal? Is thi.'; type of work limited to geographical

areas?

12. What type of education is necessary for this work?

13. What classes did you have in the sixth grade that help you now in your work?

14. Is there any perional quality required for this job?

15, Give us a general idea about the starting salories in this type ol work ?

16. VVhen does your boss compliment you or when do you compliment your
employees?

17. VVIien ore people fired?

18. What school did you attend?

19. What chorines have taken place r men tly?

20. Do you expect any changes in the near future?

21. Whot qualifications do you need to get your job such as

a. Ant!

b. Hornh I

c. Weigh t

(I. Se )c

e. Mar til status

1. Vete! ans



Union

h. License

22. Is it permissible to get another employee to cover your job if you want time
off?

23. Did any of your leisure activities increase your ability to obtain this job or
help you to perform better on this job?

24. Did you have to make a decision between two or more jobs?

25. Is ther e anything we need to know abou t the job that has not been asked?

Interviews by teliihone

1. What are the different types of workers found in this plant?

2. What type of work do the majority of employees do?

3 Is the vt.or k outdoors or indoors?

4. What are the job duties?

S. What are the educational and experience requirements for these jobs?

G. lA/hat dr" the physical legulicinent..?

I. What are possible weekly or monthly cautious,

8. What are the lu till e Or,por ttitn

9. Appluniii.atC:y ic'Wv ers ate in the plant

10. What are some of thug specilic job titles?

Elementary pupils can be prepared for formal interviews through 1) Role playing,
2) Informal taped interviews with peers 3) Informal interviews with adults (teachers,
parents, and community people).

Prior to a mock interview, it will be necessary tor pupils to gather facts about the
job to be discussed. The student who acts as an interrogator must know what questions
to ask. The person playing the role of the worker must know enough abolit the Occupation
to reply.

he following is a list of helpful hints for teachers ;gut pupils when preparing for
interviews:

1. Teachers should be aware and make students aware that misinformation may
result horn an interview. The worker may misunderstand tim questions, or he
may not have the detailed information that the student is seeking.

I t may he helpful to set 41 the to!elut a list of questions the class is considering.
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3. Familiarize pupils with questions and have them mark the questions they would
like to ask.

4. Inform pupils before an interview that the resource person does not have to
answer a question if he does not want to.

5. Teachers should be alert to step in and help facilitate communication if either
the student or resource is not understanding what the other has said.

6. The teacher should feel free to clarify questions and answers wherkvi!, it is
desirable to do so.

7. Pupils should be given the opportunity to discuss the reasOn why a worker may
oversell or undersell his field, such as a need to impress his listmers, a lack
of information due to limited experiences in the field, or a need to rationalize
his own success or failure on the job.

(NOTE: These interviewing techniques may be deleted from or added to in any way tomeet the needs of a given group of pupils.)

References:

Nelson, Richard C. Guidance and Counseling in the Elementary School. New York:
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston Inc., 1972.

Norris, Willa A. Occupational Information in the Elementary School. Chicago, Illinois:
S. R.A.

Wernick, Walter. Able Model Program. Deka lb, Illinois, 1972.
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This is the script for Activity 1 directions. Our tape is done
with echo effect and a background of futuristic (electronic)
music.

10

As you look into the crystal.ball imagine yourself in 20 years.
How old will you be? Around 30? That will be near your parents'
ages won't dt?

Your parents have responsibilities as you very possibly will
have too. Do you see in the crystal ball -- yourself with a
family, a home, an automobile or perhaps a helicopter? And of
course to be able to have all of these things you'll have to
have a job. A good job that pays you wages enough. You'd
also like to have a job you enjoy doing and that you are well
prepared to do, wouldn't you?

Look in the crystal ball again; what do you see for yourself?

Think of today in your life and 20'years from now. Dream a
little and start thinking -- your career is sooner than you
think.

NATERIAL NEEDED TO MAKE THIS "DREAM ON" CENTER OPERABLE:

P/fAudio tape for activity 1--script given above.

y/ Crystal ball--teachers can purchase a glass ball with a mirror in the
base at Treasure City; fill the glass ball with angel hair
to make it look like a crystal ball.

/Popeye Career Awareness Library (career comic books, career game and posters)
Available at Stephenson Supp1r-for about $8,00
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Learning Center
Career Education
DREAM ON, YOUR CAREER IS SOONER THAN YOU THINK

CAREER EDUCATION THEMES:1 Career Awareness, Self-awareness

Bp Nihcl
PrPhintr
Linooln,

SUBJECT AREAS: Language Arts, Reading, Social Studies

!TEACHER'S OBJECTIVES:1 Students will be able:

3

1. To become aware of many careers within the basic occupational
fields, and to project himself into a sitoation.

2. To realize that individuals have assets and limitations as they
relate to job requirements.

3. To know that an occupation can influence the life style of an
individual and that a prefered life style influences the
occupational choice.

4. To help the child know himself better in terms of aptitude
and interests in the world of work.

1STUDENT OBJECTIVES:

Post sheet with student objectivw, at center.

RECORD KEEPING
EVALUATION

Scrapbooks.
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3

Resources that could be used to enrich this center.=
1. Film loop - "Dream On, Your Career Is Sooner Than You Think"

a film written and produced by Pershing School pupils in
spring of 1975. This film loop would be excellent motivational
material for students as they use this learning center. This
can be checked out from PSAB Media; ask for the title above by
Mabel Stansbury and students.

2. Sound - film strips series. Produced by Denoyer Geppert
Wonderful World of Work

K-3 - Utility Workers
Home Service Workers
Retail Store Workers

4-6 - The Utility Occupations

Distributive Occupations
Natural Resources
Personal Services
Technical and Industrial
Home Economics
Health Services

3. Picture Story Study Prints - Produced by SVE
Dairy Helpers
Hospital Helpers
Supermarket Helpers
Postal Helpers

4. Come Work With Us book series - published by Childrens Press
Wilkinson, Jean and Ned - Come Work With Us in a Bank

Forward by Sam Levenson Hospital
Toy FactOry
Newspaper
Aerospace
Dept. Store

5. "Futuri.stic" electronic and wireless music such as theMachine
Music' by Hiller used as background for the cassette tape in
this center. Order from PSAB Media Center:

#789.98 Ussachevsky, Vladimir - "Wireless Fantasy"
record and filmstrip of images to match the music.

#400024-R Hiller - Electronic music from University of Illinois

Media Centers have many career related books that could be used for
further enrichment on any researchjor Activity #2 especially.
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TEACHER DIRECTIONS

This learning center is designed to motivate a child through looking
into a crystal ball, imagining possibilities for his future. The
activities completed are to be mounted on scrapbooks pages and put
together to be kept for examination 20 years hence, if desired.

Materials to place in this center:

1. Crystal ball located where children can use it for Activity
#1 and Activity #3.

2. Popeye Career Awareness Library.
a. The large career poster cards may be used to add interest

to the.center in any way you choose.
b. The comic books should be in a box with Activity #2.
c. Yellow job description cards should be placed in a box with

Activity #3.

3. Ten or twelve sheets of colored construction paper punched
at the left side for scrap book pages to be put together
at the end of the activities.

4.- -Old magazines and newspapers to cut up for art activities #1.

5. Pipe cleaner (12 inch colored) to fasten the book together.

6. Lined writing paper for Activity #4 (for writing letter).

7. Envelepes for letter.

8. Large brown envelope for storing scrapbook pages as they accumulate
and before they are fastened together.

9. Each activity will need a box for dittoed work pages. A large
Popeye pattern is included for use on the box if desired for
Activities #2 and #3. A large crystal ball pattern is included
to be used with Activities 41 and 44. Also, use the Crystal
ball on the cover page of the notebook if desired.

# Note to Teachers:
The notebook should definitely be personal - and private to the

child. An agreement should be made with the child before he or she
makes the notebook whether or not you, the teacher, will be reading
the material in it and your intentions in evaluating his work. Each
teacher will decide their involvement and inform the student. The
notebook will be the record keeping activity for the center.
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1 ACTIVITIES:1

,vvr,

4

Teacher Preparation: cut out 3 crystal ball task cards on sheet one.
Place these at the center with the following materials:

cassette tape from this kit
tape player
old magazines to cut up
scissors
paste

brown envelopes prepared with hole punched
colored paper
a pipe cleaner

Also put out any resource materials available such as films, loops,
books, etc.

Optional center activity could be set up based on electronic music and
abstract art. See teacher resource list for music.

A t

Make ditto master and copies for students of the worksheet. Put out
dittoed worksheets and "Popeye Career Awareness" library of comic
books.

Provide materials for options such as dioramas and instructions
about where to go and who to talk to for arranging to bring a speaker,
take a trip, etc.

Make ditto copies for students of this worksheet. Put out crystal ball
with mirror in base, yellow job description cards from "Popeye Career
Awareness" library.

Ditto worksheet; put out in center with recent newspapers to cut up,
and envelopes for letter.
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Ditto worksheet. Use this as a post test and conference sheet with
student.

EVALUATION:

Activity 5 used for conferencing with student plus looking
through the students Dream On book if he wishes to share it.

4 38



5TUDENT OBJEC-rivEs

I. I will be able to study the occupational fields and pick out

jobs that interest me,

2. I wiH look at my own aptitudes and interests,

1, I will study the descriptions of the duties of several occupations,

4. I will match my nptitudes and interests with some jobs that correspond,
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p. C'mon Kids!

Dream a little dream

Shiver My Timbei s

Your Career is Sooner than You Think I

C3r
C:)
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p. C'mon Kids!

Dream a little dream

Shiver My Timbei s

Your Career is Sooner than You Think I

C3r
C:)
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ACtivity 2

" Investigate

Look through the "Pupeye Care Awareness" binary. Flom the fif teen job dleas presented
choose three that you dro most interested in. Head through each comic chosen, Complete
this work page answering the questions with infoimation you learned firmi leading the
comic books. Do one page for each comic lead, Put the complow(l pages in youi sciapbook.

1, Identify the job area:

2, List 3 jobs in this area that interest you. Tell the kind of training you would
need for a specific job.

1.

2.

3.

Job Training

(Check one)

3. These jobs require people who like to:

Example: Work indoors or outdoors

1.

2.

3.

4. Do these jobs provide

Goods for people to consume or Services for people

J. In these jobs do you work mostly with other people

or with things or with facts (data)

6. Do these jobs need mostly physical skills or mental skills

Did you become aware of any jobs you hadn't known about before that interest you?

Name them

If you find a career you'd like to find out more about, check out a book from the library related to the job area.

You might want to follow this activity by sharing with your classmates:

1. A brief book review

2. A diorama about the book

3. Arranging for a resource person to speak to youi class about the job you've studied.

4. Arranging for a field trip to show the class the job you have investigated.
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Activity 3

A LOOK AT ME
Turn thu crystal ball over iuid look at yourself in the

mirror very carefully.

Think about things you especially like to do oi do not like ;o do,

(Check your profeiences:) Yes No

Do you like to read and study
Do you like working with your hands

Do you enjoy working with people
Do you like working indoors
Do you like working outdoors
Are you strong physically

Do you like to do things for people
Do you like to do research about things

Are you interested in science
Would you like working at night

Do you like to be told what to do
Do you like to tell other people what

to do

List anything you especially like to do. List anything you especially do not like to do,

Look at the yellow job
description 1:ards in the "POPEYE

Career Awarenoss" library that you think
interest you the most. Choose a yellow
card and compare the job qualifications
listed on it, in ith the preferences you

you listed about yourself. Do they match? Choose the job you think fits you the best.

CAREER THAT BEST FITS ME:
List 5 reasons why you chose this job.

5.
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Activity 4 TODAY
IN MY

LIFE....

1. Prepare pages for your scrapbook with the title: TODAY IN MY LIFE using the newspapers of a
given date and cut out

1. headlines and special news items about today.
2. styles of today from ads.
3. grocery ads for today.
4. entertainment today.

Add any other pages you'd like to keep in your book.

2. Write yourself a letter to be opened and read in 20 years. Here are some suggestions of ideas you
might want to include in your letter:

Paragraph 1

I think the career field that suits me best is
What would I have to do to have th.it job?
What about me makes me think job would be right for me?
What are some special advantages of this job for me?

Paragraph 2

What my life is like today' Do I like going to school?
Do any special problems bother me?
Do any special things make me happy?

Paragraph 3

What do I think my life in the future will be like?
Do I predict any reaHy big changes in the way I live?

After your letter is written, put it in an envelope with your name on it-to be opened 20 years from today.
Glue it to the last page of your 'Dream On' book. Before sealir9 the envelope flap, you may share your
letter with the teacher, your friends or your parents if you wish.

kAE
SeoLAW

()peg
ir4 a.0 %latcts

it...". 1(140
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Activity 5

Put all the pages of your scrapbook together; fasten tlwm with the pipe cleaner through the holes,

Look through your book then answer tlwse questions on this work page.

Share this worksheet with your teacher before you paste it into your "nream On!" book,

1. Did I learn about some jobs I didn't know about before?

List some:

2. Did I think about jobs I might like more than others?

What are some examples?

3. Did I learn anything about myself?

What things especially?

4. Did I realize that certain jobs have speciiil qua6fications?

Examples:

5. Did I learn some special qualifications I have?

What are a few?

6. As I think about myself 20 years from now, I wonder if the job I chose will provide the life style I'm
dreaming of.

What life style do I dream of?

/It 1447
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1STUDENT OBJECTIVES:

*-; (,

Learning Center
Career Education
ALTERNATIVE CAREERS

Teacher's Plan

SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

Pr' PArry Zcman

Clinton School
Lincoln, NE

CAREER EDUCATION THEMES: J Career and Life-style awareness
Decision ;1aking

1TEACHER OBJECTIVES:1

Theteacher will provide students the opportunity to discover that

447
there are careers they have never considered, and that many careers
may be "tailor-made" for a person.

Students will become aware of careers they may have never considered.

110
Students will select and learn a skill that could become a career, or
could enrich them as a hobby or recreation.

L3RE-ASSESMENT:j

Use sheet A as a pre-assesment activity. The student will demonstrate
his or her level of awareness of careers. This pre- assesment also
serves as readiness for the first activity in which the student views
people in alternative careers.

!ACTIVITIES:

Looking at Unique Careers

The first general activity will help to develop awareness and
appreciation for people working in unusual careers. The following
activities should be used in sequence as numbered.

Teacher Preparation: Filmstrip projector

Filmstrip - Unique People in Unique Jobs (in this pmcket)
Activity I worksheet to be duplicated for each
student
Cassette recorder and blank tapes
Task card of directions for students - Activity I
Paper for letter writing and envelopes
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Answer sheet for jobs shown on filmstrip;
put it in the center or have children ask
teacher or aide for answers whlready.

People from our town follow their interests.

Put out card ( 40 which describes unique hobbies and careers
based on a real interest, and the Task Card for Activity 2.

Gather books, newspaper, filmstrips, magazines which tell of
unusual careers or hobbies.

Supplies needed to write, or tape or draw for reports. Provide
a place (bulletin board, etc.) to display reports and/or to share in-
rormation with friends (meet in groups).

Why Not You?

Put task card in center and materials to write, tape or draw.
Books telling of hobbies may be helpful for reference.

A Plan of Action

Duplicate worksheets for students. Provide paper to make covers
for log books.

"Help students choose a skill or knowledge reasonable-for t'heM.
Encourage pairs for practice. Provide sharing times and adequate
time to show and/or tell when they are prepared to do so.

RECORD KEEPING

The students will have:

1. ihe pre-assesment as entering awareness level
2. Their letter or "conversation" suggesting another career to

someone
3. Their written or oral responses to the filmstrip on the

worksheet for activity I.
4. Their reports of unusi.al careers.
5. Their creation of a job for themselves.
6. A log of their progress in distinct parts:

1. How and why I chose to ledrn this skill
2. Where I looked and what I found out about how to learn

this skill
3. How and whenI practicea this skill
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STUDENT EVALUiTiTT 71

The recurd-keeping "tcols" will provide good evaluation for student
performance on these activities. Students may want to evaluate them-
selves as d fourth part of their log oy reporting emotions they felt
during the successful and frustrating periodr of learnirg thPir skill.

(LOCATION OF CENTER:1
[his center can be anywhere there is enough space for the student

.:7

to view the filmstrip and do the activities. The students will need
to have voluntary use of the media center and perhaps some area
where they can practice their skill without being a great distraction
to others.

IHOW AND WHEN THE CENTER IS TO BE USED - SCHEDULING 1

The students will most likely select themselves for this activity
by finishing other activities early, or by showing that they have a
potential to do these skills. They should be allowed to work inde-
pendently by contracting with the teacher to do the activities.

1--

SFUDENT TEACHER EVALUATION i

a. Pre-assesment (A) may be repeated as a post-test type of
experience - the teacher should note whether the student
broadens his responses to the klnds

b. The studenVcould demonstrate his or her developed skill
to a group' of people in class (or to another class) if he/she
feels pe'Rly as suggested in Activity 4. This could be
left optional as not all children will attain leiels where
they wish to display their talents (i.e. skills, knowledge).
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A
WHAf DO YOU KNOW OF CAREERS?

MAKE A LIST OF ALL THE JOBS YOU CAN WHERE THE WORKER:

A. DRIVES SOMETHING

B. WEARS A HAT

C. USES AN ELECTRILIMACHINE

D. WEARS A UNIFORM

E. IS THEIR OWN BOSS

F. PLAYS AN INSTRUMENT

G. USES THEIR HANDS

H. WORKS OUTSIDE

I. TALKS WITH PEOPLE



;#1
Vol' UN opue PEOPLE

CV-

bitoquE Joe s

1. OBSERVE THE FILMSTRIP AT THIS CENTER "UNIQUE PEOPLE IN UNIQUE

JOBS" WHICH SHOWS PEOPLE IN UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (TAKEN IN SAN

FRANCISCO, CA)

2. DECIDE HOW EACH PERSON MAKES A LIVING,

3. EVERY JOB HAS 3 ELEMENTS:

A. SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE
B. PAYMENT
C. PLEASURE AND SELF-SATISFACTION

FOR EACH OF THE JOBS SHOWN,CHART THESE THREE ELEMENTS: ANSWER

THE QUESTIONS..."WHAT IS ..." ETC. ON WORKSHEET FOR ACTIVITY 1.

4. ON THE FILMSTRIP THERE ARE 13 JOBS SHOWN PLUS 3 CHALLENGE ONES.

SOME JOBS HAVE SEVERAL PICTURES IN A SERIES AND THE WORKSHEET IS

NUMBERED TO SHOW THIS. OiE LAST 3 PICTURES(NUMBERS 18, 19, and 20)

ARE CHALLENGE ONES', SEE IF YOU CAN THINK OF A JOB THESE PEOPLE

MIGHT BE DOING.CHECK YOUR OWN ANSW- AFTER IDENTIFYING THE JOBS.

TALK TO THE TEACHER OR A FRIEND
, EXt!..AIN YOUR ANSWERS.

5. IMAGINE OTHER WAYS EACH OF THESE PEOPLE COULD USE THEIR TALENT IN

OTHER JOBS. SELECT A DIFFE',ENT JOB FOR EACH ONE. SUGGEST THE NEW

JOB TO ONE OF THESE PERSONS IN WRITING BY COMPOSING 8 LETTER TO HIM

OR HER OR YOU COULD RECORD YOUR SUGGESTIONS ON TAPE-PRETEND YOU ARE

ARE ACTUALLY HAVING A CONVERSATION WITH HIM OR HER. EXPLAIN AND DEVELOP

YOUR REASONS WHY THIS NEW JOB WOULD SUIT THIS PERSON.
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ANSWER VEY :

"UNIQUE PEOPLE IN UNIQUE JOBS" FILMSTRIP

YOU MAY HAVE A DIFFERENT ANSWER AND STILL BE RIGHT IF YOU CAN EXPLAIN
WHY YOU THINK IT IS A DIFFERENT JOB THAN LISTED BELOW.

THE LAST 3 ARE UP TO YOU. THERE IS NO "RIGHT" ANSWER. EXPLAIN YOURANSWERS IF YOU TRIED THESE CHALLENGE ONES,

ANSWERS TO WORKSHEET: "UNIQUE PEOPLE IN UNIQUE JOBS" FILMSTRIP

1. FLAGMAN TO STOP TRAFFIC; OR WORKER REPAIRING STREETS; OR
TELEPHONE WORKER RUNNING MACHINE THAT HOLDS CABLE.

2,3. SHOE SHINE BOY AND GIRL

4,5,6. CLOWN

6,7. BALLOON SELLFR(AND NEWSPAPER SELLER)

7,8. NEWSPAPER SELLER

9. SELLER O CLAMS, LOBSTERS, AND OTHER FISH IN A FISH SHOP: OR
RETAIL C'ERK

10. PALM READER Of: FORTUNE TELLER

11. DRUMMER OR MUSICIAN

12. ARTIST (PENCIL DRAWINGS); CARTOONIST OR ARTIST WHO DRAWS PORTRAITS

13. ARTIST OR ENGRAVER OF SOUVENIR. PENNIES.

14. SALESPERSON OF WOODEN ANIMALS; OR CRAFTSWOMAN WHO MAKES TOYS.

15,16. BAG PIPER (SCOTTISH INSTRUMENT);0-BANDSMAN.

17. TROLLEY CAR OR CABLE CAR CONDUCTOR

CHALLENGE ONES:

18.

19. ANY REASONABLE AK/ER ACCEPTED.

20.
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ACTIVITY 1:

STUDENT WORKSHEET

WHAT IS THE 'SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE DO YOU THINK THE PAY-

WORKER DOING? 'NEEDED. MENT RECEIVED IS GREAT?

SMALL?

NAME

DOES IT LOOK LIKE NEW JOB (ALTERNATIVE

THEY FEEL PLEASURE CAREERS) SUGGESTED FOR

AND SELF-SATISFACTION THIS PERSON.

FROM THIS JOB? 1

1

2&3

6&7

7&8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15E6

17.

Challenge:

18

19

20
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TASK CARD FOR ACTIVITY 2

1. READ ABOUT THE FOUR PEOPLE FROM LINCOLN,WHO
FOLLOWED UNUSUAL HOBBIES TO UNIQUE CAREERS,ON
THE CARD AT THE CENTER.

2. FIND INFORMAIION FROM MAGAZINES, BOOKS, NEWS-
PAPERS, FILMS, ETC. ABOUT UNIQUE CAREERS.

3. PREPARE A REPORT ABOUT A UNIQUE CAREER
THAT INTERESTS YOU. YOU MAY WRITE THE REPORT,
TAPE IT, DRAW PICTURES TO SHOW IT.

4. PLAN A WAY TO SHARE AND THEN SHARE YOUR
INFORMATION WITH FRIENDS'TELL THEM, LET THEM
READ IT, PUT ON BULLETIN BOARD, ETC.

(47-NA
kCj
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NAM( PEOPKY, HEWN( OIC2 TOWN FOLLOW MEM
AAD HOMES TO CAMERS,

JEK KELLY DID. DOUG BOILSEN DID. MICH ZEMAN DID. AND THAT'S HOW TV'S JOHNNY
CARSON GOT HIS START -- ALL RIGHT HERE IN LINCOLN, NEBRASKA, AND ALL FOLLOWING
AN INTEREST, LEARNING HOW AND THEN DOING SOMETHING MOST PEOPLE DON'T BOTHERTO LEARN HOW TO DO.

2. DCUG BOILSEN BEGAN COLLECTING OLD
(ANTIQUE) RECORDS AND RECORD PLAYERS
WITH HIS PAPER ROUTE MONEY. HE NOW IS AN
ANTIQUE DEALER AND HOPES TO OPEN A
MUSEUM SOON.

YOU TOO COULD TURN SOMETHING YOU LIKE
INTO A CAREER. IT'S INTERESTING.

4. JOHNNY CARSON STARTED DOING MAGIC
TR ICKS THAT HE LEARNED FROM A BOOK IN
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. HE KEPT DOING
MAGIC TRICKS EARNING HIS WAY THROUGH
COLLEGE AND INTO SHOW BUSINESS. HE IS
NOW ONE OF THE MOST FAMOUS (AND
WEALTHIEST) TELEVISION PERSONALITIES.

YOU CAN DO IT! BE A MAGICIAN. ALL YOU
NEED (ALONG WITH SOME EFFORT AND
CONCENTRATION) IS A BOOK! YOU CAN FIND
ONE IN THE LIBRARY -- SO, GET YOURSELF
STARTED.

1. JEK KELLY WANTED TO JUGGLE. SO ONE
DAY HE PICKED UP SOME TENNIS BALLS AND
STARTED TOSSING THEM IN THE AIR. AFTER
PLAYING AWHILE HE DECIDED HE COULD GET
SOME HELPFUL INFORMATION IN A LIBRARY
AND FOUND A BOOK ABOUT JUGGLING.
WITHIN A SHORT TIME HE TAUGHT HIMSELF
TO JUGGLE AND NOW IS EARNING MONEY
AND HA4 ING FUN JUGGLING.

TRY IT!

3. MICH ZEMAN HAD SOME FRIENDS WHO
PLAYED GUITARS AND BANJOS AND HE
WANTED TO MAKE MUSIC WITH THEM. HE
TAUGHT HIMSELF HOW TO PLAY THE JUGI
THEN, HE PLAYED THE JUG WITH THE BAND
FOR SEVERAL YEARS EARNING MONEY, BUT
ALSO RECEIVING A LOT MORE IN PLEASURE
AND SE LF-SATISFACTION.

ANY OLD JUG THAT'S CLEAN CAN BE TURNED
INTO A GREAT INSTRUMENT. DO A LITTLE
LISTENING AND A LOT OF PRACTICE. YOU
CAN DO IT. THERE MIGHT NOT BE A GREAT
DEMAND FOR JUG PLAYERS TODAY, BUT WHO
KNOWS! THERE MAY BE SOMETIME AND IF
YOU LIKE IT ... WHO CARES?
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TASK CARD FOR ACTIVITY 3: Why Not You?

I. Think of some skill you have - or would like to develop.
Decide if you could use that skill - or knowledge in a job,
What is the job?

2 Create a job (preferably a job that no one has ever done)
that needs that skill. Write a convincing description, or
tape a convincing argument explaining your job and telling why
you should be paid to "do that job."

3. You may draw pictures of-duties-required in the job-you
created. You may want to design the uniform or costume -
the clothing you would wear in this work.

4. Display your pictures and written job description on the
bulletin board. Play your tape explaining your job for
the teacher and your friends.
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STUDENT WORKSHEET ACT:VITY 4

My Skql/Knowledge to Develop is

How and Why I Chose Ihis Skill

LOG BOOK FOR

(Where), What, or Who I Found to Teach This Skill to ME.

The Date I Plan to Be Good Enough to Show (or tell) Others.

How and When I Practice

DATE:

PROGRESS REPORT:

DATE:

PROGRESS REPORT:

DATE:

PROGRESS REPORT:
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A PLAN

OF /ler/ o#

TASK CARD FOR ACTIVITY 4: A rlan of Action

Many unusual skills are self-taught rather than learned in school.

I. Plan how to develop the skill you designed a.job for in
Activity 3.

2. Use the worksheets for,4ctivity 4 and make a cover for them
fastening the pages intn a "Log Book of My Job Skill and
Practice";in the progr report make notes of how to
improve; 4hat is good ?IA should be repeated, etc.

3. Try to work with a friend to check each other's progress
and perhaps to help each other practice (even if you
chose different skills, it helps to have someone else
who is interested and heloing you.)

4. If your skill or knowledge is something you can show to
the class, plan with the teacher for a date when you will
be good enough to demonstrate or exhibit your knowledge to
the class. Wbrk to be ready c_ that date.
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The materials presented in this document were developed under a

grant from the Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. Contractors undertaking such projects
under Government sponsorship are encouraged to express fre_ly
their professional judgement in the conduct of the project.
Points of view or opinions stated do not, therefore, necessarily
represent official Office of Education position or policy.

Submitted by
!Ancoln Public Schools

John Prasch, Superintendent
Carl Spencer, Project Director
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Date May,

To Teacher u-ihg the cont,!r: Death: Feelings and Careers

From Mike Holmes, Career Education Coordinator

Subject

It is suggested that the activities involved with careers in this

learning center be used with all classes but the activities which deal with

.fpelinGs about del.th used only after a careful examination by the teacher--
,

chcosing and planning for itese sections as the needs and background of the

students dictate.

Lincoln Public Schools B 82889

4 67

0 Lincoln, Nebraska 68501

512143



Lincoln Public Schools
Administrative Offices Located 720 South 22 Strvet

Mail: Box 82889, Lincoln, Nebrivika 68501 / 402.475-1061

Dem- Parents,

Car :ers relating to death (such as morticians, embalmers, grave diggers, coroners) have
often been viewed with fear and/or revulsion. Because the persons who work in these areas
are as important to the community as persons in other fields of endeavor, it is useful for
students to gain knowledge and understanding about them.

The children in your child's class will soon be working in a learning center which deals
with careers related to death. The activities in the center will be done individually or in
pairs; examples are as follows:

"What can you learn at a cemetery?" View a filmstrip made in Lincoln (Wyuka
Cemetery) and play a game to match careers with descriptions for mortician, embalmer,
florist, doctor, newspaper writer, etc.

Art and newspaper reading activity: Make a collage from news items about death;
then list careers involved in each case.

Research a career related to death: Spc aker from the community to come in or
individual students do research.

Last Will and Th,tament: Student learn about wiHs and then will their
possessions to friends and relatives..."R,emember to will your smile!"

Vocabulary and Sayings: Word study, vocabulary building.
Artlife appreciatiol.: Make a poster about your favorite things in life.
The Great Cycle of Life: Shr:w the cycle of life in nature with a drawing of grass,

flowers, birds and a *see which drdws life from the sun, rain, soil. Read A Taste of
E, (..kherr;es, a book by Doris Buchanan Smith.

Evaluation: Write what you learned about death and people who help when death
haooens.

If you would prefer that your child not take part in any or all of these actMties, please
notily me in writing and other projects will he substituted for him or her.

You are invited to visit school while this center is in use. We welcome visitors at any
time.

468
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Teacher



Learning Center
Career Education
Death: Feelings and Careers

TLACHES PV LAN

Subject Areas: Langua9e Acts
Creative Arts

iCareer Education Themes:

,Y01.)107i.1'

1.11 41(.07

Career Awareness with Special emphasis on careers
related to death
Personal Social Development

Teacher Objectivff,: I Students will be able to:

I. Identify careers reHted to death.

2 Appreciate the likenesses and differences of themselves and others and
appreciate how people come to choose certain careers.

3. Utilize skills by expressing feelings about death and relating to at
least one person whose career is related to helping people who have
experienced death.

4. Practice Language Arts skills.

5. Utilize artistic and creative ideas.

[Studert.Objectives: I

I. Student will confront feelings about death anddeal with these feelings.

2. Student will read about death, and talk with persons whose jobs relate
to death.
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There are films and film strips available which will be good to.use
to begin this unit. For those teachers who wish to begin with some subject
other than human beings, I suggest the film available Oyu PSAB, "My
Turtle Died Today", ii1716-04. This film deals with the.death of a pet
which is often the first encounter with death a child experiences. After
viewing this film the teacher should begin a discussion with the students
about death. Sample questions follow:

I. What did you find out in the film?
2. Have any of you ever had this experience?
3. What were your feelings?
4. What made you feel the way you did?
5. Have you ever wondered about the death of any person yen know?
6. What are someof the questions that you have?

IMulti-Level Activities ]

After 'assessing the students readiness for this subject, the teacher will
allow the students to work in the center. Since this is an unusual subject,
all of the activities can be pursued by the students if they choose but
those marked with *fr indicate a more difficult level for students with
real interest in the subject and may require adult assistance. The

Y
activities are not sequential, but it would be good to begin with activity
one. There should not be more than three actL'ities out in the center at
any one time to prevent overwhelming the students.

Activity One:

Filmstrip in this packet, "What Lan You Learn at a Cemetery?" Career
Game (2 sheets labeled 12 )

Teacher Preparation
I. Make ditto copies of 2 qame sheets Cl for each student; provide

folders to keep sheets when completed.

Put cut Ta'.;k CarC center displayeo Lai)/ way you wish.

110
3. Set out filmstrip projector, tape recorder, filmstrip and scissors.
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There are films dnd film strips available which will be good tG
to begin this unit. For those teachers who wish to begin with some subject
other than human beings, I suggest the film available thru PSAB, "My
Turtle Died Today", n1716-04. This film deals with the death of a pet
which is often the first encounter with death a child experiences. After
viewing this film the teacher should begin a discussion with the students
about death. Sumple questions follow:

1. What did you find out in the film?
2. Have any of you ever had this experience?
3. What were your feelings?
4. What made you feel the way you did?
5. Have you ever wondered about the death of any person you know?
6. What are someof the questions t*it you have?

[ Mul ti-Level Activities

After assessing the students readiness for this subject, the teacher will
allow the students to work in the center. Since this if., an unusual subject,
all of the activities can he pursued by the students if they choose but
those marked with ** indicate a more difficult level for students with
real interest in the subject and may require adult assistance. The

Y
activities are not sequential, but it would be good to begin with activity
one. There should not be more than three activities out in the center at
any one time to prevent overwhelming the students.a

Activity One:

Filmstrip in this packet, "What Can You Learn at a Cemetery?" Career
Game (2 sheets llheled 0 )

Teacher Preparation:
1. Make ditto ,-.opies of 2 game sheets C2 for each student; provide

folders to keep sheets when completed.

2. Put out Ta%ik Card 1 in center displayed ,ny way you wish.

Set out filmstrip projector, tape recoruer, filmstrip and scissors.
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After viewing the filmstrip and hoiwirill'tape, the student will cut
apart career cards and play the game matching thc career cards to
the job description on "People Who Help" worksheet. They are to write
answers on this worksheet whn th,y finish the game. To share and/or
evaluate, post the work sheet o, Ailletin board or keep in a folder;
the career titlw> learned now will he used in a later activity.

Activity iwo:.) Newspaper tollago

Teacher Preparation:
Gather newspapers, cow..trution paper, scissors, glue and paper for
recording. Display Task_Card...2. Students will find as many instances
of death as they can in One-daily newspaper. After locating these,
they will make a collar ,.? of the selected items. The students number
the articles as they paste them onto the paper. They choose at least
two, listing which careers would be involved in each case.
Resources: Career Cards.

Comic Epitaph

Teacher Preparation:
Put out Task Card 3. White ditto paper, sandpaper, black crayon,
lettering stencils, and the book, Comic_Epitflphs., published by Peter
Pauper Press, included in this packet. Students read the book and then
design their own epitaphs. They nib black crayon over a sheet of paper
placed on top of a sheet of sandpaper - this creates a rough effect.
Then they print or trace stencil letters to print their own original
epitaph. Place in folder after displaying on bulletin board for sharing.

Activity Four: Stories

Mt-erials: Two stories, reprinted for student use.
7 ,Icher Preparation: Put out Task Card 4; make a booklet of the story
From Mother Wth Love printed On Td-g; WaVe ditto copies of Grandmother
so each ch" 1- a copy to illustrate. "From Mother With Love Is
a more dift tory in terms of reading
than the Grandmoth.er.. Students choose the story they wish to read and
do th actiTh5T-rorthat story. ':eacher should use discretion in
assigning From Mother With_l_ove (could be read aloud to class and discussed
in a group). The Grandmot-her.-story is American Negro in igin.

Ohituaries

Fut out Ta_sk Call.(1_5. Make ditto copies of worksheet "My Obituary".
Te.!cher Preparation: Make a collage of obituaries from the newspaper
or Jse the sample in this packet labeled

4 7 2
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Students will observe what iS inc luded in an obituary and write ono of
their own on the worksheet ,"My OH tuary". ixtencion activjly:"*For
those students who want a challenge; have them write their obituary
if they died today and then project their lives 30 years from nuw and
write one for thlt projected life ako.

Find Out About Specific Careers

Teacher Preparatien: Put nut lask Card 6. Call a mortuary or other
career listed on job cards to make sCITETTiclt at least one member
of the staff could come to talk %,fti the students. Students read "flow
to Prepare Your Own Funeral" repiH.,t from Readers Digest, Oct. 1975
They may want to see the sound filmstrips in this packet again. Have
children look through the career cards (from activity 1) to think of
which career they especially want to find out about. Students then
make up a list of questions they would want to ask some person whose
career relates to death. Samples: What do you do at your job? How
did you choose this work, etc. They cnn work in groups to write their
questions. A resource person should be invited to the classroom so that
students cc,n interview using their questions. The teacher should
hold a group discussion after the interview. Sample questions for group
discussion: What did you learn from visit? What did you
find out that surprised you? What about work still
makes you wonder? How will you find more infeWation?

1.,ist. Will and lestament

Teacher Preparation: Put out jas.k card_7.
Materials: Pencils and ditto copies of wor!:sheet entitled "The Last
Will and Testament". Preparation for doing the center activity: Teacher
talks with students about possessions and the practice of willing what
you own to those who live after you. Children think about possessions
and make up a Last Will sheet using a dittoed worksheet. Don't forget
to will yoursmile! Display wills to share; keep in folders later.

Activity Eight: Sympathy Cards

Teacher Preparation: Put out T.asLjard_8, Make up a display of sympathy
cards using the ones in this packet plus any others as desired.
Materials: Paper, glue, scissors, crayons, markers,
Design sympathy card for people you know who might need it. They may
give the card tothis person. Students discuss questions 3 and 4 with
teacher and others.
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Activity Nine: Vocabulary and Sayings

Teacier Preparatiol. t nut Task. Ca0 9. Dittoed copies of worksheet
'Vocabulary and e/hgs'; dictionaries and encyclopedias. Children
will write nnsvwrs P,1 the worksheet. For gifted and interested students.

Affirm Life

ii( p Teac er reparation: Put nut task Card 10.
il

A° Materials: poster paper, markers, crayons,lettering stencils, other
supplies as reeded.

Fncourage children to think about. 1 they like about ,iving...
heir favorite things to do. Make ,ster.

Activity Fleven': Extendedirdyfeletl tivity for student,., whe show an
intense interusi ii Ole center.

Teacher Preparation: Set out , Gird.11 and the foliowing:
hook A Taste of Blackberrjes is Bucharwi Smith, Scholastic Book
Service.
Materials: Brown wrapping p-per, construction paper, tissue paper,
glue, scissors, pencils.

'Location of the Centerj

The center may be placed on a table, in a corner, or counl.er. A

bulletin board near would be nice for the children to sha,T their
finished work, or display by fastening activities on clothes line
with clothespins.

Tho centec should be done io bright colors and a poster could set
off. The poster right use this saying by Fpicurus Diogenes Laitius,

This would be thowint-provoking and make children thin, about the
subject. A mobile made with the career cards on bright colored paper
hdnging over the center would add interest.

[Record :eeping: 16
A chart in the center with the activities numbered across top and each
child's na ,e down the side would provide tk. opportunity for the children
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to keep track of what they have done in the center .as well as a chock
for the teacher to see which activities are being pursued. Some task
curds key the students to check off their names whorwork is compioted.,
The children's work should be displayed as sharing these feelings are
important if they agree to this. It may be kept private if the student
desires. At the end of all activities the folders could be hade into
books by fastening the pages.

1Student Evaluation:I

There is a minimum of checking for correct answers in this center.
Y'Identi; are ricouraged to think carefully about their feelings concerning
eath and lite and about the careers of persons who help when a death

nu,. occurred. 'The teacher will have to check the center often so students
are neither overwhelmed by the activities or unduly silly. If a student
chooses not to do one or all of the activities he should be allowed dde to
the nature of the subject. However, a teacher should be aware of these
students and try to find out the reasons fcw these feelings and help when
possible. There is a student evaluation sheet (labeled Li ) included
for teacher's use if desired. Conferences based on the folder of completed
,..!ork are especially valuable as evaluations after a unit such as this.

Resource', for the Teacher and Student:

I. Wadlow's Mortuary: Mr. Wadlow has four excellent slio/tape
presentations to view. He is also an excellent resource person.
He has said that he would come to the classroom to show these slide/tapes
and hold discussions. He will not check out the audio visua's but will
bring them to show one or two presentations.
Presentations available at Wadlow's are as follow:

A Life/Death -- Designed to help encourage a healthy attitutde toward
death as a normal part of the total life cycle, this sound filmstrip
explores a ,ariety of topics and concepts in a manner appropriate
for the middle school child. Photographs and original art are combined
in an honest and sensitive discussion of the normalcy of death for

all living things... what happens wfuesomething dies... our feelings
of grief and sadness in the face of death ... modern and historical
attitudes toward death major causes of death ... and other related topics.

Exploring the Cemetery -- A young boy enters a cemetery tu prove to
a friend that he isn't afraid. Once inside, he meets the cemetery
marviger, who takes him through the cemetery. As knowledge replaces
misunderstanding the boy beg to lose his needless fears and mis-
conceptions. This filmstrip o!scribes the cemetery as an historical
resource, as well as describing the function of the cemetery and the
responsibilities the people who work there. Burial, memorials,
cremation, symbols and cemetery regulations are among the topics
covered.
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Facts_About Funerla_ls. -- The funer61 is often the first occasion where
c-hildren mustconfront their feelings about: death. Unfortunately they
are usually not prepared for this significant event. Stressing the
inquiry approach to learning, this filmstrip tells of a boy who visits
a funeral home. He then reports to his class on what he has found
out about funeral, and the work of the funeral director. The various
steps in the funeral process and the reason for them aoo discussed.

A,Taste of_Blackberries When a young boy's best iriehd dies suddenly,
he must find the courage to face his loss and the enormity of his grief.
With insight, directness and understanding, this filmstrip tell's how
the boy moves from denial, anger and guilt to an acceptance of his
friend's death and the realization that life must go on even in the face
of tragedy and sorrow. Adapted from the book by Doris Buchanan Smith.

Children and Death -- How do you tell a child about death? Why is it
finportant to help children build an understanding of death? What should
you say and not say? Should children be allowed to go the funeral?
How do you handle the situation when a pet dies? These and other questions
of concern to parents and teachers are answered in this filmstrip. A
valuable resource for in-service groups, PTA sessions and for use with
community groups.

Life/Death is the best one to fit into this unit. Each presentation
takes about 10 minutes. It would tle too much to try to have Mr.
Wadlow show all of them during one visit because they take too long.

2. Other local mortuaries. Did you know there is a woman mortician?
Betty Umberger - Sheaff

3. L.P.S. Films
a. My Turtle Died Today 1716-04 Available at PSAB.
b. At Your Age #1142-04
c. Mo Man Is An Island #2119-04
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FROM 11011ILK WI l'II IAW

II kilo') likk' IIly ()Hier bed hour Ilicaklast t.Is
il%vays la/y 111111 111IICkt itiiiI,i 11101 III1Ws I Ile ol them in ilie hicaklasi loom

lather engiossed iii n o.ipe hei noodle( hying alound iii i ga It, (.(iloied
liousvcoat, uu1i1uIul4 %vat Iles and Ir., \linla setting the tahle.

They talked, the casual happ falk of people w ho Ie catTh othel and don't liae to make
conversation. Ahotil neirhhorhood tloings ahout items in the paper about the
clothes Nlinta woukl need when lu Weill to s-111)0I iii etwpIe of weeks,

h atter the dishes were Imished that Mina'. Litho asked lieu ii she would like to go
clown to th Ii foi IICy 51.11 ted walking up the heat.li slowly. not towaid
the group of people digging clams, hut in the tulle! 1.)\%.11.11 the jagged pile or rot..ks
that plied knit info Hoe hay

She heard a strange volt e. liei own owe.

"I thought I thought you ' ontetl to talk to me bout school. hut it isn't that, is it,

Iiglilenekl ;Hound hers. "In a vay it is ... ahmil schotol."

And then, hefore the lechng ot ichei could erase the t'ear, he went on. 1 went too see Dr.
Morton last week, Ntinta. I've hek.n seeing him pretty regulaily these last few months.-

She Hashed a quick trq:litened look up at him. "You aien't

Ile sighed uuil it w .1 heart hreaking mound.

"No. It isn't Ine. Its NMI! 11101

She broke ol I and stopped walking and her hand was steady on his ann "Fell ine," she said
quietly.

The look is haek ill his eyes again hut this time Nlinla st.art noticed it. Slut: \vas aware
lonly ol his words. the dit.:atIttil celloing I inahl ol his words.

!ler mother waS going lo

!ler mother.

'IC) kite, lilt' dOk:101 hive months. pediaps less ..

Iler mother who was gay and st;atteruiained and wow itin than anyone else the world.
I lei mothei who could he 1/4.ounted on lo announce in the spring, ilia( she was guig 1,. do
her (Thristmas shopping earl thu yeai, and then would leae ever . thiiT until the week
hefore istinas.

She wasn't ever sick e .cept tou the headaches and the (operation last year which she had
laughingly dision-,,ed as a rest core.

"I shouldn't ha\ e told ou.' I lem rathei was speaking in i voice that Nlinta had no er heard
from luni before.
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"Of couise you had to tell me.- she said steadily. "Of course I had to know.- And then --
"Three moot hs, but Dad. that's Christmas.-

Ile took her hand and tucked it under his arm and they started walking again.

Just before they reached home he reached over and took her hand in a tight hurting grip.

"We can't tell her. Minta. The doctor left it up to me and I said not to tell her. We have to
let her have this last time ... this last little time ... without that hanging over her. We have
to go on as if everything were exactly the same.-

It seemed impossible that tile could go on exactly as before hut Minta and her father knew
that they must try.

The small private world peopled by the three of !Lein v.as kept as snug and warm and happy
as though no shadow had touched them.

They watched television and argued good-naturedly ahout the progranis. Minta's friends
came and went and there was the usual round of parties and dar .es and games. Her father
continued to howl two evenings a week and her mother became involved in various
pre-holiday pursuits.

"I really must get at thy Christmas shopping.- she mentioned the day she was wrapping
trick-or-treat cand for I lalloween.

Nlinta shook her head and sighed gustily.

mother started this "I-must-get-at-my-Christmas-shopping- routine every spring aml
foliowed it up until after Thanksgiving but she never actually got around to it until two or
three da', s before Christmas.

It was amazing that Minta could laugh and say. "Oh. you the way she did year after
year.

That night she wakened in the chilly darkness of her room and began to cry softly. her head
burieu in the curve of her arm. At first it helped, loosening the tight hands .ihout her heart.
washing away the fear and the loneliness, but when she tried to stop she found that she
cculdn't. Great wracking sok shook her 0 11111 she could no longer smother them against her
pillow. And then the light was on and her mother was there bending over her, her face
concerned, her voice soothing.

"Darling, what is it? Wake up. hahy. you're having a had theam.-

"No ... no, it isn't a dream,- Minia choked. "It's true ... it's true.-

The thin hand kept smoothing back her ttunhled hair and her mother went on talking in the
tone she had always used to comfort a much smaller Nlinta.

She was aware that her father had come to the doorway. Ile said nothing, just stood there
watching them while Minta's sohs diminished into !Occupy sighs.

Her mother pulled the hlanket up over M inta's shoulder and gave her a little spank. "The
idea! Gremlins, at your age.- she said repro% ingly. "Want me to leave the light on in case
your spook comes hack?-

Minta shook her head. blinking against the tears that crowded against her eyelids, even
managing a smile.
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She never cried again.

Not even when !he ambulance came a week later to take her mother to the hospital. Not
even when she was standhig beside het inothers high %vhite hospital bed, holding her hand
tightly, forcing herself to ehatter o...nconsequential things.

"Be sure that your father takes his vitamin pills. won't you Minta? lies so
I'm there to keep an eye on him.-

careless unless

"I'll watch him like a beagle,- Minta promised hghtly. "Now you behave yourself 'and get
out of here in a hurry, you hear.'

Not even at the funeral ...

he friends and relati.ves came and went and it was as it. she stood on the sidelines watching
the Minta who talked with them and answered their questions. As ilher heart were encased
in a shell that kept it from breaking.

She went to school and came home afterwards to the empty house. She tried to do the
things her mother had done hut even with the help of well-meaning friends and.neighbors it
vits hard. She tried not to hate the people who urged her 10 ay,

"You'll feel better, dear,- her Aunt Glace had insisted ..ind then had lifted her handkerchief
to her eyes and walkd away when Minta had only stared al her with chilling indifference.

She overheard people talking about her mother.

"She never knew. did sher tlicy asked.

And always Minta's father answered. "No, she never knew. I.ven al the very last. when she
looked around the bedroom and said, "I must get these curtains done up beiore Christmas.-

One night Minta*s father came to the L I oor of her room where she was studying.

"I wonder it you'd like to go through those clothes before your Amu Grace takes them to
the church bazaar," he began haltingly. And then when she looked up at him. Hot
understanding. he went on gently, -Your mother's clothes. We thought someone might as
well get some good out of them."

She stood up and closed the book and went past him without another word, but she closed
the door behind her when she went into her mother's room.

At the very hack of the dosei were the two pieces o1. matched luggage that had been her
mother's last birthday gift from I 1ier :atI mer. I hey were heavy when she tried to move them --
too heavy.

She brought them out into the room and put them side by side on her mother's bed. Iler
breath caught in her throal when she opened them.

Dozens and dozens of bos.es. .111 tied with bright red ribbon, the gilt tags written out in her
mother's careful script. Ga ly colored Christmas stickers, sprigs of holly.

To Nlinta from Nlother and Dad ... to Gr.ice trom Mary to John from Nlary . to the
Kelly Gremlins from unt Mary ... to Lind,. Art from the t Iawley family

"So you knew,- Minta wluspered the words, -You knew all 11 te
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She looked down in surprise os a hot tear driipped on lter hand and she dashed it
ahuost impatiently.

She picked up another package and read td1 e tag. To Minta from Nlother . with love.

She put all the other packages hack in the suitcases and carried the cases back into the
closet.

Poor Dad, she thought.
--

"She never knew." she could hear him SII\ 111:,!. -Not even at the last."

,%-linta opened the box beside the bed and took on. I a sweater and pale green slip.

She brushed the tears away and went down the stairs and out into the cheerless living room.

"I'd like to keep these things. Dad.- shc said in her most 'natter-of-fact voice. and she
showed hnn the sweater and slip. " l'he slip is .1 httle big but I'll grow into it. It ... it looks
like her, I think.-

She went around the room, snapping on the lamps, turning on the television that had been
,iient for so long. She was aware that his eyes follm.ed her, that he could hardly avoid
noticing the tear stains on her checks.

"I think I'll have an apple.- she said. "Want one'!"

Ile nodded. "Sure. Bring me one :Is long as you're making the trip.-

It was natural. I t was almost like old times. es. cent that the Nue chair by tlt . -iacc %V.15
VaCant.

She went out into the kitchen hurriedly.

"I'll tell him that I pestered mother to do her shopping earl this year." she told herself as
she got the apples from the refrigerator. "I'll tell him that it was my idea ahind the
packages. She wanted him to believe that she didn't know.-

The vitamin pills were pushed back on a shelf. She took them out of the refrigerator and put
them on the window sill where she would be sure to see them in the morning.

When she come back into the living room she noticed that a light in a Christmas wreath was
winking ou and off in the Kelly's window across the street.

"I' guess we should start thinking about Christmas. Dad." She tossed him an apple as she
spOke and he caught it deftly.

She hesitated for jtIst a moment and then walked mer and sat down in the blue chair by the
fire, as if she belonged there. and looked across at her father, and smiled.
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If schools at the Nebmka
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sity of Tennessee
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FIND OUT APOUT WORDS AND SAYINGS: (the dictionary and encyclopedia are good

places to look.)

1. MORTICIAN MORTUARY MORTAL WOUND MORTALITi RATE

Look at these words. What do they all have in common? Go to a dictionary or

encyclopedia to find the meaning for MORT-. Explain how each of the words gets

its meaning from itn berinning MORT.

2. Deceased, terminated, died, croaked: How many words that mean a person has

died can you think of? Write them here:

What does your family say when they speak of someone who has died?

3. Undertaker: Where does this won', come from? What are some other words for a

person who has this job? What are Fome of the most recent names for a person who

has this job?

4. Embalming: What does this word mean? What did it mean 300 years ago? Who

n the community held this job 4 and 5 hundred years apo? (World Book.:Mortician).

5. What is the difference between a coffin and a casket?

6. What does the saying "turn over in his grave" mean?

7. What is a wake? What does it have to do with a person who has died?

8. Who is the "death angel?"

9. Draw the most used symbol of death.
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The materials presented in this document were developed under a
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a.

MULTI-LEVEL ACTIVITIES:

ctivities are starred by difficulty. A indicates easier work

** indicates average difficulty

*** indicates more difficult work

Children should not Le locked into reticalar track. Each should be

encuuravec1 to work on :tetivitIc colamensvrate with his or her ability, but

any s.'Ident should be permitted to -51 ary activity which is interesting

(Jr ehalienGing to him. Folluwiag th( pre-assessment activity the student

and the tuacher L6e1-hor may decide Lenexally which track he or she will

follow.

Teacher preparation:

Well in advance of the unit the teacher should ask her students to bring

one pound coffee cans from home to be covered with the tulip-patterned

paper to rel,resent the Lincoln Park Department's "Pitch-In" trash

containers. Each child should have a container of his own. (These will

hold the small ecology flags to be made by each student as he or she

finishes each activity.) A pattern for the tulip cover is included in

the student packet.

i- ';asters and straws fo-f the ecology flags are included.

-- A master for the cover of the scrapbook (to be made on oaktag) is included.

Students should complete the covelsto suY. their own tastes. The back

cover should be of caktag as well. Use two or three brads per scrapbook

so the students can add all puzzles and other written materials from

each of the six activities. (The ecripbook will later be used in evaluation.)

The letters forming the words "Envirenmental Careers" are included to be

placed (if desired) over the counter or table holding the tulip trash cans.

Masters to be used for puzzles and other written activities are included

in i.he student packet.

-- Order the filmstrip and record set, "Fcology and You," to be used as an

cptional activity at the end of ca('h activity. (Available from PSAB Media

Cnter,

Ccilcc six ditto box lids or bottoms for the duplicated materials for

each of the six acLivities.

- Duplicate each of the six student activity_..paGes,to _be used for

self-direction.

- A Popeye bulletin board or poster design is included.

A pi=le answer key is included in the student packet.
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ACTIVITY 1 White pages labeled "IntrochIction lo Environmental Careers"

Teacher preparations:

.1. Laminate the green oaktag sheets of t:le game "Environmentalist."

(Two sets each of rules, game boards, and alphabet cards)

2. Provide materials for students te make ecology flags for each completed

activity. (Students cut out and color flags, write activity number on the

back, and label with a smile, straight face, or a frown for evaluation.

Then they glue flags to straw3and put them in their tulip trash cans.)

3. Provide a tape recorder (cassette), filmstrip machine, and record

player for this activity. (Most of the activities will require this

equipment.)

4. Make ditto copies froM the masto2n labeled 1-B, 1-C, 1-D, 1-E, 1-F,

1-(7., and 1-H (in student packet)

5. Help studenta get started on these first activities. Some puzzles will

be unfamiliar to them.

6. Remind students to put all puzzlcs and written materials in their

scrapbooks.

ACTIVITY 2 Light Green sheets labeled "Water"

Teacher preparations:

1. Make ditto copies from the master labeled 2-C

2. Provide equipment listed in Activity 1.

3. Students put all written materials in scrapbook.

ACTIVITY 3 Light yellow sheets labelea "Air Pollution"

Teacher preparations:

1. Make ditto copies from the masters labeled 3-C , 3-E, 3-F, 3-G, 3-H,

and 3-I.

2. Provide eqw.Ipment listed in Activity 1.

3. Students put all written materials in scrapbook.

b. Provide unlined paper for diagram ac,dvity 3-D.

ACTIVITY 4 Light pink sheets labeled "Pesticides"

Icaeher preparations:

1. Make ditto copies from the masters labeled 4-C, -D, 4-E, 4-F, and 4-G.

2. Provide lined paper for Activity 4-B.

I). Provide equipment listed in Activity 1.

Students pua all written work in their scrapbooks.
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ACTIVITY 5 Light orange sheets 3abe1e0 "Recycling"

Teacher preparations:

1. Make ditto copies from the masicrs labeled "Recycling A," "Pollution B,"

and"Pollution C."

2. Provide euclipment listed in Activity 1.

3. Provide lined paper for Activity 5-B

4. Students put all written work in their scrapbooks.

ACTIVITY 6 White :theet:; labeled "Energy"

Teacher preparations:

1. Provide unlined paper for LA.:,am :Iolar energy diagrams.

2. Students will need permi.ssion to use the media center for research

on solar energy (Activity 6-C).

3. Provide a cassette ';ape recorder. (Activity 6-A)

vmoN

RECORD KEEPING: The student adds to his scrapbook as he or :;he selects

ppropriate activities. The ieacher, as she finds time, periodically goes

hrough the scrapbook with the student to review his accomplishments.

She may kevp a check list of ihe completed activities for each child.

The student places his ecolocy flags in his tulip trash can as he

finishes each activity.

\..

...)STUDENT EVALUATION: There is little need for formal checking in this unit.

Ze<rOrnepuzzles indicate the answers are provided on another sheet. (The
._...

l'I.:, :her will decIdi, wh.eu. for'n Ow answer oheeL. fn'. studtdii:-'.w;u.)...
.
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It is suggested that, if possible, the center be arranged

on a counter with a wall behind it for the title display. The students' tulip
trash cans will add a bright note lined up or grouped on the countero

If this arrangement is not feasible place the cans on a grouping of three
or four desks, two tables, or ever on the floor in a corner with the title

behind them. Set the six box(.2, beside the grouping of cans.

HOW AND WHEN THE CENTER IS TO BE USED,42HEDULINGDMuch of the information
in this unit complements the Came and Parks Environmental Education science
curriculum materials. This learning center would work as a natural adjunct
for extra credit activjes with these whterials.

The teacher and student may also develop a contract to decide how
many activities should be completed.

Students may work in the oenter during study time as they finish other
assignments, or the teacher may decide to set aside time for the whole
class to work since there are ample materials. Small groups could also
work effectively within the framework of the center.

STUDENT-TEACHER EVALUATION- It is suggested that the teacher use the
pre-assessment as a post-test if sl'e feels a formal written test is
most reliable in determining a student's achievements.

Students could use a class meeting to discuss good and bad poin+s of
the unit and to make suggestions for additions or deletions.

Students should put a smile, a straight face, or a frown on the back
flf uach of their ucol)cy flags for further evaluation. Student and teacher
should review these evaluations together if time permits.
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The Ecology Flag: Greek.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CAREERS
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A Cartoon (for use as bulletin board or poster) has been

removed because of copyright.
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STUDENT AGCIVITY 1

Introduction i.(% Environmental Caree-r11

* ** *** 1-A Read the comic book, "Popeye and Environmental Careers.:

1fmay listen to the acCompanying tape IC you wish.

* *** 1-B Answer the questions on the ditto copy of the last page of the Comic.

Share your answers with several students in a small group to see if your responses

are correc:- Include this sheet in ;c!ir scrapbook.

* ** *** 1-C Do the strip irkzsle labeled 1-C. First read the directions at the bottom

of the page. Then look at the example showing how the puzzle is done. Ask

your teacher for help if you are not sure how to do the puzzle.

* ** *** 1-D Listen to the tape of an interview with Mr. Dean Sandahl of the

Nebraska Game and Parks Department. See how many answers to the interview

questions you can record on the ditto Idclude(I, (it is labeled 1-D.)

You may wish to listen to the tape twice to verify or add to your information.

* ** *** 1-E Do the Seek and Find puzzle labeled 1-E. (Environmental Careers--You

should look ilk a dictionary for any.career names you do not recognize.)

* ** *** 1-F From the twenty four conservationists and tiiree conservationist

organizations, choose one or more subjects for research. Record your

information on the second page. (Both are labeled 1-F.)

* ** *** 1-C Do the strip puzzle labeled 1-G.

** **4 1-H Do the strip puzzle labeled 1-H.

* ** *** 1-I Read the rules to the game "Environmentalist." Ask some other students

to play the game with you. (They should have finished most of the activities

on this page.) Use a paper punch to make dot-markers of different colors ic

indicate your pozdtion on the rame be:1rd.

REMEBER TO INCLUDE ALL PUZZLES AND CITHER WRITTEN WORK IN YOUR SCRAPBOOK:
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1-B
CAN YOU ANSWER THESE?

1. LIST FIVE JOBS IN ENVIRONMENTAL CAREERS YOU MIGHT '_IKE. NEXT TO EACH JOB
LIST THE TRAINING YOU WOULD NEED. 1 HE ANSWERS ARE IN THIS BOOK.

JOBS TRAINING

2

3

DID YOU FIND ANY JOBS YOU YES
DID NOT KNOW ABOUT?

NO

LIST SIX ENVIRONMENTAL JOBS YOU DID NOT KNOW ABOUT.

4. ENVIRONMENTAL JOBS ARE POSSIBLE WITH TRAINING THAT INCLUDES:

CHECK ONE YES NO YES NO

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA COLLEGE DEGREE
JUNIOR COLLEGE DEGREE GRADUATE DEGREE
ON THE JOB TRAINING APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING
NO HIGH SCHOOL DIPL(liA VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

5. ENVIRONMENTAL JOBS MAY BE FOUND IN:

CHECK ONE YES NO YES NO

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY AGRICULTURE
MANY CITY AGENCIES THE SEA
FORESTS WEATHER STATIONS
NATIONAL AND STATE PARKS WORKING IN BIOLOGY

G. ENVIRONMENTAL CAREER WORKERS ARE TRYING TO SOLVE PROBLEMS IN:

YES NO YES NO

AIR POLLUTION NOISE POL LUTION
WATER POLLUTION BALANCE NEEDED FOR SOUND

ECOLOGY

7 HAS THE THOUGHTLESSNESS OF MAN CAUSED SOME OF OUR ANIMALS YES NO
AND BIRDS TO BECOME NEARLY EXTINCT?

8. NAME ONE BIRD AND ONE ANIMAL THIS COUNT RY HAS NEARLY LOST.

BIRD ANIMAL

9. THERE ARE MANY ENVIRONMENTAL JOBS FOR:

TECHNICIANS YES NO AIDES YES - NO
10.

_
EACH ONE OF US MUST HELP YES NO
PRESERVE OUR ENVIRONMENT

11 ARE ENVIRONMENTAL CAREERS LIMITED TO
PEOPLE WITH COLLEGE DEGREES?

12 DOES POPEYE THINK IT IS IMPORTANT TO STUDY AND FINISH
SCHOOL IF YOU WANT AN ENVIRONMENTAL CAREER?
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This is Mr. Dean Sandahl of the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission who will talk to
you about environmental careers.

1. How would you define the career of environmentalist?

2. What is the title of your present environmental career?

3. What does you job involve?

4. Have you been employed in other environmental related careers?

5. Why did you decidz, on an environmental career?

6. Why Dr e envir.-nmental careers necessary?

7. What do you consider to be the most critical envirrninental problem today?
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Use 4-he -Corms below Tor recordiv13 +he. isn-corrna-hbon

abou+ your subjec4(s). Use bock o; 4-he Co r rn

'c you need nlore space. You may also wish -6
i I s a1-e your 5 t4 bjeci-.

Ccon4-.)

Name of Researc-her

Naryle 0- Conservaionis4

Major CorIA-ri6-1-ions .6 Con5erva4ion

0-1-her Impor-4-cw Aciltevemert1-5 (C. °PIO

Sources 0- Iht7-noti..__
. .

Name 0C- -Researcher

Warne o-f' Conserva-1-ionis4-.

Major Con-f-r'ibu-h.ons +0 Conserva-1.(on

04-her Impor-l-a4 Acktevernenfs (i- any)

OSotArces oc. Irl-corynoci-s'on
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5. Why did you or or ruvirormorial clreer?

As a boy born and raised on the family fArm in Northeast Nebraska during
the depression and the drought of die 1930's, I gained n keen sense of
the importance consQrvntion hd9 in the lives of each of us. Seeing grass-
hoppers eating wood fence posts and top soil without any grass cover being
eroded or blown away by wind during terrible dus storms into drifts like
winter snow--dust blizzards; these scenes are still very vivid in my mind and
Pm certainly glad they are past history. We shoild try to keep in mind to
improve our environment in every vay possible.

6. Why are environmental careers necessary?

Environmental careers are needed to further develop and encourage research
in this field to gain additional knowledge. With analysis of these results,
the public needs to be alerted to the problems and possible solutions through
education and the media. The role of the scientist, particularly that of
the biologist in the wildlifq field, is very important in order to maintain
a satisfactory "balance of nature" in our ever-changing environment.

7. What do you consider to be the most critical environmental problem today?

The most critical environmental problem today is the unwise and careless use
of our natural resources. All too often plans, standards, and controls
established to curb pollution are not implemented for one reason or another.
Quite often they are impossible to meet. Stream pollution is an ever-increasing
problem due to domestic and industrial wastes and urban and agricultural runoff.
The increased use of agricultural chemicals and commercial fertilizers is also
contaminating ground water as well as stream flow. Uncontrolled urbanization
of prime agricultural land is on evc.r-increasing prOlem.
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1.1)4
s .car,ok respov\ses

+0 In-krvIew
THIS TS MR, DEAN SArDAHL OF THE NEBRASM CAME AND PARES COMMISSION WHO WILL
TALK TO YOU ABOUT ENVIRONMENTAL CAREERS,

1. How would you define the career of environmentalist?

The environmentalist studies all factors involving our surroundings or our
being surrounded. He is ever striving to improve all the conditions, cir-
cumstances, and influences that affect each of us daily. He makes us aware
of how dependent we are upon our natural resources.

2. What is the title of your present environmental career?

Chief of the Engineering Division of the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission.

3. What does your job involve?

Ity position involves the administration of the Engineering Division which
is a service unit offering engineering services to our agency consisting of
detailed planning, design, drawings, charts and graphs, specifications, cost
estimates, and supervising construction of capital improvements. We do
land surveys, coordinate construction work, review consultant contracts and
their services, review plans for facilities for improvements in towns and
cities, such as swimming pools, tennis courts, golf courses, etc. Our
division also provides information and technical assistance to the other
divisions of this agency and also assist with problem situations in existing
facilities.

4. Have you been employed in other environmental related careers?

Yes, for over 20 years with the Nebraska Department of Roads in supervision
of maintenance, construction,and design work. The most recent was as Hy-
draulics Engineer concerned with streams and waterways crossed by state I".gh-
ways. This included design; building; and seeding of wide, flat bottoms,
roadside ditches, and grassed waterways to prevent erosion by having adequate
vegetation to cover the soil and prevent erosion, both by water and wind.
Another concern was with design of structures such as roadway culverts, i.e.,
pipes or concrete box culverts carrying water under the road; erosion control
structures to hold back water from rainfall runoff or to allow water to drop
to a lower level without erosion. These drop structures allow the enetty in
the falling water to be dissipated and used up hir..-mlessly by being scattered
out over a larger area in an effort to eliminate erosion.

While working on routine maintenance of the Inters`ate highways, it became
apparent that we would be unable to mow all of the roadside as was customary.
The decision to not mow the nativP grasses except that adjacent to the
way has resulted in considerable savings as well a pleasing ivew to
travPler and wonderful habitat for wildlife. This is complimented by the
volknitary "A.:r(lc for program. With farming interests, I can especially
apprt!ciate tbi co7)mr.:1:-ion.
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STUDENT ACTTVITY 2

Water

** ** 2-A Read the Ranger Rick reprint of "Water--What Would Wr Do Without. It?

(You may listen to the aoopmpanyin( tape, if you wish.)

** *** 2-B Choose one of the three catagorleu at the end of the reprint,

Water Department, Sewage Treatment Plant, or the Mayor, and write for

the answers to the questions listed.

* ** *** 2-C Do the strip puzzle labeled 2-C to find this ecological career.

* ** *** 2-D Optional: With a small group watch the filmstrif, and listen to the

record of "Ecology and You--Water."

0-
REMEER TO INCLUDE ALL PUZZLES AND OTHER WRITTEN WORK IN Y UR S RAPBOOK.
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Rules for tLe game of-

gNVI BOND ENTA LIST

1, klphabet cards arc shuffled before play 1)egins and stacked face down.

(There arc 56 cards including two comraete alphabets and four free cards.

Two to six players may participate in a game.)

2. Each player in turn draws a card.

3. If the player can name an environmental career leginning with the letter

he has drawn, he may advance his marker to the next space.

h. Players drawing the free cards mcy name any environmental career and

advance one space.

5. If the player can correctly name more than one environmental career

be, inninp; with that letter, he may c'dvance one space for each correct response.

6. Another player may call, "Enviroamerc challenge!" to any response he

thinks is not an environmental career or is incorrectly pronounced.

"Environmental challenge!"may also be called by another player with a demand

for a correct definition of that career. (Prove with a dictionary.)

7. If the player can rcespond correctly to the challenge he may move ahead

k.ne extra space, and the challenger must move back one space.

6. If the player cannot resDond correctly to the challenge he moves back

one space, and the ;Thallenger MOVC3 ahead one extra space.

9. The player may by-lass the loops of thee if he can name at least two

environmental careers beginning with the letter he has drawn or any two if

11.' has drawn a free card. (In other words he may move from #2 to 8 and/or

# 17 to 25.)

10. The winner is the first player tc. reach #38, the truck of the tree.
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Rules for the game of-

(5NVIROND.ENTALIST

1. Alphabet cards are ohuffled before play 1)egins and stacked face down.

(There are 56 cards including twe complete alphabets and four free cards.

Two to six players may participate in a game.)

2. Each player in turn draws a card.

3. If the player can name an environmental career 1)eginning with the letter

he has drawn, he may advance his marker to the next space.

4. Players drawing the free cards may name any environmental career and

advance one space.

5. If the player can correctly name more than one environmental career

beicinning with that letter, he may advance one syace for each correct response.

6. Another player may call, "Environmental challenge!" to any response he

thinks is not ao environmental career or is incorrectly pronounced.

"Environmental challenge!"may also be called by another player with a demand

for a correct definition of that career. (Prove with a dictionary.)

7. If the player can respond correctly to the challenge he may move ahead

une extra space, and the challenger must move back one space.

O. If the player cannot respond correctly to the challenge he moves back
_

one space, and the challenger moves ahead one cxtra space.

9. The player may by-pass the loopo of thee if he can name at least two

r2nvironmental careers beginning with the letter he has drawn or lamy two if

hr. has drawn a free card. (In other words he may move from #2 to 8 and/or

# 17 to 25.)

10. The winner i3 the first player to reach #38, the truck of the tree.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 3

Air Pollution

* ** *** 3-A Read the Ranrer Rick reprint, "Air Iell.ution."

to the accompanying tape.

IP

10StAti^e4;*
416. i

1St,

1.-v
root,'
ou ay with to listen

* ** *44-* 3-B Interview one of your parents and ore other adult about local sources

of air pollution. Write their responses lined paper and include them

in your scrapbook.

* 3-C Count the number of occupants per car that pass your house in a thirty

minute period frm 4:15 to 5:15 PM. Then at schoo] make a bar graph of

irrormatio- on the ,11:-( labeled 3-C. (On thc home phase of this project

you may need help keeping track of the cars and occupants since this is a

busy time of day.) File the graph in your scrapbook.

* ** A 3-0 Rn a media center resource or in a science book find the animal-

411
carbon dioxide-plant-oxygen cycle and make a diagram showing the process.

* ** ***

Use unlined paper for your diagram. File it in your scrapbook.

3-E Do the Seek and Find puzzle on pollution. It is labeled 3-E.

(Seo how many of the thirty-three words TI,u can find.)

3-F Do the crossword puzzle entitled "Nature's Wonderlands--Our National
Par;:s. (Labeled 3-F)

Do iho crossword puzzle entitled "Plant a Tree: (Labeled 3-0

Do the Seek and Find puzzle entitlec. "National Parks." (Labeled 3-H)

3-I Do the puzzle-pair entitled "Up a T.ee." (Labeled 3-I)

3-J Optional: With a small group, ,4atc1 the filmstrip and listen to the

rocord uf "Eceloy ;Lun You--Air."

REMEMBER TO INCLUDE ALL PUZZLES AND OTHER WRITTEN WORK IN YOUR SCRAPBOOK:
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NATURE'S WONDERLANDS-OUR
NATIONAL PARKI;

hs. ;11.. p.nt111.Ilt IP
.t, wt ...wills'. ins 0,11011 t.. .1% to .11

fir 11.11111. !, II 1,.111.., ill 1111, 1.11.V1e.

f Hr 1,
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1.1. 011 TC: T .1111.m( i.,1,1.)r.)

in tin. 1.1 .1 firf

017. t 'S.01,11.11 l'od. Li

1'1 1.:01.4.1.

21 Str- 1,.,!1.r.)

°.:2. _ 1

P Itk I1 Vti,r11:11
tilcni.,r

2...5. r 11..11 rt)

1, Its... t.

020. S i

N..ti4

37. "11,11)it...11

I)()NVN
°I. I't,historic

;nay se.'n Ii _
Vc:,1t., N.111011.11 P.oI:

2. r.ips L.111...)1

end:.

4 .Sii it fur t..;11.1111i11..!

1;1.4 111.11,1 P.irk
is on Ow 11in (s.rtitidc III

7.

S.

.,1, [J.!, 1 11.hr.)

Invcoit.int i t.t1

Portion ,,ot

1:3. NI )

Natioh.11

t,)

'2) ..11titinic, 1..r I I,(1001",ct
r..1 'It, 1 Ili

Nri,l1.! WI , .!1.l1

22. 1.1.1..tv ith .1 fhp ..1 the
halid

2:1. A.ty

21. North Aim rica (abbr.)
20. :-.1.!y

27. Hit of 11(......s or infoltna-
timt

30. P.ut

SAt.I1 11.114 II tho intoit..11

35. S,Init Arn.m...t (abbr.)

Plant a Tree
0 I

By plantinu, the tree described in each starred definition,.
you'll soon have inGst of this puzzle filled in.

"9 -10
..IIIIIMP14

'11 12 13

75- 16 17 la

22

19

23

21

24 25 26

31

27

t29 30

34

.

35

.
36 37

ACIIOSS

Tree that grows in hot
climates.
Tree that bears smooth-
skinned purple fruit.

9. f.one,.-le.;ged bird of

10. River in northeastern
Spain.

11. AhbreNiation for north-
east.

12. Ts itchin,, of the muscles.
14. Preposition showing

u here.
*13. Shatle tree.
17. Tree that yields sap con-

tainins.; sw.zar.
19. Abbrojation for apnctr.'

. 21. Thirteenth lett:A. of Greek
alphabet.
Tree that lwars ...;rcen and
rtil fruit.
Small evf,rgreen tree with

2S. To exist.
29. Trouble or fuss.
31. Myself.
32. Get money in return for

work.
at To declare Openly.

°3(i. Lart4e leafy plant.
.37. Gesture of affection.

s

560

DOWN 3
1. Ev-rgreen tree.
2. Victim of first 1lni7,krer.
3. Chemical abbriation for

lithium.
4. Abbreviation for Moun-

tain Standard Time.
Nut-boarim.; tree.

6. Abbreviation for pound
7. Momitain range in the

U.S.S.R.
S. Speck of dust.

13. Cumtraction for I am.
(:hart ')F earth's surface.

IS. :Ian ,iation for pub-
1:sher.

020. Another name for the
sycamore tree.

91. To encourage or help.
Tree that bears yellow

Abluevi.oion for editor.
26. A book of the Old Testa-

ment.
°27. Evergreen trees with fine-

grained wood.
°X Tree with hard wood aud

acorns.
3:3. Second tone of musical

scale.
33. Abbrcviation for Virgin

Islands.

O 5.

0 23.
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UP A TREE
Don't let this puzzle put you up a tree.

Begin by unscrambling the three or four tree
names in each scramble. Use every letter in
each scramble. The capitals are the beginning
letters of the trees named. When you have
finished the unscrambling, locate the tree
names in the puzzle.

aacHikllnooPprrtuWy
acdeeiiLLnnoociSstuu
acceillrnoprSSuuWw
aaaCCCeehlnpp7sssl:tuy
aaaBCdeghilMr.c,or v y
aBceeeehllMop.,_Tu
aaBcCdehhioo:rW
AAAdeeelln p;
aaceehilmnP-!..')

C-,11 EFhlrn7.-sy
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STUDErT ACTIVITY 4

Pcsticides

* ** *** 4-A Read the reprint entitled "Pesticides." You may limten to the

aecomlanying tape also, II yen wish.

** *** 4-B Choose #1 or #2 from the '?ck of this reprint and write your survey

responses on lined paper to include in your scrapbook. Don't forget to

label your paper "Pu.tir.

* ** *** 4-C Do the Seek and Find puzzlc entitled "Endangered Species." It is labeled

4-C,

** *** 4-D Inte:Niew about Len adults (teachers would be fine) to learn how many

use pesticides. Record ir arswers on the enclosed bar graph labeled 4-D.

On the same sheet list theil' leasons for using (or not using) pemticides.

** *** 4-E Find the missing letters in the strip puzzle labeled 4-E for another

do
environmental career,

** *** 4-F Do the "Hidden Wildlifd'pnzzle. It is labeled 4-F. Directions are

0:1 the page.

** "h** 4-G Do the crossword puzzle, "The Animal Kingdom." It is labeled 4-C.

** *** 4-H Optional: With others in a small group view and hear the filmstrip

and record , "Ecology and You--A:dma-:.s."

lr\N
ko\AY6.1e:,_.)\

RE=BER TO INCLUDE ALL PUZZLES ANL eTHER WRITTEN WORK YOUR SCRAPBOOK!\
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whoopin9 crone

black-lb oied -Ferre+

cou 3or

woodpec.ker

wile,' horse

masked bobwhii-e

Sonoron pronghorn

cey deer
Colurnb;an w1iake+0;1

ri9M- whale

po la r bear

ba Id eagle

Arneric.an a libp+or

C41-nia condor
blue whale

sperm whale

bowkend whole

hur--k 1r,h whode

sei whale

ifinback whale

gray whale



Pe.s+icice ues+ionnaire
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DEN WILD LIFE
Various beasts, birds and reptil,- many distant lands may be

found amid the sentences that follov hidden name appears with
all its letters in their proper order. '7 h, re 22 in all, so see how rE;tny

you can find!
We were counting numbers and marking them up when the king

came late and I showed him palaces , :Icte I took a picture of the most
richly furnished rooms. He was i:: daze, but not camera shy, enabling
me to meet the gaze Llewellyn gave me and to gaze bravely back until I

only could say a king is just a person, after all. So I think I will tell a man
to give them oars for their boats so they can go away happy tho not a
vestige remains, as among our clientele phantoms arc included. Don't
worry if the baby is crying or ill, as he fits his crib exactly.

N(
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Cryptic Crosswords

Each of the following crossword puzzles is built arowl

a Idnadr subject or therne, Words Aich refer to the subject

Or theme are starred ;,0,1,

The Animal Kingdom

Starred word) refer fo animals.

ACBOSS DOWN

°I. TI1P v m f 5 acrw, 01, Tile kiklore character of

5. They can be ridden or Beyir,rd is a

raced. 02. Conjunction meaning

7. Lune Star statc' (ebig.)

08. Said to be best friend of 3. Adverb moaning equally,

10 across, 4. Took the lead,

10 Homo sapicn.;, '5. Female of fowl,

11. Fruit-filled pastry. 6. To soak in liquid.

13. Apostle (abbr.) '7. Large piae animal of

14, Rrfore mint] (abbr.) Sulith or Central America.

'Li Don't ever buy one of 9. Very large being,

these in a poke, 10. Chart.

017, Large antelope. *12. Large nonfiying bi;d.

181 First cousin to a mouse. 16, Choke.

'20, Flying mammal. 017, Long fish,

'21. BurroVing rodent. 19, Dress (collaq.)

°24, Hunters of arce wild ani- 020, Busy insect,

maLs are aftc big_ 22, Short for father.

23. Abbreviation for II er

fajcsty.
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ENPANGEFFE0 SPZCIES
4- E

CONSERVATION IST5

14-FRIDDEN WILD LIFE
Various beasts, birds and reptiles from many distant lands may be

found amid the sentences that follow. Each hidden name appears with

all its letters in their proper order. There arc 22 in all, so see how many
you can find!

We were counting numbers and marking thoLlip when the king
came late and I showed him paIi2ces where I topk a picture of the
richly furnished rooms. He was in a daze. but not camera srmbling
me to meet the gaziLidgwellyn gave Inc and to gaze brvely back untiLL
only could saLii ling is just a p.cvson after all. So I think I \vill

to give them oars for their boats so they can go away hapizi jai24ot a
\festive remains, as among our clientc.L_pliaatoms are included. IjOn't

worry if the baby is crying or ill. as he'lits his crib_QIactly. .573
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STUDENT ACTIVITY 5

Recycling

* ** *** 5-A Read the Ranger Rick reprint, "hecycling." You may listen to the

accompanying tape if you wish as you read the aR7ic1e.

** *** 5-13 On the back covcr of thio reprint there is a newspaper recycling

zurvey. Lincoln lecyclers do not presently pay for old.papers,so we

will set a reasonable figure of 404-per./00 ak for item # 2.

This will permit you to complete the survey. Itemize each of the six

survey statements with the correct mathematical calculation on lined

paper and include yovx statistics in your scrapbook. Label the paper

Newspaper Recycling Survey

* ** *** 5-C Complete recycling ditto A.

**4 5-D Complete pollution ditto B.

** *** 5-E Complete pollution ditto C.

* ** *** 5-F Optional: With a small group view and hear the filmstrip and record

of "Ecology and You--Earth."

REMEMBER TO INCLUDE ALL WRITTEN WORK IN YOUR SCRAPBOOK!
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1. Recycling is

2. Three kinds of wastes that can be recycled are

and

3. Choose one kind of waste that can be recycled, and describe

the process. You may use a resource book for reference.

4. Telt how the material can be used after the recycling process.
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444
_

It might be interesting to see how much newsprint
your family uses. Here's one way to find out: Collect
the newspapers your family received in the last 7 days.
Weigh them. Divide the weight by seven to get average
weight of an issue. If you can't find all seven days, you
might cal! the newspaper office and ask the approximate
weight of an average week's newspapers.
About-how much would one year's papers de-

livered to your house weigh?
Call the local used newspaper dealer and find

out how much he is paying for old papers $_...31.Lp.er
too b.I f yodr family sold all its newspapers for a

year, how much recycled return would you
receive?

If all the students in your class received the
same newspaper and saved them for a year.
how much recycled return would you get?

Take a
wspaper
ecycling

Survey

5-5

If everyone in your school got the same paper
they probably don't how much return

could you get in a year?
Call up the newspaper and ask how many

copies of the paper are printed in one year. 44:
(If you called them about average weight,
you can ask this question at the same time.)
If all of these used papers were resold, how
much recycled return would there be? S

4.4
If your school saved newspapers for onc year and .

sold them for recycling. what could you usc the money
for? A tree for the front of the school?

Keep in mind that not all the money you would get
back from old newspapers would be profit. You would
have to deduct travel expenses in collecting the papers
and cost of getting them to the dealer.

4,4
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Pollution affects all of us, and unfortunately we do some
polluting ourselves. Take a look at these facts and do
scmc iigrirg fbr yourself.

Wisconsin banned DDT in 1970. It continues to
circulate for fifteen years though. What year will
Wisconsin be completely free of DDT?

2. Man dumps three hundred million gallons of waste into the
Hudson River every day. How much is dumped in a week?

In a month?

3. In our country we use forty-eight billion cans a year. Aluminum
cans are worth one-half cent on the scrap market. If all these
cans were aluminum, how much would they be worth?

4. Since we use forty-eight billion cane. and there arc two hundred
seven million people how many cans does each person use
yearly?

5. In a lifetime you will pollute three million gallons of water.
Your familY will pollute gallons of water.

6. During your lifetime you will eat ten thousand pounds of meat.
Your family will eat pounds of meat.

7. You will contribute nine thousand bottles to waste during your
life. Your family will add bottles.

8. You will use twenty-one thousand gallons of gas in a lifetime.
Your family will use gallons.
If there are ten thousand people in your town, how much gas
will they use in a lifetime?
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Use an encyclopedia or one of the rec.ourco books in sour
cent.:2r to help you complecc., the following sentences.

1. Environmental pollution is

2. Four' kinds of pollution are

and

3. Air pollution can cause

4. Water pollution can cause

5. The development of technology has caused pollution by

6. Our economy has caused pollution by

7. Convenience or social pollution is caused by

8. Four ways man is trying to control pollution are
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STUDErr ACTIVITY 6

Enerr:y

*

*

**

**

***

***

6-A Read the Ranger Rick reprint, "The Best Present of All." You may

listen to the accompanyin tape if you wish.

6-B On unlined paper make a sisple eopy of the steam energy diagram on

pai;es 6 and 7 of the reprint, ol cop' the solar heat model shown on pace 22.

Label either diagram correctly. Include it in your scrapbook.

*** 6-C In your media center find- some information on solar heating, and

write a short report on the subject. Include your report in your sc-apbook.0

* ** *** 6-D Optional: View listen to the filmstrip and record,

lozy

"Ecology and YouOur World Today."

The
%est Presentooui

/
r-d

REMEMBER TO INCLUDE ALL WRITTEN !4ATERIALS IN YOUR SCRAPBOOK!
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